

























Car show i 
coming J
Cars from alj over the; 
world will park in the Tri-: 
dent air hanger on Pat Bay: 
airport, next week during a ; 
major car show. ;
“We’ll have everything: 
from a new Rolls Royce; 
Silver Cloud to the C.n — i 
that’s a Japanese two-seater : 
commuter car which two: 
people can lift up,” said; 
organizer Blaine Benson.
More than 25 manufac­
turers will be represented at : 
the show. “Local dealers 
may assist manufacturers 
by answering questions ■ 
from consumers, but the 
cars are actually shown by 
the manufacturers,*’ Ben­
son added.
Most cars will come to 
Island show on Jan, 27 lo 
31 from the Vancouver car 
sliow. “GM is bringing its 
totally rcsolinionaiv Ciui- 
jneron.” riic convertible 
; has two windshiekls — one 
: for the front scat, another 
; for the rear seat.
' Uonila and Mazda have 
qiroiuised esamples of their 
: iievv .four-wheel steering 
years. ,A talking police cai 
i has alsiv l:)cen slated f(u tlie 
show,
J1iis is the biggest car 
, show ever staged ot\ N'un 
'Couver Island, stiid Benson.
Police and government of­
ficials were called in to assist 
with the cleanup of a chemical 




A five-gallon barrel of the 
herbicide Embutox-E, which 
contains the weed killer 2-4-D, 
was spilled in a drainage ditch in 
the 7200-block Wallace Drive 
sometime betw'een Jan. lO and 
14.
Central Saanich Aid. Jack 
Mar noticed the problem and 
made some calls about it 
Wednesday evening. Ministry 
of the Environment officials in
Nanaimo were informed and 
came out to the Peninsula to 
deal with the problem Thurs- 
;day.'' ;
“A septic lank truck was 
hired to pick up what was in the 
ditch,’’ commented en­
vironmental safety officer Barry 
Patten.
About 1,300 gallons of con­
taminated water was picked up 
by the truck and taken to 
Nanaimo for testing. It is cur­
rently being stored in 30 barrels 
and test results are expected 
within a week.
Heavy rains experienced in 
the area last Wednesday and 
Thursday “caused some con­
cerns,” commented Central 
Saanich deputy police chief 
George Lawson.
„j^2‘There is some toxicity 
related to it,” Patten said. Once 
tests are completed his depart­
ment will decide what lo do with 
the diluted herbicide.
“It may be possible to use it 
back on a farm in spring or 
summer,” Patten said. Other­
wise it may be disposed of.
It is unknown who is respon­
sible for the spill and police and 
environment officials are conti­
nuing to investigate.
“VVe are continuing to deter­
mine if it is other than vandals 
or kids involved,” Patten said.
COLD TURKEY DAY:
North Saanich council has 
paved the wtiv for a new 
nnmicipal hall.
In a special meeting Jtin. 12, 
it passed :t motion n.sking its ar­
chitect to preptue necessary 
documents to call for lenders by 
March .31. That’s the deadline 
SCI by the |)io\inci:il govern­
ment for projects receiving, 
money from the Ifxpo l.,egacy 
Fund.
North Saanief) has been pov 
mised SUHI.Ot'yt towards a new 
htill from tliai fund as long as it 
includes ;m area which could lu' 
iiscil b.\' the public in its retiova- 
lions.
As long it.s it receives ilic pro- 
vincitil grant, council could
spend up to .$4(X),{XK.) on a new 
municipal hall wilhotii borrow­
ing money, said immicip.al 
treasurer Ralph Gillis in a 
report prepared for the special 
council meeting,
It could lake $1(X),{,XX) from 
il.s new eqtdpmeni and building,s 
reserve fund, another .'fKXl.tXK) 
from general revenue and the 
final .$KX),(KX) from its surplus, 
said Gillis.
If council does not want to 
deplete its reserves, it could bor­
row $2(X),(K>0 over fi\'e years at 
10 per cent interest, This would 
cost taxpayers $52,760 imniially 
for the life of the loan. Council 
would get the rest of the money 
from it.s surplus account, stiid
Gillis.
Council voted to have work 
ing drawings prepared on a new 
council chamber and west office 
wing. Mayor ! iiula Miclialuk. 
Aid. Dec Biiilin and ,AId. Don 
Cavericy opposed ilie motion.
“Let’s hope we don’t have 
another Coquihalla here,” said 
Caverley after the meeting.
At its ,lan. 18 meeting, North 
Saanich council voted 
utiHnimoiisly to have renovation 
specifications nvailahle for 
perusal prior to ilie tender call 
for the purpose of obtaining 
suggestions for cost sa\'ings 
avhich might be incorponiied in­
to the specifications.
htencl'i iimricision classes will 
he offered Ireginning in Giade I 




Selim;)! misiees have pttssed a 
tnoiion comimiing ilieir resitic- 
lion of Ficncli immetsinn 
kinrterearien for the imnu'di.'ite 
lutnre.
In addition, the scliool hoard 
hits tidopicti me;tsures lo ease 
llw, iiiUrdthni ilom Fitgii.sh 
kindergarten ro I'lench instruc- 
imn in Grade 1. It has allotted 
$7,tMX) for leaehei (nunmg, 
vla.'»,nooin .issisinnis am! vm-
riculum adjtisimcms.
Flench immersion s«.ill he of 
tcied in l.)ecp Cove and Keating 
niementary Schools, Mt. 
Newton Middle School and
Vf .■■■ 1^,,, , b J
School sites will be reviewerj at
least es’ery three years.
hj'cnch will conitmic to be of- 
fercil by a tetichet who 
specializes in sceond l.nnimage 
instil,it'iion to kindergaricm and 
elementary school student;) 
ihronghoul the dtsiriet
Fhe school hoard is about, to 
adopt a iicvs' language policy. Its 
I'rench ailvi.Sfuy committee ha.s
rei'ommmvdeO rUglit p-ig.-i; of
regulaiions tiftei studying ilie 
i.ssue since Iasi September.
''The Saanich school district 
>uptjoiis piogtams svmch svoiild 
enable Saanich Mmlcms to learn 
oiher hmguagcs and studyoihei 
culfmes,” IS the oi'iemng state- 
meiii of the pioposed ptrlicy.
”'Fhc Saanicii scliool district 
believes liiat lerning other 
l,angunges and cnimres enriches 
our students’ lives,” i( con­
tinues,
*» f« r r » ■ » ‘ r . » « »s ,
»* Ml,
to provide lan,guage progiams
to Saanich, siiidenis provided 
than
•“there is interest in the com­
munity;
•“there is an availahilily of 
facilitie,'* and resources;
•“other programs shall not 
he adversely affected;
•“the language progiam(s) 
adhere to ilic .same class si/c, 
oipphc, and ,'d'('c.ition
applied generally in the 
district.”
The propo.sed imlicv pro­
motes insmiction oi ITcnch, li 
also mentions Asian laugutiges.
“B.C, is a part of Canada 
which i.s located on the I’ticific 
Him and, ihcrcloie, incfeasing- 
Iv inlcraeis with Asiait nations 
The Siianich school (iisfrici will, 
therefore^ reflect that inicrnii- 
lional reality hy providing prtv 
grams which enahle local 
sivu»cui.s, ur.un . .Wsi.oi
language,s and develop an ap­
preciation of varioii.s Asian 
ciihnres.” it says,
Ih'opo.sed regulations allow a 
secoiKlary .school principal to 
offer language courses at It is or 
Iter cliscreiion, However, all 
languogc classes offtned to 
yonnger students must Imve, 
board approval.
If it progiain ha.s ondived sin- 
ilcnt liiicicst, ii ujiiy 'uc cauicl!' 
cd. “A minirnmn period of .Hi 
day.s would elapse before the 
ivropos.cd changes nr eatteella- 
tion cjiiii be approved hy board 
motion, thereby allowing a 
rcasoruiblc peiiod of time for 
nuhlic mpm.” the proposed 
reguhiijons siiy.
I’fench instruction guidelines 
are featmed in the inoposed 
rcgulai ions. Non-immersion 
element ,uy .siudems will receive 
a rniiiimiiur of itX) niimucs per 
wtfK ot eiencit tesstons, the 
ConUnuffldI on Pago A?
The non-smoking majority could become a little bigger to­
day, as health authorities call for a country-wide butt out.
Cold Turkey Day is the last day of National Non-Smoking 
Week, brought before the public by six separate organiza­
tions, among them the Lung Association, the Heart Founda­
tion and the Cancer Society.
For any Peninsula puffers plahning to join the country’s 
cold turkeys, today, here are some hints provided in promo­
tional material.
First of all, build some motivation. Plan to do something 
special with the estimated $500 a year you save bv not smok- 
>”g-
Get rid of ashtrays, lighters and other smoking paraper- 
nalia. And ask co-workers, friends and family who smoke not 
to do .so in your presence.
Now, follow this schedule.
Day 1: Drink plenty of juices and water, while cutting back 
on coffee and tea, which can trigger the desire lo smoke. Eat 
lots of fresh fruit and vegetables. Practise deep breathing and 
relaxation techniques. Keep busy doing pleasant tasks.
Day 2: Exerci.sc and gel lots of fresh air. I-ai balanced 
meals and don’t snack. Break habits you associate with smok­
ing — that after-work drink or mid-morning coffee break 
with smokers, that favorite after-dinner cliair.
Day 3: Maintain a healthy diet that includes drinking extra 
fluids. Keep practising deep breailting, continue to cxcercise 
outdoors, and if nerves arc telling you they need .some 
pacification, try sugarless chewing gum.
Day 4: Go over a list, prepared in advance, of your retisOns 
to quit smoking. Try to anticipate situations that will tempt 
you, and avoid them. Keep up llte deep brcaiiiiiig ami cxccr- 
cisc.
Day 5: Reward yourself — a movie, a iircscnt for yourself, 
a nice dinner.
Day 6: Go over no-smoking inaferiar to keep up the 
willpower, A sore throat may have developed, which is simply 
a sign of recovering lungs; try it lozenge.
Day 7: Yon should be feeling beilei, hut keep up the new 
lifestyle of more fluids imd heallliy foods. And remember, 
there’s no such thing as iu.st one cigarette. Rcsi.st temptation.
»I t» wty I urKiiy uay, a time to toHow tho oxamolo of 
tho hand shown obovo. '
> - » I L .. „i! I n, , I , »t. I r , I 1|< , S • V ,, . *..................
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document says.
“The model for elementary
French Immersion passed by board
schools is daily instruction. FSL 
at secondary level is an optional 
program chosen by students on
USE
IMDEPENDENT LIVING FOR SENIORS
ATTHEGLENSHIEL
® PRIVATE ROOM WITH MAID SERVICE 
® 24 HOUR SWITCHBOARD 
® EXCELLENT HOME STYLE MEALS 
® ACTIVITIES ® CLOSE TO BEACON HILL PARK 
* HANDY DOWNTOWN VICTORIA 
» ONE BLOCK TO PROVINCIAL MUSEUM 
ENQUIRIES: THE GLENSHIEL - 606 DOUGLAS ST. 383-4164
the basis of high school gradua­
tion and university entrance re­
quirements,” it says.
“The main objective of the 
Saanich FSL program at the 
elementary and middle school 
level is the development of basic 
verbal fluency in French. At the 
secondary school level, the goal 
is to develop a working 
knowledge of French. ’ ’
Students in Grade 1 and 2 im­
mersion classes would receive 
all instruction in French. Mid­
dle school students spend 70 per 
cent of classroom time reading 
French textbooks and listening
SAANICH PENINSULA’S ALTERNATIVE
FORRq e
s 11 ■ a B i
DID YOU KNOW THAT:
GURNEY SMITH & ASSOCIATES ARE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES 
FOR THE FOLLOWING TRUST COMPANIES
® CANWEST TRUST
® NATIONAL TRUST » CONFED TRUST
® MONTREAL TRUST « HOUSE HOLD TRUST
® CENTRAL TRUST ® MUTUAL FUNDS
MAJOR CANADIAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES
& PACIFIC BANK
OTHER SERVICES WE OFFER:
• 6UARANTEED INVESTMENT CERTIFICATES 
» LIFE INSURANCE ® TAX PREPERATION & PLANNING 
® DISABILITY INCOME INSURANCE 
» GROUP BENEFIT PROGRAMS ® ANNUTIES «> R.R.I.F.
CURRENT INTEREST RATES AVAILABLE
to French-speaking teachers. 
Secondary instruction follows 
provincial guidelines, the 
regulations propose.
Upon graduation, immersion 
students should be functionally 
bilingual, the document says.
Advisory committees are re­
quired by the proposed regula­
tions. In addition to the district 
staff, parents and foreign 
language teachers required on 
each language advisory commit­
tee, the French committee 
would also have representatives 
from Saanich Parents for 
French, English program 
parents and French as a second 
language teachers.
The school board and its ad­
visory committee are both split 
on an appropriate time to begin 
French immersion classes.
“There is a strong feeling 
from teachers that they would 
like to see French immersion in 
kindergarten,” said trustee 
Marilyn Grant. “We may find 
Grade 1 entry is an excellent 
point. It gives children and 
parents a chance to know the 
public school system,” she add­
ed.
At last week’s board meeting, 
trustee John Betts wanted to ask 
the French advisory committee 
for a firm recommendation on 
the entry level.
However, the majority of 
trustees voted him down. ‘‘The 
board itself must lake on the
issue of entry level,” said chair­
man Joe Lott.
“I wouldn’t like to see Grade 
1 entry carved in stone,” said 
trustee Dave Christian, the 
former principal of an immer­
sion school. “I would like to see 
the eventual return to 
kindergarten entry.”
Trustees are trying to ease the 
process of switching to French 
immersion in Grade 1 after at­
tending kindergarten in English. 
It will ensure registration dates 
coincide, so that all students 
may sign up for Grade 1 classes 
at the same time.
It will also hold an orienta­
tion meeting for interested 
kindergarten parents one or two 
weeks before registration week.
The school board will also try 
lo keep Grade 1 classes separate 
from Grade 2 classes. The ad­
visory committee “felt it is im­
portant not to mix students who 
have not had previous French 
instruction with those who had 
been immersed in the system for 
a year,” said Grant.
Trustees said there may be 
split classes from time to time. 
“If a school has eight Grade 2 
students and 12 Grade 1 
students, the principal may have 
to form a split class,” said Lott.
Notice of motion has been 
served on the proposed 
language policy. It will come 
before the board again at its 
Jan. 25 and Feb. 15 meetings.
Volunteers needed
The Victoria Handicapped 
Recreation Society is looking 
for volunteers to help residents 
of Glendale Lodge adjust to life 
outside institutions.
The society wants residents to 
become accustomed to going to 
movies and restaurants before 
they are discharged from Glen­
dale, said spokesman Teresa 
Norris.
“We want them to do the 
sorts of things which all adults 
do,” she added.
Many people will mover from 
Glendale into homes in the com­
munity by the end of March, 
she said. “This is a transitional 
program to get them used to be­
ing in the community prior to
moving out of institutions.”
The society’s recreation pro­
gram runs from Jan. 25 to 
March 31, Monday to Friday. 
“We hope to recruit volunteers 
willing to work four hours at a 
time,” Norris said, adding that 
morning or afternoon shifts are 
available.
Those interested are asked to 
contact Mark Jarrett at the Vic­
toria Handicapped Recreation 




Saanich teachers have 
voted 98 per cent in favor of 
having their teachers 
association declared a 
union.
In a secret ballot super­
vised by the Industrial Rela­
tions Commission last 
Thursday, 289 teachers 
voted in favor of the ques­
tion, “For the purpose of 
collective bargaining with 
your employer, do you wish 
the Saanich Teachers’ 
Association to represent 
you?”
Seven teachers voted 
against the proposition. No 
ballots were spoiled.
A total of 462 teachers 
were eligible to vote. These 
were teachers in 
classrooms, on leave and 
substitutes who have work­
ed more than eight days 
since Oct. 5, 1987.
“I’m happy in as much as 
it was done with so much 
unanimity,” said STA 
President Stew Kirkpatrick. 
“Throughout this lengthy 
process, there has always 
been an opportunity for 
dissention, but our teachers 
have supported the bid to 
unionize.
“For most teachers, this 
means they can get back to 
the business of teaching,” 
Kirkpatrick added.
The STA executive, 
however, still faces the task 
of negotiating a new con­
tract with school trustees.
“We’ll follow the same 
process as in previous 
years,” he said. “Nothing 
much has changed, except 
we are now bargaining 
under the Industrial Rela­







At your participating Petro-&anada dealer
The Olympic Flame is 
coming to our town!
In honour of the longest 
torch relay in the history 
of the Olympics, 
Petro-Canada is 
proud to offer a 
commemorative poster.
Share the Flame with 
this beautiful full- 
colour poster. I fs 
available on a first- 
come basis for a 
limited time only, 
with any 25 litre 
fill at participating 
Petro-Canada 
dealers.
Limit one per 
'customer
of
Development of airport lands 
and planning in an industrial 
area bordering two 
municipalities are subjects the 
Saanich Peninsula Chamber of 
Commerce would like to hear 
discussed tomorrow, a director 
said.
That’s because the speaker at 
the luncheon is North Saanich 
Mayor Linda Michaluk, who 
should be able to add some in­
sight, said Bryan Scott- 
Moncrieff.
Michaluk, however, would 
only promise “progress and
Noflh Saanich” as her topic at 
the Sidney Travelodge meeting,; 
starting at 12 noon. ;
Said Scott-Moncrieff, “I: 
think we’re looking forward to: 
hearing her views on how the 
chamber can work with North 
Saanich council.”
Scott-Moncrieff said the 
issues are particularly important- 
because Michaluk is a newly- 
elected mayor of the neighbor­
ing municipality.
So the group “offered her a 
forum to discuss her ideas with 
the chamber.”
f\}tf0 CaJMitb
SptMisor and Omniw 
Olympic Tordi fuilAy 
Qi4p Olyrrpc Wmiw Gnmuts
@ Cl ^iW**** !•'«,
I f your persorml pciif-ion plan (RRSP) is invesli'ii 
at a fixccl interest rate, chances arc you re not doing 
as well as you could,
I hat's like having all of your eggs in one basket,
Corporations and unions don't run their 
pension plans lhat way They never have .ill their 
tinaneial assets in one categ,ory,
Ncvt'r.
f hats why it makes sense to liave your 
personal pension plan managed in a balanced 
way just like companies and unions,
I he C>m' Decision Fund m.iria>y?d by 
M,K, Wong &. Abhociati.’^, one ot Canada's 
!e<:uJing pcn;;.ion fund managyu:^, is a Italanced 
person.d pi'nsjon plan. Il's managed in the sami' 
v,-sy and by the :amc jH-opli oho lun the big 
imdilulional plans.
t hey pul their eggs in many baskets and tliey 
‘.pi./id dll d.iy every ilay choosing liu' nglil oih!s.
To timt out hoiv yoii can Imnstcr your RRSP 
to the ( hv neci'don Fund IVrsonal Perision Plan
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m
Woman wins $200,000
A lucky Peninsula woman 
was the winner of The Pick’s 
$200,000 lottery prize in the 
Dec. 28 draw, but she didn’t 
discover her good fortune until 
she returned from Christmas 
holidays.
B.C. Lottery officials report 
the woman purchased her winn­
ing ticket at Tanners Books and 
Gifts. She broke a pattern of 
only purchasing Lotto 6/49 
tickets and selected six different 




1/2 BLOCK FROM AUTO SHOW
OPEN EVENINGS & WEEKEND FROM JAN. 27-31
FOR TRIDENT BUILDING AUTO SHOW
DINNER SPECIALS & REGULAR MENU
WISHING “God as your skipper and love as your 
crew,” Yvonne Yakimovitch cracks champagne over
bow of EY440 as new line of pleasure boats is launch­
ed.
Local business heods 
safes of luxury yachts
lUfl/lBERW®RLD
TO SERVE YOU BETTER WE 
NOW HAVE IN OUR 
SIDNEY YARD
GRAVEL MART
® MASONRY CEMENT 
® PORTLAND CEMENT 
® TARGET CONCRETE MIX 
® TARGETTOPPING MIX 
® TARGETv:}^ORTAR MIX 
® CONCRE% BLOCKS (Bufldino) 
PATIO BLOCKS
A new luxury yacht was in­
troduced to potential buyers at 
its launching last Friday. Sales 
of the EY440 will be co­
ordinated by John Roland at 
Van Isle Marina in Sidney.
“We’ve had a few good local 
inquiries,” Roland said of the 
$375,(XX) fibreglass boat. “We 
don’t really expect any sales un­
til the Vancouver boat show 
next month.”
The hull of the 44-foot cabin 
cruiser was designed by Edward 
Monk, Jr., a prolific naval ar­
chitect. “It was .specifically 
designed to handle the varying 
ocean conditions experienced by 
yachtsmen,” he said.
“It incorporates the very best 
in today’s engineering designs, 
combined with a spray nocker 
tp provide a' fast; efficient and: 
seakindly ride,” Monk added.
Vancouverite R.H. Warman 
br4uglu ,^u|Qpean Tea turves to .
'ulhel distinctive
design is influenced by the fast, 
swept-back European flair, 
coupled with the practical con­
cepts and expectations of tradi­
tional yachtsmen.”
Victoria developer Ernie 
Yakimovitch is the driving force 
behind the EY440. “It’s a new 
venture for me. I’m a builder, 
but of houses and apartments,” 
Yakimovitch said at the laun­
ching party.
Sidney shipwright Brian Pet- 
ford was hired as project 
manager.
“Most people who actually 
worked on the boat are from 
Sidney,” said Roland. “Sidney 
is the hub of boat building ac­
tivity on the South Coast. 
There’s so much going on out 
Tere.”:'.::
Production of the EY440 is in 
a shop in Esquimau; “Most of 
the talent that built the boat 
-drove -in; from. Sidney every 




• Facial Treatments 
® Tanning Studio
• Manicures & Pedicures
» Make-Up (Application & instruction)
® Color Analysis 
® Depilatory Waxing 
® Sculptured Nails
» Extensive Retail Boutique for All Your Beauty Needs, 
Gifts and Accessories
® CONCRETE SCREEN BLOCKS 
® REBAR-TIE WIRE
IN BULK WE HAVE;
7 HIGHLY TRAINED PROFESSIONALS TO SERVE YOU
« COARSE SAND (For the kid’s sandbox) 
#1 SCREENED 
«* NAVVY JACK 
•TOPSOIL#1 SCREENED 
» BARK MULCH
• DRAIN ROCK 3/4 to 1 1/2”
• READY MIX CONCRETE- 
(Ready to pour per meter only)
• PEAT MOSS & POTTING SOIL
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK — THURS. TIL 9 PM
CENTRALLY LOCATED TO SERVE THE ENTIRE PENINSULA
BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE
652-1222 — 652-1242
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK, MON-SAT. 7:30 - 5:30
' 656“"8888 : ■
2072*HeTiry^Av6:
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INGLIS MULTI CYCLE WASHER
• Two washei/spin speeds
• 3 cycles; normal, knit/gentle
• Permanent press 
» Casy-clean liliei
• 3 position water level control
• 3 wash/rinse temperature
“Htt,., lav fiv. % . ‘isi... |i |i I5’ |j




• 3 temperature selections
* 2 timed cycles; timed normal 
and timed permanent press.
17 b
pwwalB' 1
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1000^
BEST BUY ON 
DISHWASHERS!
• Plato warmer




• 5 cycle Dishwasher
• Normal Heavy and Normal Heavy 
Econo, * Built in only/Almond
■aia 1;®'':;;^ « §
II IJci
%S'' . ........ .. 10 YR.
WARRANTY^
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50 months Paris b. labour warranty
BIG CLEARANCE 
ON RANGES!
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The Olympic torch relay is proving a public relations 
boon for Petro Canada, the people’s oil company so 
many Canadians love to hate.
But the torch is building the company’s image 
because there’s something e.xxiting and emotional about 
the relay, which transcends mere patriotism. Sharing the 
flame is part of an international, historical event.
The flame symbolizes more than competition. It sym­
bolizes hope, because it’s a flame that has burned 
brightly for centuries in the pursuit of peaceful competi­
tion. The Olympics hasn’t always remained apolitical, 
but it has strived to do so. That means something for 
not just Canadians, but the entire world.
And the torch relay joins Canadians in a w'ay they 
have never been joined before — except, perhaps, by the 
extension of the railroad across this sprawling, diverse 
nation. Hand to hand, the torch is traveling through 
mountains and prairies, through small towms and large.
Canadians clamored for the opportunity to place 
their names in random draws. Many filled out literally 
hundreds of forms.
The spirit and symbolism of the flame come through 
Sidney Saturday. We urge area residents to, as the 
slogan says, share the flame — even if your politics 
don’t allow you to support Petro Canada in other ways.
PIC PLAME" no the area « e •
•toLD TURIdB/
Disaster plans
The chances of a major earthquake on the Peninsula 
are staggering. A recent estimate puts the odds at 50-50 
over the next 200 years.
That may not sound like something to fear, but 
remember that the chance of being killed in a car acci­
dent is around one in 3,000. Yet most people have 
numerous friends and relatives who have met their end 
that way.
Earthquakes aren’t the only fears in the area. There’s 
an international airport on the Peninsula, w'hich could 
someday be the scene of massive death and injury. 
There’s a major transportation corridor to the ferry ter­
minal; a tanker truck accident at the corner of Pat Bay 
and Beacon isn’t unrealistic.
; So disaster planning is not just important, it’s vital. ■
Two area municipalities are off to a good start in 
emergency: planning, a story in.:thisf week’s Review 
details^ The other — Central Saanich — needs more 
development.
; Volunteers are. needed:in Centra and more
co-ordination with itS: two northern neighbors is essen-
'Tial.'"';'"'''^:.-'';;'
The thought of disaster isn’t a pleasant one. But the 
thought of disaster without a comprehensive emergency 
system in place is even less pleasant.
The work of the three municipalities in this area is 
worth applauding. But the state of preparedness must 
improve to the best affordable level.
lAlsltar! Vbtt pfomsedto
Editor:
We regret the councilts decision 
to rezone pan of the Resihaven / 
Harbour Road G.l. Marina zone 
for condominiums, also the news 
that a funher condominium de­
velopment is being contemplated 
for tlie other end of Httrbour
rezoning
Road. Wdtereas the latter would 
involve re-zoning a marina car 
park and would not further reduce 
the G.l. zone itself, it is, nevenhe- 
less, part of die same trend.
We both invested in land on 
Harbour Road within the last two 
years because it was zoned G.l,
r
A writers with
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LEGISLATURE
HUBERT BEYER
VICTORIA -• Tliis is probably one of the more difnciill 
columns 1 have ever wniten, but write it I will because I 
promised my.sclf to do so and Ix’cause it may tiavc a j)osiiivo ef- 
fed, sornethin.g rny regular columns arc at times accused of not 
having.
More than a year ago now. I was arrestetl and charged with 
impaired tlriving or, to use a less cuplicmistic phrase, drank 
driving.'
1 am no more inclined than the next .guy to seek solace in pub­
lic confe.ssions, but I believe, that with the privilege of using my 
pul'ilic platform as a columnist to critizc onr politicaMeaders, 
otighl to go the responsibility of not hiding from my own 
shortcomings. Sound a bit [xanpous'? It isriT meant to.
You may have seen the slick public service announcements on 
'fV, sponsored by tlie l.a'oadcasicrs of nritisli Columbia, in 
which actors take you through the jirocc.ss of an arrest for drunk 
driving. Everything yon see in those ,'f(i-second sixiis is true to 
life; the jrrohlem is that it looks like everything else on televi­
sion - entertainrnem.
Believe me, the real thing is far from cntertaitiing, It is llie 
most humiliating, moriil'ying and cmharra.ssing experience you 
can dream of m \oiir worst nighiniarcs. hut perhaps I can de­
scribe the events graphically enough to keep some of you frmri 
getting behind the wheel, ne.xt time you've had a couple, of 
diinks,
Tlic story hepins wiiti dinner in .i niic downuvx-n Vidori.i 
rnsiatirani. The meal i^' erivit 1 drink riUTerv iw-raiise Eve enf 
the car with me,, On the way home, someotic sugge.six sve stop at 
it cocktail lounge forti drink or two. i weaken, I have one, I have 
two, iuni ihei'va few more,
Ilie ciieci docMi i,maxe itscit tell iimii i get into the car. At. 
this pvrini, 1 drive, anyway, One of the, invariable effects of al­
cohol is that you believe you can drive, Welt, you can't.
It's atsoui a iivc-tniie top home. About two iriiles from inv
home, I notice a ll.obrni: light beliiitd rrie. I pull over, A I'xdice
V
officer approaches ihc car and ri'.ks nie if 1 fi,:oa.* Ixcn dfinking. I 
say i liase h.u! a .s. v-, Iwei. He obvious!;, smclis a rat iuui loks 
me to step out i:tf the Car.
Next. Icdlows a wries of sobriety tests '.vtuch', ateonling to the 
rxilii'a* n'lxui, I fluriked, Tlie officer asks me lo at oomnanv him
in the cruiser car to the police station for a breath test. I want to 
smoke. He says no, 1 insist. He puts handcuffs on me.
I’m noriTiaily an agrcenblc and ca.sy-going |x?rson, bni with al­
cohol in me, the tight handcuffs, and the fear which ha.s, hy 
now, set in, ! hernme h-dligcrant. Tlie handcutTs siay on,
At the police, station, I blow into the breath tester twice, 20 
minutes apart, Each reading is over the 0.08 limit, Now the real 
liumiliatinn begins. Tm fingcr-prinicd. Each finger first, then 
each hand. Tlie mug shot i.s ne.xt. I have to hold a .sign with a 
number against my chest. Eventually 1 am allowed to leave.
It is Dec. 22, 1986. I'm in a court rcKtm, watting hir my name 
to be called. You’ve never felt atone until you stand before a 
judge, Guilty or not guilty? Guilty, YourMnnnr, I've written 
Kxvmany columns decrying the legal system which IcLs ihe 
guilly off the Itook on some stupid icchnicalit)' to try that ruse 
myself,
dhe judge fines me S450 and suspends my driving privile,gcs 
for,si.X months.
Next morning I wake up tcvilie news of a local radio station, 
"Victoriii journali.st Hubert Beyer was fined ’ The. Victoria 
ditily ncAvspapcr gives me a foiir-colnmn headline that day.
My friends try to Ix' nice alxmt it, although Grxl knows it's not 
much to he iiice ahom. 1 hear a lot of “ihcrc for the grace of 
God etc.
There rcmiiins one thing to be done: a letter of apology lo the 
police officer who, I Ixdieve, icxik some serbal altusc from me 
with remarkable composure.
What rernains with me to this day, more titan a year later, i.s 
the stark reaii/aiion that f migin have killed someone if I hiuln'i 
been .siop(X'd by that police officer, What also rernain.s vividly in 
my memory, [irohably for the rest of my life, is the awful 
htimiliaiion 1 pul myself through.
FTorn the fxtlicc reports, fewer impaired drivcr.s were picked 
up by iheTdountcr-Anack road checks than ever Ix-forc during 
this year's Christmas iioliday season. Fcv.'cr drunk drivers 
me'ins I'Vnvfer innfv'c>nidv;'op|.' m ri'T', and paonle at ri'd;
means one thing only -- fewer deaih.s.
'I'wo things to keep in mind when drinking are: one, you iltink 
you can drive when you can’t; two, you Ixtlieve vou woiiT get 
caught when chances arc grxtd you wall.
Few of us have ilie ripportnniiy to save lives through .some 
heroic act, Being .solxm behind die wdieel of a car may not He the 
stuff heroism i‘. made rd', hut it waves lives ■
Do yourself and es'erylxtdy else a big fax'or; don't dririk and 
drive. If you do. you miglii fiml y(,nifsclf tc:siing the validity of 
ifie 'Other tcitnasicm sjtot,. m which a lew i,)bvi(nndy impaired 
people g,e( into a car and turn into skeletons.
Now if this column keeps jtisi one. imftaired driver off the
rcfnl i| u,.u'urtll uTil'ini*
Marine but w'c now foresee the 
danger of interference with our 
right to pursue marine industrial 
activities and to continue to pro­
vide services to the boating pub­
lic.
However, wc believe there arc 
wider implications in the trend 
towards ‘condos near the water’ 
of W'hich all tlie boaters of die 
area should be aw'arc. On both 
coats of tlie U.S.A., many areas 
are suffering a reduction and con- 
•sequent shortage of boating 
facilities bccau.se boatyards, laun­
ching ramps, marina Ixirths and 
marine repairs facilities have 
been displaced hy waterside con­
dominiums and condominiums - 
the latter being condos where the 
purchasers arc rcciuireti to buy
strata title to a marina berth.
Whether the developer is a 
roving entrepreneur or a local boy 
sincerely w'ishing to improve his 
town, the fact remains that con­
dos near the water reprc.seni ‘big 
bucks’ for all concerned and, 
therefore, the pressures to allow 
their development are also of 
considerable magnitude. Many 
boaters in the U.S. woke up to the 
threat too laic.












Please, dnu’i think I’m being 
pious, smug, preachy or overly 
dramatic, but noting in your last 
issue il'iai J:m. 20 is Cold Turkey 
Day. part of National Non- 
Smoking Week. I ihouglu, I would 
drop a few gentle hints to my 
inany friends, and others, w'ho 
just can't give up, '‘tlie wved"
1 used to he a three-park a-day 
aildict. right up to about a week 
before April, 21, 19Kf). when I had 
part of my leg artery lemttvvil. 
cut up into three sections, and imi 
into my tieari to replace three. al ­
most completely hloekcd arieries, 
something I ihoughi could never 
happen to me, f survived il.at .and 
wa.s feeling pretty smug afoul it, 
and strangely enoiigli without 
cigarettes.
llicn, around Easter two years 
aj’o. 1 was informed I had a'lt ift. 
operable and incurable lung can- 
u:r, Siidikaily 1 waMi i leeiimt so 
smug anymore, lutvim; aoiiiiicd 
wrmigly ihaf after the heart 
.surgery to correct the ravishes of 
cig.ueiiejii, iiotlimg imate could go 
wrrmg.
1 was informed hy the medical
r'.rnfo.vi-.H'! tlvif 00. ,.r. , .1.
case with tho.se who hud luc- 
viously had hcait surgery, It vvas 
, ;.iiggc.s!cd lit,it 1 get iiiy affaiis in 
itiilci alii! iiiuKe out my will! Dial 
.scared me enough to take ific only 
option available hy gmng iluoiigii 
a year ol vhemoiheiapy and 
radiotherapy trealmcnts (no wrig 
ten gimranice of course).
ocucsc. me, imrmg mat yc.u ot 
ireaimenh, 1 came to the conclm
sion that the “cure” was wamse 
than the disease and 1 w'ould have 
gladly settled for another heart 
operation rather than the cancer. 1 
cannot begin to ilcscrihe the ter- 
rtar., dcsiiair, and even the w-isli to 
<lie during those months of sick­
ness. [diysical and menial 
dotcriorniion of both body and 
mind, '
One of (he aller ellecis of both 
diseases is the months of awful 
depression one gtv.s iluougli even 
al er the treatments and recovery. 
L would have given up many 
times during the cancer treat- 
meni.s if ij gjid not fieen (or the 
support of loved ones, many 
friends, other past caneer paiicnis ; 
atid tlie ivuiny clmrdtgoing people : 
who were all praying for (fiis 
rlcvoni atheist dim I am, every 
Sunday all that time.
But it was a nurse named Mary 
fi.auiil ol the Royn! luhili'e !!('<' 
pilal cancer clinic who never let 
tip on me that 1 was going to 
uiake it; who, kept me going al-
ihmieh ! rvud- g, ^,,1, |j,^.
slighiest excuse.
So, to my friends who .smoke 1 
ask, give it a liv. even for one 
ilay, one week, (\ne monili iii 
least, f,Ion'twait until it’s too 
late, thinking that it will never 
happen to yon. Tf,af;; I
ihmight and 1 v,'as: proven wrctng.
I k(U>w how li.ud it ts t(» (juit, 
Ix'licve me, a.s 1 would never fi.ive 
tlnne so myself if 1 igidn't had
the living daylights scared out of 
n\c
Corttlnunrl on Pnoo A5 0
Iii
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Finonclal secrets revealed
Lislen up everyone. The following 614 words just might be 
the most profitable ones you’ll read this year.
Ever since last October’s stock market crash our newspapers, 
magazines, radio waves and television screens have overllowed 
with conflicting advice on how investors should best position 
themselves in world markets so as to eitlier dodge the next 
plunge or ride the coming up-wave.
Average your losses; ignore the averages; lose your ignorance. 
Bonds, stock, T-bills, puts, calls, mutuals, dogs, cats. Conserve, 
diversify, consolidate, and don’t delay or you die. Get into cash; 
get out of cash; get out of the counU y.
They can’t all be right. But which is wrong? Or is it tlie other 
way around?
What to do, what to do?
1 say the best action to lake is to ignore the financial pages and 
turn instead to the sports’ sections. But not Just any old sport. 
Concentrate only on the Super Bowl playolTs now in their final 
phase south of the 49tli. For here lies the secret of financial in- 
vesunent success for 1988.
Forget Uiose sallow faced pansies jx)ntificating on Wall Street 
Week. Eschew die ink stained wretches who dribble their 
opinions into die Financial Post. Cast aside die half-baked stock 
market comments on News Radio.
The market’s future will be revealed Jan. 31 at Jack Murphy 
Stadium in San Diego.
At die lime of writing diis column, Cleveland and Denver 
were die two playoff contenders left in the American Football 
Conference while Washington and Minnesota were what was 
left in die National Football Conference. By die time you read 
this, die two Super Bowl finalists will be known, but, for our 
puqxises, it doesn’t matter which two. What matters to us is 
which conference will win.
Who cares if John Elway’s arm is stronger or longer than 
Bernie Kozar’s? Wc don’t. What if the Redskins’ powerful 
defensive end Charles Mann sets die Vikings’ Wade Wilson 
back on his butt and ruins Minnesota’s inspired drive to die 
wire? That’s just a heap of hype as far as we’re concerned.
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
Here’s the secret: every year lor the past 21 Super Bowls 
when players of a team from the old, original National Football 
section have slipped Bowl rings on their pinkies, the slock 
market has showed an increase by ycarend.
Conversely, of cour.se, when one of the newer American Con­
ference teams won the title, the markets were lower at the end of 
that year than where they suirtcd on Jan. 1.
Amazingly, diis prediction tool was accurate even last year 
when stock markets experienced dieir greatest crasli in histoiy. 
This super decline was not powerful enough to oMset the 1987 
Super Bowl win by the New York Giants of the old NFC,
Wow!
Is this a system or is diis a system?
Instant riches. South sea cruises. Skiing in the Alps. Caviar for 
brcakfa.sl. And you don’t have to know anydiing about either 
football or the stock market lo cash in.
But diis is only hall the story'. The sharpies in the audience 
have already figured it out, haven’t you? Yes indeed. There's a 
chance to make money twice by using die system in revcr.se.
All you have to do before Jan. 31 is to call up your broker, 
your friend’s broker, every broker you can get to a telephone 
and ask them how die stock market is going to perform this year 
and how it will finish vis-a-vis its 1988 opening.
Average their answers and you have ail the inl'ormation you 
need to both predict the winner of Super Bowl XXII and make 
a killing on the stock market.
Go for it.
Or, to use an old football cliche, go for broke.
Continued on from Page A4
To all my friends who smoke 
I’ll say, go ahead if that’s what 
you really enjoy, but when I’m 
looking down at your grave, don’t 
say I didn’t warn you.
Reg Davis 
North Saanich
Taroi cards no answer
Editor:
Seeing a sing of advertising on 
the recreation centre sign near 
East Saanich Road, suggesting 
one could discover oneself 
through tarot cards, sent a shiver
More equestrian use
of concern through me.
Do people realize the link with 
the occult through such things as 
tarot cards, languages, ouija 
boards, palm reading?
What one might think is just a 
lark, or a fun thing to do, can
soon have one involved in areas 
that are really dangerous and 
deceptive.
I ask that {icoplc search their 
hearts and seek a better way — the 
Truth is the Life (John I4:Q.
L. Buckle
Editor:
The Island View Beach proper­
ty has been used by the horse 
clubs for many years. It has 
brought a lot of pleasure for local 
riders and horse enthusiasts.
Riders come from all over B.C. 
and parts of Alberta and Wash­
ington to compete in the annual 
event over a unique course. I 
don’t recall over the years hear­
ing of any complaints from any­
one regarding damage to proper-
ty.'
It seems to me this property is 
large enough for everyone to en­
joy. Surely an additional car park 
will cause- more permanent 
damage.
Lets leave a few places for our 
riders to enjoy themselves 







Somewhat belatedly, via 
“Letters to the Editor,’’ wc 
would like to express our ap­
preciation to all those parties con- 
ccrncxl who contributed to make 
the recent Cliristmas festive sca- 
,son more dcliglitful for us all.
Thank you to the towm’s em­
ployees who Ix'autified Beacon
Street with bright lighLs, baubles 
and boughs; the merchants for 
their many contributions, not the 
least of which was their decorated 
shops and windows and those of 
the Ixrating fraternity that partici­
pated in the 2nd Annual Sailpast.
In anticipation ol next year,
Mrs. B.R. Harneld 
Sidney
Prophecies say world 
will not end in 
nuclear holocaust
Editor:
1 read with interest Ihic Sher 
wood’s letter (Letteis to the 
editor, Jan. 13) as a representative 
of VANA (Veterans Against 
Nuclear Arms). 1 do ran know if 
vShcrwooil is it Bible .student or 
not, but pcrhtips he may Ix' en­
couraged as well as your readeis
to know there is a prophecy in 
Daniel chapter two that eleaiiy 
imlicaies the world will not end 
with it nuclear holocaust bin with 
the second coming of Jesus (.'hrist 
in tlte eloiuls of heaven.
If I may 1 will make it a.s brief 
as pos.sible.
Contlnuod on Pago Af>
PENINSULA LIIFE
•MAlhv# *»rk The* morl brnWo vnnr tfftU iJIrln’IH*”
BEING THE PUP on Sidney council has its privileges. Ron 
Kubek has been selected by hi.s peers to demonstrate his youthful 
good health by skipping in the British Columbia Heart Founda­
tion’s second annua! Skipping Challenge.T'otincil’s youngest aider- 
man will jump rope for three minutes, Feb. 2. at Harbour Towers 
in Victoria.
•f- . H.' '
THE TORCH arrives in Sidney Saturday, and a complete story 
appears in this week’s paper on the day’s events. What follows arc 
a few loose relay laces worth tying, which aren’t mentioned in the 
story. Carli Williams of Nortli Saanich Middle School has been 
cho.sen to make a onc-minutc .speech on the Olympic spirit, during 
the relay’s stop. The Sidney Lions Club will lutve its hmebbox on 
site during the proceedings, and money raised, will help support the 
following Lions charities: the Camp Shawnigan crippled children 
program; minor hockey; little league baseball; air cadets; navy 
league; artifacts society; Christmas cruise for the disablctl; Saanich 
Youth Choir; and the l immy I cleihon.
. W Hi
ALSO REL.ATED to Ihe Winter Olympics is an honor for Sidney 
Llememary School .student Catherine Pike. I lie (.irade .s siudeni 
has had her work accepted for Fnscmble, an antliology of student 
art published by the Olympic organizing cominiiiee. Hers was the 
only work accepted from a B.C. siudeni.
' . ' ' 4 'fr
ITNDING SMOKERS becomes more and mote difficult, but to­
day is Cold Turkey Day for those still with the habii. .Around The 
Review, where many a smoker persists, office folklore has it that 
publisher Vic Swan made a valiant aiietnpt, one lime, Shortly aflei 
liis swetiring off the weed, howevei', staff membersnoticed great 
clouds of smoke wafting out tlie wjishroom in the wake of his 
departure. We’re not guessing svheiher he’s going cold itiikey, to­
day. . . .
.... 4- 4' 4- ■
'I'HE CENTRAI.. SAANK'H Seniors' Assiwiaiion has a new ex­
ecutive. The annual meeting .saw f.yhi Walker named presiilcni for 
another year, witli Harry Wellman tis first vice and .Adelaide 
Oilmour as .second, Bob Baxter was tippoimed secretary, Ken 
Garland treasurer. Two-year terms its directors weie liaiuleii Helen 
Chamberlain, Alex David.son, Herb Fultliorpe, Jitn Geils, Eileen 
.Jensen, .loan Krause, Margaret MacKae and Harold Robinson. 
With another yetir remaining, in their terms are .Sandy Allan. 
Dorwn Johnston and Waiter Nelson.
ON THE SUBJECT OI' NEW exeemives, lierc arc two more. 
1'he Sidney Knights of I'Nihias elected Jay Vinden cliancellor com­
mander; Barry Read, vice; Ralph Rippenburg, prclme: Ken Mallet, 
secrei.arv; Al Horton, financial secretary; Stan Walling, ircasincr: 
Roy Spencer Jackson, masiet of works; Stu Eenlon, niasier of 
arms; Au.stin Ross, mnei guard; and Bob benton, omet guard, I he 
Pythi.m Sistci.s alsti fiave .i new c.xcctivc, installed b.s in,Mailing of­
ficer Lil Blow, grtmd senior Mary Arnistrong and grand innim 
Stella Luvnicy, Installed were Maureen Robertson, past chicl; 
Peggy C'nrl.son, most exccllem duel; Betty Cuani, excellent seiuoi; 
Dot Sandifton, cxcellem junuu; cMkIic llaggait, protector; Edith 
Smith, guard; Fran Blaine, pianist, Retiringmost excellent chief 
Mfmr/*fn RAbf*rt»’nii nri’n'cMOcd ,1 jtjrt mvl X-fnrjort,“ eirniili 'Cn*' 
akso presented it gift and a standing ovation. Smith luis faithfully 
worked for tint Ifythitm Sisters lor IK yeais. J he group looks for­
ward for a visit bv grand chief (dadys Wirsrh' in Fcbrnai y
THE T.SARTMP Uhli group, represemed bv ebauman Linda 
Foley, thanks those who bosndu Chtisirmo 11 cv:, fiorn scorning 
grciup.x. “Not only did it coiiinbme to a xery svaiihv,hiic commum 
fy organization, it .also snpporied local atul B.C tree Imsincsscs,’’ a 
letter from E'olcy says, The rsatiHp group pariicularly singles out 
Pat Fafard and .Steve G.amble of PeniiiMil.i Ctvnr* for their '‘in­
valuable assistance in providing us a .secute space aud for taking iltc 
time to adminifiter and ovetsce our proieci in our absence.'’
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• Built In Cabinota
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T. Russell Millwork 
652-4528
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lollowinoftroaa:
0 TochnIcftI wrlilng, Including policy, oporatlons & In- 
slrucffonnl manuals
V.' Roporl propaiAtlon and Assistance with govornmont 
submissions
vHShost writing, word procoRSing and odltlng 
, Rosumea, cuatomiiod merge lottors and m,ailing 
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orofAnnlonAln itod norsnn*. For (riform»tlnn and r»t**«i
j ploaso call 655-173?.
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Canada Day memories of assault haunt boy
Canada Day holds some bit­
ter memories for an 11-year-old 
Central Saanich boy. After 
sneaking out of his parents 
home, he was sexually 
assaulted.
Mark Scott Tollerton, 25, 
pleaded guilty to sexual assault 
in provincial court last week. 
Defence lawyer Gordon Mac­
Donald said Tollerton hoped to 
be sentenced Thursday because 





UP TO 70% OFF
However, after hearing 
details of the July 1 incident. 
Judge Darrell Collins ordered a 
psychiatric assessment as part 
of a pre-sentence report.
warm, the boys later told police. 
He gave them cigarettes and was 
friendly.
Inside, he started to talk 
about sex, asking if either boy 
had ever had oral sex performed 
on him. Lister told the court. 
The older boy removed the 
bicycles from the washroom.
When he returned for his 
younger brother, he found him 
extremely agitated and leaning 
against a wall. The older 
brother ran to a house across 
the street and asked the 
residents to call police.
The youth told police Toiler- 
ton fondled his buttocks and
genitals, Lister said.
The Brentwood Bay 
restaurant worker was arrested 
the next day. When police ap­
peared on his doorstep, he went 
willingly, asking only for a few 
moments to pack.
He told police he believed he 
was going to jail, said Lister. 
Tollerton was released the same 
afternoon on a promise to ap­
pear in court.
“1 wasn’t going to harm him. 
I wasn’t going to hurt him,” 
said Lister, reading from a 
statement Tollerton gave police 
July 2.
‘T was sexually molested
when 1 was a boy,” the state­
ment continued. Tollerton told 
police he had no friends and 
that he was lonely. He admitted 
difficulty finding and retaining 
homosexual lovers.
He denied having touched the 
boy below the waist, but said he 
patted the only boy “on the 
bum.”.
“His mother said Mark can 
become quite violent. He once 
kicked out the television 
screen,” said Lister.
Collins ordered a psychiatric 
assessment to be included in a 
pre-sentence report. He will 
sentence Tollerton on Feb. 25.
1 vrsA-
LADIES WEAR
“WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO”
2411 BEACON AVE. MON-SAT 9:30-5:30 656-5252
The 11-year-old and a 13- 
year-old boy were retrieving 
tennis balls for players at the 
Centennial Park courts the 
evening of July 1, said crown 
counsel Derek Lister. Only one 
player — the accused — remain­
ed late in the evening.
MORE FROM THE MAILBOX
He suggested the boys might 
want to go into the public 
washroom with him, lo keep
ONCE AYEAR. . .
Tanner’s in Sidney has a
25<^FFSALE 
ON ALL BOOKS
sale lasts only 5 days — Wednesday, Jan. 27th to Sun­
day, Jan. 31st. Unique to Vancouver Island the sale in­
cludes every book in the store both paperback and hard­
cover. Tanner’s offers an extensive selection of titles 
and stocks a large inventory. We do not bring in books 
“ForSale”. This is our regular stock.
(Layaways and Special orders Not Included)
A B®01ST0SE & MOIE4th & Beacon Open 8 am-10 pm EVERY DAY
Continued from Page A5
Nebuchadnezzar, King of 
Babylon, had a dream but could 
not remember what he dreamt; he 
knew it was important because 
his spirit troubled him. He called 
his wise men to tell him what he 
dreamed, or he would cut them in 
pieces and make their houses a 
dunghill. He could do it. (v.3, 
Daniel 2)
Then Daniel (the same one who 
was in the lion’s den) asked the 
king for time, (v.14-16) Daniel 
and his three friends (the .same 
ones W'ho were in the fiery 
furnace) prayed and asked God to 
show them what the king 
dreamed. God did show Daniel 
what King Nebuchadnezzar 
dreamed, (v. 19-23) Daniel ilien 
approached the king to tell him 
the interpretation of it. (v.36)
The king dreamed of an image 
of a man, a metal man if you like. 
The image’s head was of fine 
gold, his breast and his arms of 
silver, his belly and his thighs of 
brass, he legs of iron, his feet part 
of iron and part of clay. “Thou 
sawest dll that a stone was cut out 
without hands, which smote the 
image upon his feet that were of 
iron and clay, and brake them to
pieces ... and the wind carried 
them away ... and the stone be­
came a great mountain and filled 
the whole earth.” (v.32-35)
These four different metals 
denote four world empires, and 
signify the history of the world 
and mankind, as we presently 
know' it.
The head of gold represents 
Nebuchadnezzar or the 
Babylonian Empire, (v.38) After 
Babylon came the Medes and 
Persians, the breast and arms of 
silver. Two arms, two nations 
united. The belly of brass is 
Alexander the Great, or the 
Grecian Empire that ruled after 
the Modes and Persians. After the 
Grecian empire came the Roman 
empire denoted by the legs of 
iron, also known as the iron 
empire of Rome. The 10 toes of 
the image represent the ten na­
tions of Europe that arose after 
the fall of the Roman Empire. 
“They shall not cleave one to an- 
otlier even as iron is not mixed 
with miry clay.“ (v.43)
Those nations have evolved into 
present day Europe and the Bible 
says in the days of those kins 
shall the God of heaven set up a 
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AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS
Foods
2531 BEACON AVE. 
Sidney By the Sea”
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VEAL LEG CUTLETS...uuj l
FRESH . J6Q
GROUND VEAL..,3.,3
WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR 
FOOD DOLLARS AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS!
destroyed ... and it shall stand 
forever. The Slone represents 
Jesus Christ al his second com­
ing.
From this prophecy wc can 
learn many things:
1) There will be no more w'orld 
empires. Charlemagne and Hiller 
and others tried to unite Europe 
but failed because of v. 43 - 
They shall not cleave one to an­
other even as iron is not m.ixed 
with clay. (v. 43) This prophecy 
includes the European Common 
Market that also will fall.
2) Europe will never be united.
3) There will be no nuclear 
holocaust to end the world. The 
world will (as we presently know 
it) end with the second coming of 
Jesus Christ in the clouds of 
heaven. Acts I:II, I Thessalonians 
4:17,18, Daniel 2.
4) By this prophecy w'e know 
we are at the end of time, or the 
toenails.
After explaining the dream to 
King Nebuchadnezzar Daniel 
went on to day, “The great God 
hath made known to the king 
what shall come to pass hereafter; 
and the dream is certain and the 
interpretation thereof sure.*' 
(v.450 ; -
King Nebuchadnezzar then ac­
knowledge to Daniel that, “of a 
truth it is, that your God is a God 
of gods, and a Lord of kings, and 
a revealer of secrets, seeing thou 
couldest reveal this secret.''
' (v.47) :: ■
T4ow if I may, }jere“edmes'' the 
mc^^age. God loves you, and 
wants you to be ready io meet 
him in peace at his soon coming;. 
That is why he has given us these 
prophecies to wam us of his soon 
coming.
One may be comforted by hav­
ing a knowledge of how the 
world will end. 1 certainly am. I 
am also comforted to a greater 
degree that as of Uiis day I know 
Jesus Ghri.st as my Lord and 
RedetJmer, for my life is his with 
God in Christ Jesus.
I sincerely hope, dear reader, 
that you also will be ready to 
meet the Lord Jesus Christ in 
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David SlJinely Tribe has 
pleaded not guilty lo 
mnnslatighlcr u.sing an 
automobile and crimimil 
negligence causing Ihe 
Halloween night death of 
Geoffry Scot I Fenwick.
Tribe has elected lo be 
tried by judge and jury, A 
preliminary liearing will be 
held Mnrch 31 and April 6.
The 24-year-old .Sidney 
resident faces seven charges 
of bad driving, cau.sing F'cii- 
wick’s death and Ihe assault 
of 20-year-old Roger Jolml, 
The two men were .struck by 
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The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local nonprofit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is Friday at 
5 p.m.
TOUGHLOVE
Peninsula parent support group 
(practising toughlove) meets 7:30 
pm Tuesdays, St. Stephen’s Church 
hail off Mt. Newton Crossroad.
THE ADOLESCENT 
Third in six week film series on 
Power in Parenting at ST. 
Stephen’s Anglican Church. 7:30 
pm Jan. 21,656-431 1.
RESTHAVEN AUXILIARY 
Resthaven Lodge auxiliary meeting 
at lodge on Mills Rd., 10 am, Jan. 
21.
PRE-SCHOOL STORYTIME 
Stories, fingerplays, action rhymes 
and songs at library. 1:30 prn 
Wednesdays, Brentwood branch; 
10:30 am Tuesdays or Thursdays, 
Sidney branch.
FAMILY UNDER FIRE 
Parenting series continues; Jan. 27 
film contains explicit information 
on abortion and the pornography 
industry. Not recommended for 
young audiences. St. Stephen’s 
Anglican Church. 7:30 pm, Jan. 27. 
652-4311.
INNOVATIVE CRUISING 
Phil Leitch and Tim Knight talk 
about innovative cruising techni­
ques at Sidney and North Saanich 
Yacht Club. 7 pm, Jan. 29.
FIRST AID
St. John’s standard first aid course. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. 7-9 pm 
Mondays and Wednesdays beginn­
ing Feb. 8.
CPR HEARTSAVER 
Canadian Heart Foundation ap­
proved upgrading course. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. 7-10 pm 
Feb. 8
HEALTHY SENIORS 
Fully alive after 55 program at 
Panorama Leisure Centre. 1-3 pm 
Wednesdays beginning Jan. 27.
PRESTON MANNING 
Reform Party of Canada leader 
speaks. Oak Bay Secondary School 
auditorium, 8 pm, Jan. 20 
NUU-CHA-NULTH 
Anthropologist Richard Inglis 
presents illustrated lecture on In­
dians between Brooks Peninsula 
and Nootka Sound. Newcombe 
Auditorium, 7:30 pm Jan. 20.
CHINESE BURIAL FIGURES 
Asian Art Society talk on new ex­
hibit, Art Gallery of Greater Vic­
toria, 7:30 pm Jan. 21.
ARTHRITIS CRUISE 
Dinner, dancing & gambling on 
Vancouver Island Princess cruise to 
raise money for Arthritis Society. 
iJdn 22 or 24: 598-2277. ‘ 
WCXJDWIND MASTERPIECES 
Island Chamber Players concert 
features four compositions. North 
Park Studio. 8 pm Jan. 23.
WATER WALKER 
NFB film on canning through 
rapids and waterways of the North 
, Superior. Newcombe Auditorium, 
2 pm Jan. 24.
FUN AND FITNESS 
onstructor workshop for seniors 
fitness program. Red Cross House 
Feb. 1 & 2. Pre-register by Jan. 22. 
382-3159.
BRAHMS
Victoria Symphony plays all 
Brahms program. Royal Theatre, 
Jan. 24 & 25. 385-6515
EMINENT CHEMIST 
University of Ottawa professor 
Howard Alper delivers three public 
lectures at UVic Jan. 25-28. 721- 
7640
REAL WOMEN
Crisis in Education topic of 
Realwomen meeting. Windsor Park 
Building, 7:30 pm, Jan. 27.
NORTH COAST
Archeologist Jim Haggarty 
recreates visit to Dundas Islands, 
near Prince Rupert. Newcombe 
Auditorium 7:30 pm Jan. 27.
HEALING MINISTRY 
Canadian Guild of Health meeting 
features retired Rev. J.A. Davidson 
on the healing ministry of Jesus 
Christ. St. John’s Church Hall, 
Quadra St., 1:30 pm Jan. 28.
UKRANIAN CHILDHOOD 
Nora Lupton speaks of recent visit 
to Ukraine. 106 Superior St., 7:30 
pm Jan. 29. 384-1930
BURNS NIGHT
Sons of Scotland Benevolent 
Association hold annual celebra­
tion, Holyrood House, 5:30 pm, 
Jan. 30. 652-9629.
DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 











The developer of Gardner 
Pond want.'; to hear from the 
public before filing subdivision 
■plans for the Tatlow Road pro­
perty.
“Wc want to preserve the 
pond," said architect Phil 
Chang. “We’re asking for input 
on public areas. We’d like to 
put in walkways, bridges and 
horse trails.”
The 18-acre parcel is owned 
by Saturn Developments. It is 
not currently subdivided, but 
lies in a region of North Saanich 
zoned for one-acre lots.
The architects will bring a 
niotlel, drawings, plans and an 
aerial photograph to their 
public meeting al Deep Cove 
Elementary School, 8 p.m., 




planning for the 
future, Metropolitan 
Life can guarantee 
your interest. On 
RRSPs, that is.
We guarantee the 
annual interest rate 
your money will 
earn. Plus we 
guarantee all the 
money you pay Into 
the fund for the full 
life of your RRSP, 
That’s on top of our 
variety of retirement 
payment plans.
So call your 
Metropolitan Life 
sales representative 
today, We've got 
great plans for your 
future,
EVE LEE-THOMPSON 
1007 FORT ST, 
VICTORIA. B.C. V8V 4T7 
OFFICE 382-9165 HOME 655-1994
GET MET. IT PAVS.










politics of international develop­
ment. Victoria Y, 7:30-9:30 pm 
beginning Feb. 1.
ENGLISH CLASSES 
Beginners and intermediate English 
as a second language classes offered 
at Victoria Y beginning Feb. 2. 386- 
7511.
BETWEEN THE LINES 
Four study sessions on press 
coverage of the third world. Vic­
toria Y, 7:30-9:30 pm beginning 
Feb.3.
VALENTINE’S DANCE 
Islands Big Band Society dance at 
Crystal Gardens ballroom. 9 pm-1 
am. Feb. 12. 727-3908.
1'
mm
Peninsula Community Association: 
phone 656-0134.
SINGLE GROUP 
Single group for women recently 
separated or divorced begins Feb. 
2, 7-9 pm. Semi-structured pro­
gram. Phone Judy Monday. 
Wednesday or Thursday.
DRIVERS NEEDED 
Volunteer services of PCA urgently 
requires volunteer drivers.
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC 
Sidney Birth Control Clinic now 
open Thursday evenings, 7-9 pm, 
lower parking lot entrance of 
Sidney Health Unit. Appointments 
656-1188.
WEIGHT PROBLEM?
For young people only. Confiden­
tial. Sidney Library side entrance. 
Tuesdays 4-5:30 pm, starting Feb. 
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7806 East Saanich Rd. Saanichton
by popular request
NOW OPEN FOR 
DINNER!
MONDAY - THURSDAY 4:30 - 8:00 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY 4:30 - 9:00
PRIME J99 BABY BACK ^95 
RlBsoz....®# RIBS.......Q
JANUARY - FEBRUARY Plus Many More...
essS
All members and friends are cordially invited 
to attend a free information seminar on 








Speakers include Westcoast Financial Planners 




Light refreshments will be served. Tickets available at all 
branch locations.
So loosen your belt 
a notch and see 
us tonight!





Say you saw it 
in the Review
X.L
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Letterheads - Envelopes ■- Business Cards 
Flyers - Brochures - Carbonless Business Forms
"we pick up and deliver'
J5esign ese -sMi
1111^111^3 CDP creative design printing inc.
90th birthday for well-known local fundraiser
& > @
4-10025 Galaran Road, Sidney
INVENTQBYCUARANCE
5 0 % STOCK
PLUS DRAWS FOR A TOTAL VALUE OF $1000. FIRST 
PRIZE; $500. Minimum purchase required.
ODFA S H I O N S
U
FA S H I O N SlL
103-1841 Oak Bay Ave., 
Victoria
595-2222
Under the Yellow Awning”
A long time resident of Deep 
Cove and an active fundraiser 
for crippled children for many 
years will be celebrating her 
90th birthday at the Sidney 
Hotel, Jan. 29.
Born in London, England, in 
1898, Edith Sumpton was one 
of many British women who 
worked in the munitions plants 
during First World War.
She married a Canadian 
sprinter after the war and mov­
ed to Canada where she raised a 
family and was a pioneer near 
the Crane River Indian Reserva­
tion in the 1920s. The closest 
civilization was isolated 
Dolphin, Man.
Her husband and father of 
four children passed away in 
1937. Daughter Elsie later mar­
ried and gave birth to Harry 
Jerome, Canada’s Olympic 
champion sprinter — the second 
sprinter in the family and 
Edith’s grandson.
Sumpton later remarried and 
moved to Deep Cove in 1958 
where she became an active in­
gredient in the community. 
While living there Sumpton 
helped many community pro­
jects, including work for the 
Pythian sisters, Timmy’s 
Telethon and fundraising for a
park in Deep Cove.
She has also found the time to 
travel. She has returned to 
England five times and has also 
visited South America and other 
places.
But her goals to help the 
children of the world have never 
diminished. “That’s my sole 
lifespan is to help the children, 
so they can walk and talk 
again,’’ Sumpton said.
She has a table full of dolls, 
china and knick knacks set up at 
Branch 25 of the Old Age Pen­
sioners display where she sells 
goods for charity.
“Last year I made S600 on 
the table,’’ she said.
Sumpton says she has willed 
all her mugs, dolls and 
memorabilia to the Lions Club 
Timmy Telethon.
She has raised money for the 
United Church, although she 
has never joined a church. “I’ll 
go but I won’t join,’’ she says.
Sumpton has moved to 
Sidney, to escape the demands 
of a house and garden.
Friends and neighbors are 
getting together for a fitting 
luncheon birthday celebration 
at the Sidney Hotel begining at 







Dine Early — Dine Well
MENU
PETITE FILET of BEEF, Sauce Bernaise 
LAHB CHOPS, Hint Demi-Glace 




SOUP, SALAD, DESSERT, COFFEE or TEA 
All Entrees Served With 
VEGETABLES and POTATO or R!CE.





THE SUNDOWN MENU IS SERVED 





Flames licked up the chimney 
of a house in the 5(X)-block 
Meldram Drive, shortly after 10 
p.m. on Jan. 14, prompting a 
call to North Saanich Volunteer 
Fire Department.
The chimney fire was soon 
under control. It caused no 
damage, said Terry Towle, 
North Saanich fire chief.
fallen trees touching power 
lines.
North Saanich volunteer 
firefighters responded to many 
calls, monitoring areas where 
lines or trees were sparking, said 
Terry Towle, North Saanich fire 
chief.
A B.C. Hydro transformer 
caught fire in Brentwood 
Heights Friday evening. Half an 
hour later. Central Saanich 
firefighters were called to a site 
on Central Saanich Road where 
lines were down on the road.
>11 i T';
HIGH WINDS 
Last Friday’s high winds kept 
local fire departments busy. 
There were many reports of
EXPLOSION
A series of explosions in Mill 
Bay Saturday afternoon promp­
ted 50 calls to the Central 
Saanich fire department.
The company hired to blast 
away old buildings at the 
former Bamberton cement 
works informed Shawnigan 
Lake RCMP of the impending 
explosions.
However, Peninsula 
emergency services were not 
notified.
.... 'i?
SHOWING OFF one of her life-like dolls is Edith Sump- 
ton — a fong time area resident who will be turning 90- 
years-old Jan. 29. Sumpton has been involved in 




JOIN CAPITAL IRON in 
SIDNEY’S NEWEST RETAIL CENTRE
RETAIL COMMERCIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.ft. AVAILABLE 
QUALITY BUILDING, EXCELLENT LOCATION
The year 1987 was a bad 
one for fires in the Town of 
Sidney. The total dollar loss 
due to fire last year is 
estimated at $123,771, said 
Fire Chief Mel Baldwin in 
his annual report.
“The department attend­
ed a total of 63 emergency 
responses during 1987. Of 
these, 46 were fires (nine 
motor vehicle fires includ­
ed), six gasolinc/propane 
incidents, nine false alarms, 
one boat fire and nine non- 
fire related incidents,’’ 
Baldwin .said.
One fire wa.s found to be 
dclibciaiely sei and two 
were suspicious, the report
continued. More than a 
dozen other fires were in­
vestigated.
Over the past six years, 
there have been an average 
of 15 fires annually where 
owners suffer a dollar los.s. 
Last year, there were 20.
The average annual total 
value of property damaged 
in fire is $113,903, almost 
$10,000 le.ss than last year’.s 
figure.
Most fires occur in 
December and January,
said Baldwin. Chimney 
fires prompted the most 
calls to the Sidney 
Volunteer Fire Department 
in 1987.
“Members and fire 
fighting apparatus were 
also involved in the sup- 
pre.ssion of the large forest 
fire in the Municipality of 
Saanich during 1987,’’ 
Baldwin added. Sidney 
firefighters helped control 
the Prospect Lake forest 
fire last September.
WENZEL'S CHARGES REBUTTFn-
NS council would evaluate














Norlli SaaniLl'. ccnniLi! -.vill 
evaluate every prepared pl;in 
placed before it. said Mayor 
Lindtt Michaluk.
She vvas reacting to com 
plaints from developer Fd 
Wenzel thill North Siuinich 
council refused to spciik to him 
infortiiiilly about possible 
development of die Sylvan 
Acres Bapti.si Camp on I .'uui- 
send Roiul ,
He wanted to di.scuss a pro
HELP
WANTED
posid lu build duidc.xcs on the 
site, leaving half tlie properly 
wild. Tentative plans for the up­
per portions of the former 
Church Ciimp included a priviite 
health care facility.
“ fhai was not included in Ilie 
proposid'' sulmiined to council, 
Siiid Michaluk. “I was not 
aware of it.
“Vyiiai we hatl before us wtis 
not in any vviiy a preivired, 
dciiiilcd icpoi I," she iidded.
liine to sell
FEBRUARY are a poor 
NOT NECESSARILY SO ... in 1987 it was one of
were fewer homes oh the
GET AN EARLY START — GALL US TODAY
The Review requires a part-time employee 
in It’s circulation (department in Sidney.
The person should have good communica­
tion skills, be able to motivate children and 
handle customer complaints pleasantly 
and etf actively.
OF YOUR PROPERTY
gmk mm jfm' ^ ^■>«ii Iww, Hf Wi If 1 "W "W
Duties include .supervision end renruifinQ 
adult & youth newspaper carriers, main-
MMMI mumimm
requirements, and general oflice relief.
Please apply in hand writing only to atten­
tion: The Publisher, P,0. Box 2070, 
Sidney. B.C. V8L3S5,
I....-............... : J #
Be a Winner!
have your hair done 
at Brentwood Coiffures 
and enter our draw
LOTS OF PRIZES!
This Vacation Cruise With
We have five great reasons 
why you should visit us 1 st.. 
BETTY, CINDY, MAUREEN 
MICHELES KATHY
TOPS ☆SKIRTS ☆PANTS 
SHORTS ☆T-SHIRTS
Look your best this vacation, choose a stylish outfit from our great 
selection of Krinkle Cotton (50% polyester, 50% cotton), machine 
wash &. dry. Cruise wear in three tasteful colors, PEACH, MINT & 




T TWO GREAT LOCATIONS
PORTrtAIT COURTESY OF BRENTWOOD 1 HOUR PHOTO
BRENTWOOD COIFFURES
“Professionals who care — Quality, Personal 
Service with Individualized Salon Styling”
552-3333
1187 VERDIER AVE. BRENTWOOD BAY




















KEATING X ROAD & 
WEST SAANICH ROAD
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• Adjust Bands & Linkage • Road Tost
• Replace Fluid up to d litres • Clean Screen
Chock Modulator Hose
ORsiOO«‘'Off
ANY MAJOR TRANSMISSION REPAIR
All Pointfi Aiilomaiiv« I Ypirnfi Foh, SR, lOiVi
Valid on most cars, light trucks & molorhomes,
AH holnlv Autornolivo, EnpIfouFob 28,1000
LUBE,OIL& 
FILTER F/?EE*28.00value
FREE whi»ii you n.tvu liic u.vpuii
ALSO
IN-STORE SPECIALS
,i«t All Points AutoniuUvC' Contor pq'^'-’R'rn a 
101 point Vohicio C ^ (#*% Q K 
Salety Inspection lor 4£|«
UNDERCARRIAGE 
HIGH PRESSURE WASH
Remove road salt & winter grime 




You roceivo a docunienfed roporf on the 
sialus of youi volitc.lo as your Tu-isiiranco Ihaf 
ynur rnr or Nnht IrucT' is in Inn ninnino condi­
tion. Valid on most Y.:;!i(s and light trucks & 
molorhomes.
Sv S249S
AlHVTfi'tlA AilUvtt'idsve f vjvfiYt'i f VMUi
Vttllti most cars A light trucks.
All Polnifc Automotive, Enpirot Fib, 20,1000
YOUR CAR DETAIL SPECIALISTS
652-1993 ALL POINTS AUTOMOTIVE
CArjDj Vi%A





Completnf R0pi}i( Specialists For
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Consultont asks North Saanich council to quit bluffing
MEMORIAL SOCIETY 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Find out why over 130,000 British Columbians have 
Joined the Memoriai Society. Most share a
GENUINE CONCERN FOR PRE-ARRANGED, 
DIGNIFIED & INEXPENSIVE FUNERAL
SERVICES
Phone 385-5214 for a free brochure.
(We do not solicit in person or by teiephone)
Room 519, 620 View St., Victoria, B.C. V8W 1J6
North Saanich council is bluf­
fing every time it asks a 
developer to donate land for a 
park. That’s the assessment of 
consultant Kees van Westen, 
who prepared a parks plan for 
the municipality.
Adoption of parks recom­
mendations into the official 
community plan would keep the 
municipality out of court, said 
van Westen.
“Developers would see you 
have the same rules as 
municipalities in the rest of the
province,” he added.
“Is your plan more attractive 
to future residents or future 
developers?” asked Aid. Don 
Caverley in the Jan. 11 commit­
tee of the whole meeting with 
van Westen.
“It would make your area 
even more attractive to future 
residents,” van Westen replied. 
He proposes council adopt a 
standard of 20 acres of parks 
per 1,(XX) residents. That’s dou­
ble the existing rule.
“If we deduct strata title 
lands, regional and provincial 
parks, golf courses and school 
yards, we are down to 13 acres 
per l.CKX) residents,” said 
Mayor Linda Michaluk.
“I included the portions of 
school land which are in public
use because public money is be­
ing spent on these lands,” said 
van Westen. “Every schoolyard 
has a play area. They take the 
pressure of the municipality to 
provide playgrounds. ’ ’
Several regional and provin­
cial parks are used as 
neighborhood parks, he added. 
“Coles Bay Regional Park may 
be owned by the Capital 
Regional District but it supplies 
local recreation needs of 
residents of that part of Ard­
more.”
van Westen reiterated his 
stance against a linear park
stretching from Sidney to 
Sooke. “I strongly believe in 
trails and footpaths. But North 
Saanich would be far better off 
to build up its trail system in 
each community.
“A real afficionado will not 
drive up to Horth Hill Park and 
hike to Sooke. He will go to a 
real wilderness area like 
Strathcona Park or a national 
park,” van Westen said.
North Saanich council will 
continue its debate of the pro­
posed parks plan at its Jan. 25 
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4 HOLLYWOOD1.98 SAUO DRESSIKIi
Central Saanich municipal 
police report a fairly quiet week 
of activity in the municpality 
for the period Jan. 10 to 18.
FLAGS STOLEN 
Two flags on display at the 
Butchart Gardens were stolen 
sometime Saturday night or 
Sunday morning.
The French flag and a flag 
from the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) were 
taken.
Officials at the Butchart 
Gardens refused to comment on 
the flags descriptions colors and 
estimated value Monday.
BOAT STOLEN 
On the night of Jan. 10 and 
11 a rental boat was stolen from 
the Brentwood Boat Rentals of 
Brentwood Bay.
The boat was recovered adrift 
by Central Saanich police on the 
Monday afternoon. Apparently 
the people who had stolen the 
boat could not get it started.
POLES TOO CLOSE 
The telephone poles are too 
close to the road on the Keating 
Cross Road in Central Saanich, 
a Brentwood Bay woman 
claims.
Kathleen Wiley, 44, broke 
two teeth and suffered minor in­
juries when she hit a B.C. Tel 
pole after losing visibility in a 
storm. She was driving in the 
1500-block Keating Cross Road 
at about 3 a.m., Jan. 14, when 
she lost control and went into 
the ditch.
“If you veer off the road by 
one foot you hit a pole,” she 
said. “It was a horrid night.”
The 1982 Chrysler she was 
driving received about $2,5{X) 
damage. Police did not lay any 
charges and report heavy rain 
and wind the night of the acci-^, 
dent.
CAR STOLEN 
A 1962 Beaumont stolen 
from the Carey Road area of; 
Saanich was recovered by Cen­
tral Saanich police in the 6600- 
block West Saanich Rd. in the 
morning of Jan, 14,
The 4-door sedan was stolen 
the evening of Jan. 13 and 
driven off the road northbound, 
hitting a hydro pole and 
destroying 10 feet of fence. The 
car was damage substantially on 
the front leftside.
CAR ACCIDENT 
A minor collision at the cor­
ner of the Mt. Newton Cross 
Road and East Saanich Road at 
about 7 a.m., Jan. 14, resulted 
in combined damage of $1,150.
Both cars stopped at the stop 
signs before hitting each other, 
police said.
A 1978 Toyoia proceeded 
through the inicrsection first 
when a 1970 Mercury look off 
from the stop sign, striking the 
Toyota in the rear end. No 
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which way to turn, 
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You'll be glad you did.
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Library report supported by local reps
An interim report on the 
future of B.C.’s public libraries 
is headed in the right direction, 
two local Greater Victoria 
board members said.
“I think the report identifies 
a lot of the concerns from this 
part of the Island, and that the 
Library Act needs to be revised 
and updated,” said North 
Saanich representative Linda 
Michaluk.
Added Sidney representative 
Sam Bamford: ‘‘By and large, 
it’s a reasonable report.”
Among major recommenda­
tions of the report — a step 
towards the final report due for 
release in March — is a call for 
a 30 per cent increase in per 
capita assistance for the pur­
chase of library materials.
Increased spending is all right 
in Bamford’s mind. He pointed 
out that libraries remain one of 
the least expensive services the 
public receives.
‘‘It’s one of the best values 
for the dollar,” he said. ‘’It 
costs only $1.79 a year for me as 
a homeowner.”
The increase is needed 
because of a lid placed on ac­
quisitions since 1982, the report 
states.
Bamford also notes the im­
portance of not allowing 
regional library systems lo grow 
beyond current boundaries, 
another recommendation.
The Greater Victoria board 
sprawls up lo include the Queen





‘‘It costs us $3,000 or $4,000 
just to hold a meeting,” Bam­
ford said. Consequently, only 
four full board meetings per 
year are held and some 
members ‘‘feel they don’t know 
what’s going on.”
One of the enticements in the 
past to increasing the size of 
regional systems was an $8.50- 
per-square-mile grant. The big­
ger the system’s area, the more 
money comes in. That grant 
would be held al its current 
level, under the report’s recom­
mendations.
The task force is made up of 
seven members, including tlic
provincial minister. Centrti!
Sidney RCMP report several 
incidents of crime for the period 
Jan. 10-17.
BREAK-IN
A resident of Third Street in 
Sidney reported a break, enter 
and theft from a home during a 
two-hour period in the after­
noon of Jan. 11.
Thieves broke a window and 
then opened a door to gain en­
try.
The house was searched and 
some jewelry was stolen. The in­
vestigation is continuing into 
this crime.
BAD DRIVING 
A number of accidents oc­
curred in the past week, with the 
general cause being a lack of at­
tention and lack of defensive 
driving, police said.
Roving patrols apprehended 
two impaired drivers and hand­
ed out five 24-hour suspensions 
during the past week.
DOORS SMASHED
RCMP are continuing to in­
vestigate a series of break and 
enters that occurred overnight, 
most likely in the early morning 
hours of Jan. 14 in the business 
district of Sidney.
The thieves smashed through 
windows and doors to enter the 
buildings and once inside ran­
sacked offices looking for cash 
and valuables.
Police estimate $15,000 worth 
of tools and equipment was 
stolen from Flint Motors on 
Bevan Avenue.
Thieves also netted prime 
meat and eggs worth about 
$ I ,’ 500 from the Sidney Meat 
I^f^a^Bn'SeHaia SthbdL*
About $100 and two 
telephones were taken from the 
Sidney Hobbies store next to the 
Meat market.
The offices of Sparling Real 
Estate on Beacon Avenue were 
ransacked and an attempt was 
made to enter the vault.
The Sea and Shore Decor 
shop and Holloway’s Sidney 
Florist were also broken into. A 
small amount of money and two 
large handbags were stolen 
from ihe Sea and Shore and a 
small amount of ca.sh was taken 
from the florist.
A small amount of cash was 
also stolen from the St. Vincent 
Dc Paul thrift store.
Police arc investigating.
INJURY ACCIDENT
Two people were injured in a 
two-vehicle collision at the cor­
ner of the Pat Bay Highway and 
McTavish Road, last Sunday 
night.
Witnesses told police Gordon 
Blunt, 18, of Victoria, was 
speeding and didn’t stop for the 
red light southbound on the 
highway, police allege.
Cindy Lee, 27, of Sidney was 
struck broadside in her 1969 
Volkswagen.
Both drivers were taken to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
with injuries.
Blunt has been charged with 
going through a red light. His 





















Sicily’s School’s junior boys 
curling team will travel to the 
Island playoffs in Port McNeill 
al the end of the month.
The junior boys team lared 
well in the South Ishmd zone 
bonspicl liisi week. It defeatctl 
St, Michael’s Univer.siiy Sclu>ol 
9-1, after bciiig narrowly edged 













Would you like to be a 
Volunteer Fireman?
The next session of probationnry training will com- 
mencG in early Februaiy, 1980. North Seanicb 
rOvSldonto who aro 19 years or older who wish lo serve 
their community as a volunteer fireman are invited to 
apply. Applications will bo available until February 3, 
1908.
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656-1495
OR DROP BY WAIN RD. FIREHALL 
TUESDAY. JANUARY 26lh OR 
FEBRUARY 2nd AT 7:30 P.M.
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DRIVER CHARGED 
The driver of a 1974 Chev 4- 
door sedan has been charged 
with driving too fast for road 
conditions, following an acci­
dent that saw his car slam into 
the front of a parked 1981 Ford 
truck the evening of Jan. 12.
The 16-year-old Sidney resi­
dent also did damage to a lawn 
at the 1000-block Bowerbank 
Road in Sidney, police claim.
He allegedly lost control of 
his car and slid sideways into 
the truck, causing an estimated 
$3,000 to the truck and $600 
damage to his own vehicle.
Saanich Mayor Ron Cullis is a 
member.
During October the task force 
conducted 10 public hearings, 
and almost 200 briefs and sub­
missions were received.
The interim report recognizes 
the importance of libraries. It’s 
vision is ‘‘to encourage the 
development of a strong library 
in each community, and 
(develop) a co-operative ap­
proach. . .amongst all 
libraries,” the report states.
‘‘We believe this can only be 
achieved through local commit­
ment and initiative, coupled 
with provincial support, leader­
ship and co-ordination.”
Michaluk praised the task 
force for the magnitude of il.s 
job. Hearing and condensing 
presentations ‘‘must have been 
a mammoth undertaking,” she 
said.
She said she is happy with the 
report, but emphasized that it is 
only the start to the changes 
necessary.
The report includes 12 pro­
vincial funding recommenda­
tions, six library services branch 
recommendations and one pro­
vincial resource library recom­
mendation.
It calls for free basic public 
library service throughout the 
province, and a variety of new 
programs, from inter-library 
loan development to a province­
wide promotion of libraries.
SATURN DEVELOPMENTS LTD. would like to 
invite you to an OPEN HOUSE for the proposed 
development of the GARDENER’S POND SITE 
off Tatlow Road:
Thursday - January 21st, 1988 
8:00 p.m.
Deep Cove Elementary School Gym 
10975 West Saanich Road 
Victoria, B.C.
DR. SHELLEY BREADNER d.v.m. 
Is pleased to annouce
BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICES
IS NOW OPEN
We would like to welcome all our clients and other friends 
to our new iocation.
652-9700
2144A Keating X Roads Saanichton
COMPUTER
WIZARDS!
In the 1987 INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER SCIENCE PROBLEM 
SOLVING CONTEST, run by the University of Wisconsin, more 
than 10,000 students from forty-five states of the U.S.A. and 
from twelve countries, (ranging from Ireland to Japan), 
competed—and two Canadian schools did especially well.
St. Michaels University School, Victoria, was the only 
school among 5000 to have teams ranked in the top 1% in 













GET A FREE COFFEE IF YOU BRING IN 
THIS AD. Expires Jan. 27lh 
-/ 9535 Canora Fid. 656-9343
In the Elementary Division, SMU's Sean Puttergill (left), David 
Ha and Chris Wilson, all now in Grade ?, ranked FIRST in B.Ci, 
SECOND in Canada, (a fraction behind Zions Hts. School, 
Toronto) and FIFTH worldwide. They were taught by Mr,:; 
Stephen Bahkes, (above), who holds a Master's Degree in 
Physics from UBC.
ST. MICHAELS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL 
3400 Richmond Road :
VICTORIA, B.C. V8P 4P5 
592-2411
Wmmm.. Vi- •''YuvT'Sri . •** ,rt'
iiJril
LADIES’ AUXILIARY: L,A. President M. Upton presented the Branch Presi­
dent with a cheque in the amount of $5,000.
APPOINTMENTS: The Prr;siden1 assigned the following responsibilities to 
members of the Executive Committee:
Veteran Services R. Hayes 656-3152
Finance J. Ball 652-2065
Entertainment A. Oliphant 592-1740
Sports & Youth V, Sutcliffe 655-1299
Bar & Staff K. Oliphant 592-1740
Buildings A Grounds S. Buttorick 656-3588
Public Relations L. Riddell 656-7364
Membership J, Pedlow 656-2776
Bingo T, Lovell 652-9567
Ways & Moans C. Crispe 652-0841
Catering L, Salkus 384-6373
Sgt-at-Arms L. Riddell 656-7364
Project Draw 0, Nunn 656-2229
Renovations A. Oliphant 592-1740




L, Shod & H, Moorby
For any information relating to tl 
responsible. ,
ie above areas, please coll the member
LADIES’AUXILIARY APPOINTMENTS:
D. Konrath Presidont
L. Salkus First Vice-President







INSURANCE IS OUR BUSINESS
As a member of Branch 37 please call me 




"Your Local Insurance Agency"
7173 W. Saanich Rd. 652-1141










ROBBIE BURNS NIGHl ...Saturday, January 23,1988.
Cocktails ■- 6:30-7:00; Dinner — 7:00-8:30;
Dance to The ’'Parisinnnns” — O'OO'$25 no per couple 
Tickets at the Branch
INITIATION NIGHT-Saturday, February 6 
Danco to‘Crystal Duo'; No Charge
VALENTINE'S DANCE...Saturday. Fobruary 13
Danco to "Katzonjomrneis"; $6,00 pot person
AUDIT COMMITTEE: F'rcOdonl Wartilo appointed Doug & Dorolhy Toller as 
Ihc Audit Committee
MEETINGS:
EXECUTIVE MfH:TIN(T -- Monday, February 1 at 7:30 p.m. 
GENERALMEETINQ —Monday, Fobruary 8 at 7:30 p.m,
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I Artist’s brush portrays a zest for life
TIPS « SCULPTURED NAILS • SILKS 
MANICURE’ REPAIRS
HOUSE OF RUSSELL 656-1522 SIDNEY CENTRE
Russ Hay
Sidney Cycles Ltd. 
•THE BICYCLE SHOP"
WINTER GLOVES
21 POINT TUNE-UP SPECIAL 
$1995
Artist Edward Spears enjoys 
life, and that pleasure streams 




“I travel to paint and 1 paint 
to travel,” he says, recalling the 
list of places he and his wife 
Dorothy have traveled to in the 
past 10 years.
The visits to England, Spain, 
Maderia, Hong Kong, Tahiti 
and Alaska are all documented 
in his work.
Having just sold one of an 
English village. Spears ha.s
started on a painting of Ken­
nedy River, near Tofino on 
Vancouver Island. “Each pic­
ture is so different that I’m 
always learning.”
Spears spends at least three 
hours a day working in his 
studio. “I have to, to keep up 
the quality and consistency of 
my work.”
He’s been drawing since he 
was knee-high, and won his first 
contest when 12. Before retiring 
to Sidney in 1977, Spears was 
vice-president of a printing 
company in Toronto.
“I had my own design studio. 
1 created magazine covers and
that sort of thing.”
Painting on the side wasn’t 
entirely satisfying. “1 had the 
chance to do only one painting 
per year, so I decided to retire 
early.” He’s never looked back.
Evidence of his years as a 
graphic artist is subtle. His 
name appears in neat block 
capitals in a corner of his work. 
The drawing is precise.
Attention to detail is a 
hallmark. “You can always 
discover something in my pain­
tings.” Sometimes it will be a 
figure walking along a distant 
hillside: other times an open 
window.
PLUS MANY MORE IN-STORE SPECIALS
6S6-1512 2480 BEACON AVE.
ARTIST Edward Spears points out detail in a recent painting.
The limited edition prints 
which Spears issues periodically 
are also popular. The current 
offering, a placid scene of 
Canoe Cove, “is really very 
popular,” he says.
Most local galleries carry this 
print. “Ed is a total delight,” 
said Larry Hanlon, Peninsula 
Gallery owner. “I enjoy work­
ing with him.”
Spears sells most original 
works privately. He has a large 
and loyal following. “I’ve 
become friends with many peo­
ple who have bought my pain­
tings.” Purchasers often invite 
Spears to their homes to see his 
work hung.
His favorite medium is 
gouache. It’s a I9th century 
technique which displays a light 
reflecting brilliance from the 
opaque watercolors.
Spears is a member of the 
Canadian Society of Marine Ar­
tists, and this technique is par­
ticularly appropriate for his 
work. His water has an irrides- 
cent quality; his reflections are 
clear and natural.
His talent has also resulted in 
election to the Federation of 
Canadian Artists. “About 
2,0(X) people are associates; on­
ly 30 of us are F.C. A. ”
One son has followed in his 
artistic footsteps, though his 
work is abstract. Two sons and 
a daughter have sought more 
conventional employment. “My 
wife is quite creative.” She knits 
and does other home crafts.
There’s a sparkle to the eye of 
the Towner Park Road resident, 
and a spring to his step. “I swim 
three times a week and practice 
tai chi every day.” The exercise 
clearly keeps him in shape for 
his active social life.
Young poets haw haikii published
/^itfcns are playful This 17-syllable poem written
They like to play with string but by John de Greef was awarded
They will be cats soon. grand prize by Japan Air Lines
Dorman’s 
Cleaners
“t; AR PEm CLEAN IN 
* UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
J UST ME Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders
9570 Nor^thlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 - 30 Years Experience
I[ ynu enjoy rny " lOT'
ctiriooii' , let rtu’ do d cdiicviturc or e difoon
for jjwpm.
(vdric'dftoc.'i md/<i' loiiqio’ drul /rcrsoiuil 
gi/ls f(ir oil or.’dsions ,dri(i mdly ore
fain til igSve.
So Irt’s f;ci fojtrfflin ,uul do 0 , orroon 
, ii/ .soirit'onc /
in its recent contest.
It has just published de 
Greef’s poem with three others 
from the Peninsula in an an­
thology of 200 haiku poems by 
B.C. elementary school 
children. The book is called. 
Out of the mouths...
The Grade 6; student at 
Mount Newton Middle School 
was surprised to hear he won. 
“I thought other kids had better 
poems. I didn’t really like 
mine,”
de Greef wrote three or four 
poems last year as part of an 
assignment at Deep Cove 
Elementary School. He submit­
ted the kitten poem after his 
“dad said it was the best.”
A classmate whose work was 
also published in the anthology 
said she was surprised to see her 
name in print. “I didn’t know




RED WOLF, RED WOLF
W.P. KInsella
For readers who may not have the time to digest an entire 
novel or are simply not Interested In being embroiled In a 
long story, W.P. KInsella’s newest book “Red Wolf, Red 
Wolf” is sure lo be a delight.
"Red Wolf, Rod Wolf” Is a collection of thirtoon short 
stories that will stimulate as well as entertain the mind of 
the reader. Mr. KInsella has a solid history of successful 
writing and this latest offering only compliments that suc-
CO8S8." '
KInsella’a stores span different eras, people of various 
walks of life and situation of even greater variations. “Elvis 
Bound” la about one family's journey to visit Graceland, 
homo of the late singer, In “Driving Patterns” readers are 
treated to a candid view Into the personal relationship of 
one couple traveling around the countryside, My personal 
favourite is Kinsolla's short story “Mother Tucker's Yellow 
Duck” which many people that grew up in this area during 
the 1960’8 will recognize as the name of a band that fro - 
guenhKl local dances and clubs. This story captures the 
osaoncos of that period os well as the impact it has on our 
present.
I usually prefer novels over short stories but KInsella's “Red 
Wolf, Rod Wolf” really appealed to mo. His stylo Is oxlrome- 
ly comfortable • you could almost hoar a otor/tcllcr’s voice 






*«lll tW upon » pm lvehY uay J
Cri.sp and dewy grass 
Gleaming upon the daisies 
The forest wakes up.
“The words just came to 
me,” said Huumonen, She 
compo.secl three poems, writing 
the final copy in calligraphy, 
then illustrating the page.
Teacher Doug Macfarlanc 
sent photocopies to Japan Air 
Lines and returned (he originals
to the children. “I didn’t keep 
mine,” said Huumonwn, ad-^ 
ding she didn’t think her poem;) 
would be published. ,
de Greef spent more time' 
crafting his poem, adding and; 
subtracting words until he had; 
exactly 17 syllables. . ' ; V
.Neither student' Ts prahhjn4‘
oh a life as a poet. “I don’t real-' 
ly do it in my spare time,” said 
Huumonen. She keeps busyj 
playing tennis and watching'' 
television.
“I will probably write,
another poem sometime,” said.
de Greef. Friends and play fill
most of his spare time. “My
friends were happy I won,” said
the 11-year-old. I <
Along the ciy bank 
Over the hills of glittering snow 
I see rabbit prints 7
Rachel B r o o c k e , a ^ 
Saanichton Elementary School 
student, wrote this poem when 
in Grade 4 last year. It was 
published in the Creatures 
Great category of the book.
Where the rain does fall 
The ground is left hurt by water 
And dents mark the scars.
Mark Johnson wrote this 
poem while in Grade 7 at Royal 
Oak Middle school la.si year. It 
wa,s published in the Clouds, 
Rain, Wind and Sky category of 
Out of the rnotitlis,..
All students whose poetry 
wa.s published in the anthology 
received 10 copies of the book. 
Japan Air Line,-; also donated 
copie.s to their .school libraries.
QUESTION: Wo would llko 
to 80II our homo noxl spr­
ing during tho poak soiling 
months. When should wo 
list it wlthaRoaltor? 
ANSWER: Don't wail for the 
target months lo arrivo. Put 
your house up for solo duUng 
robfuiiry ui March » ULf OfiL 
tho heavy soiling, True, rnoro 
prospocto will bo looking dur­
ing the poak months - but,, 
I h 0 n a 0 a I n . more' 
homeowners will bo selling. 
The shrewd homeowner who 
wonts to sell hl« home for a 
summer move, should litil It 
before tho Influx of the hoav^^ 
bulk of sellers,
'During quieter frerlods, the 
Ptoallor can pul rnoro time, of- 
lort and advertising Into soil-
Inn vniif rvArnw nnH rhAri^
bolesscorYrpotitlon.
PUT YOUR HOUSE Up FOR 
^ALL BLI-unE the heavy
selling BooBon.
■•■THINKINa OF BUYINQ 
^ ORSELLINQ 
Don’t Daisy.HiosoToilfly





THE REVII ■w F‘.ZCC .A J.'
Literacy computers 
introduced in school district
ijii i C'C'.rnputi' iJir ;C' .' i.'r
pe^le k:j.rn io rei^. T'c pcc- 
viD'Ciii go'^'^rnn'-cn; K'.'r.v,;r.£
S^,5lO lo'-i-aj'if :ne prc-irc:
The con^puie: ;;
Pnncipie o: Aipnirc:
LiieriC)' S\'i!e~: — PaL,5 ;c; 
ihon. h combine^ :::■
siruciion ‘>>>uh ::;e
seiiiiwve A:reen> .:>
troducc'U ai Exp-o br,
PALS i> ba-.e-d on a 'ar;; 
which ihe alphabenc i>>:e:n o 
invenied so prev en: a: roi - e^n 
two kingdoms The .'icr^ nn- 
tendeo so dransasice i:;e ;j:> 
ponarsce and po'.'Cr oi sne '.vrs;- 
len work and reinforce, shrougn 
vivid e-xampiei. ihe neee:<a::> of 
learning so read and w;;tc
By interacting wuh ;he pro-
era-. r.r.:-c.-gc: io*r In::dV:rcov 
ic-*_c:r. K:.ree,r.. P.aLa
are a;r: ra-gn;
..—1.,.......« —c ^ ^
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SIDES AND SLICE PACKS 
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At uhe inaugural meeting 
of the. 19SS Peninsula 
recreation commission on 
Jan. 7, tlie 1988 budget 
details were scrutinized and 
adopted intact.
The budget of Sl,527T70, 
subject now to die blessing 
of the Capital regional dis­
trict, will be funded 52.3 per 
cent by fees, with the 
balance coming from the 
two municipalities of Sid­
ney and North Saanich.
The increase in the 
amount required to be
rur.oec dv ur-e arrira-cirALrje.s 
rep resen Ls a three per cenr 
increase over 198“.
Chairman Brian Siblex- 
commented thar the next 
several years would te par­
ticularly exciiing, because 
the present enviroimeur 
around recreation and 
leisure actisiiies gave an in­
dication thiat c-hanges were 
coming.
'LAnd the chan-ges 
anticipated are not going to 
be a deterioraii-on in ser­
vices” he saiii "bur will 
definiielv benefit the resi-
denrs of Ncrrh Saan>ch and 
Srdrvev. ranging frcni these 
wbe en>cv rc scvLl ihrccgh 
a counny uaii to those w'hc 
take an athieres .^preach rc
•■We re. 
dv'namic gne 
me comniiSS-OG. ana in my 
op-inion the scaft at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
are reully raienrecr.. sc we are 
gearing up for a gocsl year, 
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Education hearing Jan. 28
The Royal Commission on 
Education will hold a public 
hearing in Stelly’s School on 
Jan. 28.
Anyone wishing to appear 
before commissioner Barry 
Sullivan should call ahead to in­
form officials.. The cqrninissipn 
cicceptscoll&t calls ‘at 66f)-4'010. .
“Anyone may make a presen­
tation,” said the commission 
secretary. “We ask for one writ­
ten copy one week ahead of 
time. We’ve received submis­
sions on crumpled foolscap, so 
, they don’t have to be formal




Speakers are as’xed to talk for 
five to 10 minutes, highiighring 
points in their briefs. Those 
people with writier! submissions 
do not have to appear before 
the commission.
■The public wiiT aiso have a 
cHhnce'tri Talk' sp'dritaneously. 
“After the formal presentations 
are complete, Mr. Sullivan will 
call for speeches fro.m the 
floor.”
Tne Royal Commission on 
Education vvill accept written 
submissions until Anri! 15.
if someone vx-anIS to appear 
he.fore the conimiss.ion but is 
unable to attend the Steliy's 
meeting on Jan. 2S. there's , 
another chance.
Sullivan vviil hold hearings at 
N'ictoria Secondary School at 7 
p.m. Feb. 1“ and at St. .An­




ACCEPTED FOR FART-T ME 
OiHIKGRQOM 






The management and staff of KRS Sunshkne Realty i-n Brent- 
wood take pride in congra tula ting Joan Headrick for her 
out'Starfding achievement in sales according her the p-rivilege 
of •‘DLamo-rtd Club” status in ISST.
Joan has consistently been a top performer since our open-- 
tng in Sranty»’xx>d Bay. A former member of the nuts-lng staff 
of Resthaven Lodge and S-rdney Peninsuia Hospital, Joan’s, 
years of ©.xperience as a care-giver coupled vxith her friendly 
professJona! manner have been the keys to her exceptional 
success as a top realtor on the Peninsula. Joan can be reach- 
■ ed 24 hours at-3SS-S2T5 pagerCOS'4, ,.
SONSIE REILiy LTD,
BRENTWOOD BAY
652-51 71 1205 VERDIER AVE.
Dr. Donald G. Robertson 
ORTHODONTIST
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE 
OPENING OF SPECIALTY PRACTICE
AT
No. 212 - 9764 - 5th STREET
SIDNEY, B.C.
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 655-7007




(Public Inquiries Act. R.S.B.C, i960. Lhapter 315)
Barry M. Sullivan, Q.C.^ ^ ^
hnc! imnn nnnnintod a'T Commissioner with a general mandate to review education in tho
ploTcoofBrilraha^^
l-’ublic hoanngs will be held at:
Gulf Islands, Monday January 25 - 9:55 ti.m.
On Board fhe Perry from Tsawwasson 
Salt Spring, Monday .Iftnunry 25 - 7 p.m,
.Salt Spring Elomonlary School, Rainbow Rond/Lowor Ganges Read 
Snnnlnb. Thursday January 28 > 7 p.m.
Stolly’s Socondary School, ItiW? Stelly » Crossroads, Bionlwood Bay 
The Cornmissionor will roceivo written briefs and verbal submissions from individuals and 
orqanlznlions. ,
All roproBonlalions lo iho Commission must be made either at a hearing, or by a writton
brlof, or by lotlor, acldroRsed to the Secretary.
Tolopliono (.?4 ! lours) 
Cali collect 
(0)660.4010
On behalf of the Commls-sion*
Mr. John Walsh, Socrolary 
Royal Commission On Education 
ff350 -900 HowoSt,,
Vancouver. B.C. V0Z 2M4
ts
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Alderman upset at firemen s party expense
Central Saanich Aid. Eric 
Lewis reinforced his displeasure 
at a $1,200 budget shuffle to
pay for a Central Saanich 
Volunteer l ire Department ap­
preciation dinner and dance at
council’s meeting Monday.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
THE SAANICHTON TOWN RESTAURANT
presents
S !5 f
S i ysil k
ft! V Iii Is fe'il 4!
<■4;
%
^ #111 f ^
if®* CASHDRAW 
FEBRUARY 13th +
3XDINNER FOR 2 WEEKLYDRAW
Lewis had voiced his views 
adamantly during a committee 
of the whole meeting Jan. 11 
and followed through by voting 
against a motion to channel 
surplus funds from the 1987 
budget to the 1988 budget for 
use by the department to pay 
for an appreciation dinner and 
dance.
“1 have nothing against the 
member being recognized,” 
Lewis said. “But 1 think it is 
veiy poor taste after wining and 
dining the people that they then 
send a bill.”
Lewis pointed out last week 
that the municipality gives 
department members free
have sufficient funds for both 
parties.
“It certainly isn’t squander­
ing the taxpayers’ money,” 
Elevedahl said. ‘‘He’s sensa­
tionalizing. I don’t think it’s 
any big deal.”
The 200 people who enjoyed 
a free dinner and drinks at the 
dinner and dance ‘‘were past 
firemen, not specific people 
from other areas.” Elvedahl 
said.
Monday Lewis said his message 
has not gotten through. ‘‘It is 
not my point that the fire 
department is inadequate. I 
respect the volunteer fire 
department.
‘‘These are people who served 
with this chap . . . many with 10 
years experience,” commented 
Elvedahl.
Council members were in­
vited to the party although Aid. 
Lewis did not attend.
During council discussion
‘‘I disagree with any spending 
of monies, and then asking for 
money from council after the 
fact,” Lewis said.
Aid. Wayne Watkins agreed 
the proper procedure was not 
followed. ‘‘In hindsight it may 
have been better handled dif­
ferently.
‘‘My feelings are that a policy 
regarding long standing 
volunteers within the depart­
ment should be drawn up,” 
Watkins said.
Aid. Ed Hernblad said ‘‘the
procedure was not correct in 
this case” but voted in favor of: 
transferring the surplus funds.
The chairman of the com­
munity services and legislation 
committee. Aid. Wayne 
Hunter, commented that 
‘‘council shouldn’t be put in the 
position of putting funds 
towards something after the 
fact.”
Council passed the motion to 
transfer the funds with Lewis 
opposed. ^
A motion to have Hunter- 
draw up a policy with reference 
to cost involved with functions 
honoring long time volunteers 
within the department was pass­
ed unanimously. Hunter plans 
to allow for regular budgeting 
for parties in the budget.
turkeys at Christmas, dinners at 
Monday night meetings and gas 
allowances, and pays members’ 
wives and family $7 per hour to 
wash the trucks.
Volunteer fire chief Bruce 
Elevedahl defends the depart-
Is the next Bruce Springsteen 
out there somewhere?
TO ENTER:
Just till out entry form below or fill out the back of youir receipt with name, phone and 
address and what your guess is and drop it in our ballot box. All entries are eligible for 
our $300.00 CASH draw. Draw is every Friday for 3 DINNERS for 2 and February 13tn 
for $300.00 Giveaway. All draws are by a member of the Review staff. This offer ap­
plies to TAKE OUT & DELIVERY also. Employees and famiiy members of Saanichton 
Tovim Restaurant are not eligible. Good Luck!
ment party. He says the 
firemen’s association was plan­
ning to pay for the 37-year 
veteran's December party until 
it realized another member 
would be retiring after 30 years 
of service.
They want to hold another 
dinner and dance in honor of 
the second fireman but do hot
In-the-shower Pavarottis and 
back porch Hoyt Axtons, take 
heart.
Set the soap in the dish, let an 
empty rocking chair entertain 
the hound dog and head for the 
annual Co-op talent show, Jan. 
30 at Parkland School.
Organizer Pat Fafard said 
there’s still room for entries in 
.the program, which starts at 
7:30 p.m. ‘‘We always get a lot 
at the last minute.”
However, Fafard said the 
sooner the better for entries in 
the contest. Interested amateur
entertainers should should con­
tact him at 652-1188 by Jan. 21.
Three independent judges will 
select first-, second- and third- 
place winners, who will leave 
the stage $50, $40 and $30 
richer, respectively.
There’s also opportunity for 
greater things. The winner will 
be off to Saskatoon, at Co-op’s
expense, to perform with win­
ners from across the West.
Only amateurs are allowed to 
compete, and a wide range of 
acts by people of all ages, with 
varying skill, typically enter.
Fafard says the entries in the 
Peninsula are generally of ex-: 
cellent calibre. :








7820 Central Saanich Road 
SundaySchool 9:45am
Worship 11:00 am







7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Assumption Sun.
8:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m.
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
Roman Cathi,4ic Church










10:30 a.m. Family Service
RF.V. ALISTAIR PETRIE 652-3860 
652-5025
FASHIONS of VICTORIA
QREA r SAVINGS CONTINUES 
AT OUR BIG JANUARY SALE
Fashions Reduced
35 TO 70\
Sidney Centre Mall Sidney 
1033 Fort Street, Victoria
655-3900
384-2141
Plenty of people want to give 
North Saanich council advice, 
but council isn’t sure who to 
listen to.
Ten people offered to sit on 
the advisory planning commis­
sion. There were three vacancies 
for two-year terms.
Council opted to fill the seats 
by a secret ballot. A candidate 
needed four votes to succeed.
On the. .first ballot, council 
struck P.A.T. Haines from the 
list. Incumbent Alan Osborne 
was declared elected on the se­
cond ballot and former Aid. 
John Stone was struck from the 
list, having received the fewest 
votes,
Edward Ne\yman, ,P. M. 
Mbyles arid FI.Li McIntyre fell 
In the next ballot, with all re­
maining candidates receiving an 
equal number of votes.
On the fourth ballot, the
numbers were still deadlocked. 
Mayor Linda Michaluk referred 
the issue to an in-camera session 
later Monday evening.
Incumbent John Lapham was 
appointed to the APC as a 
result of the closed door ses­
sion. The final appointee will be 
chosen at the Feb. 1 council' 
meeting.
The task of appointing 
members to the environmental 
advisory committee was less 
onerous. Incumbents Cy Hamp- 
son. Dale Wetter and Susan 
Woods will be joined by P. A.T. 
Haines and Ron Townshend.
Incumbent Dick Herlinveaux,; 
president of the Farmers’ In-l 
^fute arid a fofriier North I 
Ganich alderman, failed to get i 
enough support from council i 
for another appointment to the i 
EAc. :
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY’S 
SAANICHTON
Sunday, Janunry 24lh 
8;1S «m: Holy Communion
10:00 am; Family Sarvico
ION nCQISTRATIONCONFIRMAT
(otiowad by I'alrotihmoiilti 
7:30 pm; MONTHLY EVENSONG 
Roctor Rov. Robart .Snnsom
656-0840 AnQllcon ■ Episcopal 652-1611
SAANICH PENINSULA 
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Muollng at Iho 
SovonIh-Dny Advonli.st 
Church for Worohlp at 9:30 AM 
1(1469 Haslhaven Drive In SIdnoy 
Como Join our (jrowlno Followahip 
Rov. Pciof Coultr. - 6755-3548
Fire broke out on a refitted 
tugboat Jan. 13, destroying the 
steel wheelhousc,
‘‘I’d estimate the damage at 
$50,000,” .said Gary Gib.son, 
spokesman for Pacific Pile 
Driving Ltd., the company
ST. STEPHEN’S 
ANGLICAN CHURCH







Lanl Sumliiy Only Evnnaonq
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CHRISTADELPHIANS 





Ron & luinico rtooinnn Wolcomo you
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4th A ML Hakru, Shinny (iSfi-Ons?
SUNDAY 10:30 am Family Worohlp 
and Sunday School





Sunday Sorvlnn Su'io a.m.,t1;00 a.m, 
hEV. fji.R. paul'davis 
6S6-3213 (Homo 65S-:iBH4)
IaANI'CHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Kruillng Elnmonliiry School 
Ii(l43 C, Saanich Rd, 
Communion Snrvlr.fi.,, ,, ., osoo a.m. 
Family Sorvlco ,.,,,,,,,..., ii:on a.m.
Nur.'iory, Sunday Scliool, 
Youth Oroupa. Rlhln Studios 
Pmfor. Bkk Silnton 
m43ii
SIdnoy Pontodoslal Aosomhly
10364 McDonald Park Road 
Sklnoy, l),(3, Vtll. 3Z()'
Pastor; Davo Hausor 
0’4S am..Sonil.'vy I’iehooi 





W. !5«anich arul MMIm Rd. 
Sunday (iuivioua tl 4,10. .fml 10 a.m
Sunday flrtwol 10 a.in. 
REV. D.L, MAl.lNS ■ ft5ri..1223
MEW LIFE FELLOWSHIPBIPNKyrOOmSOUANK 
L OOtlPfL CHURCH 
9925-51b Sirnfd






IN SIDNEV OETHEL 
FF.ll LOWSHIP DARriSr CHURCH 
22B9 Mills Rd Phono 656-5012
Hav, Onrald W. MnllfVr ■ 
fF45 a.m. .Sunday ,Scliool
11:00 «,m. Moining Worship
6;;W p.m, Kvwning Fullowwliip
A Chiirrh for Ihn Whota FiirnHv
ST. ANDREW'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
Otmo-Sfiini., SWrmv 
SUNDAY SFR'I/ICFS 
' It am, 9 «m .sod 11 ani 
(Church Rchol A Nuraary *1« amt





which owns the tug.
The fire completely gutted the 
wheelhouse. ‘‘The radio, radar 
and all electricals went,” Gib­
son said. .
‘‘It burnt through the floor, 
but the engine .seems to be OK,”
Sidney firefighter,s responded 
to the alarm at a Harbour Road 
boatyard around 5 ti.m, last 
Wednesday morning.
‘‘Fire was discovered in the' 
cabin,” .said Larry Buchanan,’ 
Sidney fire iiLspcclor. ‘‘The 
cause appears to be accidental.”
Gibson agreed. ‘‘There was 
absolutely no power anywhere 
on the boat,” he said. A refit 
had just been completed on (he 
38-foot lug. It was due to be ! 
launched later that day.
I'hc invc.stigation contimicN. '
VictoriQ ■ 
Coc5ervc,)toru of Music;
t i V,.. f
KoiJaly Classes In Sidney
at the North Saanich Library 
10091 Resthaven Drive
All classes fake place on
Wednesdays, cornaaoncing Jtin, 27
Coal par 16 wk. 
*»fTOSlOf
Clawi availdhla: (» toglsHrofloii ho 
a* appllcAblai
3 yt. olH 3:00- 2; 30 $00.00
1.4 yr, Airl 1l;in-12:00 CO 00
4 yf, rjid 12:4,5- l;15 60 00
5yr old 10; 15-11:00 90.00
fiyr. old 1:15- 2:00 00.00
rJevt ‘I mlna Ihln mcollmt o/vtorMly for 'yfcr 
iihM to pmHeipalo In this mMUml nmic 
pfogromi
For further InfoimRilon pieepe cniF 
ViclorIn Conaorvnlory of Mimic 
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Council correct to acquire Fisher Pond
North Saanich council is to be congratulated upon its long-range 
foresight in acquiring the Fisher Pond area as an excellent site for a lo­
cal park which will still be sufficiently large for use by Uie residents of 
the community. The outstanding feature of this area consists of the 
freshwater habitat which it contains. As everyone is aware, such a 
freshwater pond provides habitat for aquatic animals and plant com­
munities which cannot survive in marine conditions where salt con­
centrations are too high.
Freshwater areas arc so very sctirce in Nortli Saanich tliat it is impera­
tive that the little available be preserved. This is of course true for Reay 
Creek as well. And one can only laud the valiant efforts of those folk in 
Central Saanich who are striving to restore and retain Sandhill Creek as 
a valuable freshwater stream, as well as the sustained work of the Sid­
ney Anglers’ Club in attempting to retain Reay Creek as a viable and 
productive small water course.
People who maintain bird-feeding stations are well aware of the im­






.'.v'ljfFor Professional Advice On All Your
Eyewear Needs
652-6222
7103 W. Saanich Rd. Trafalgar Square
. GLAUCOUS-WINGED GULL Cy Hampson photo
food. Unlike many marine forms, chickadees, finches, wrens, swallows, 
brown creepers, woodpeckers, robins, bushtits and tlie like do not pos­
sess systems capable of handling salt build-ups which would result 
from feeding or drinking along our oceanic shores.
However, such marine birds as most of our gulls are specially adapted 
to spending most of their lives and activities in sea water. Here, they
gather their various food items, taking in a good dcjil of salt water 
along with their diet. Marine birds and turtles have evolved a unique 
solution for excreting the large loads of salt eaten with their food. Lo­
cated above each eye is a special salt gland capable of secreting a high­
ly concenualed solution of sodium chloride — up to twice the con­
centration of .sea water. In birds the salt solutions run out of the external 
nosU'ils. Marine lizards and turtles, like Alice in Wonderland’s Mock 
Turtle, shed their salt gland secretions as salty tears!
So tlie problems encountered by all of those tcrrcsuial birds men­
tioned above are not altogether unlike those which wc humans would 
experience were we forced to drink sea water. As Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge so aptly put it in the rhyme of The Ancient Mariner: “Water, 
water, everywhere, nor any drop to drink.’’
Coleridge’s ancient mariner could have learned much about this prob­
lem from the marine fishes abounding in the sea around him, but he 
would not have been able to put the information into practice. Tliese 
bony fishes lose water from their systems by means of osmosis because 
of the greater concenu-ation of salt in the sea than in their own blood. 
They then replace this lost water by simply drinking sea water. “But 
then, you say, this would result in an undesirable build-up of salt!’’
But it doesn’t. The desired water is absorbed from the intestine all 
right. But the major sea salt, sodium chloride, is carried by the blood to 
the gills, where special salt-secreting cells transport it back into the sur­
rounding sea! So the major problem of the ancient mariner was tliat he 
lacked the gills of the marine fish with their special salt-disposing cells. 
He couldn’t drink sea water and survive.
Shucks!
And all that’s a pretty good reason for sincerely congratulating North 
Saanich council, the folk in Central Saanich and the members of the 
Sidney Anglers’ Club for preserving the Fisher Pond, Sandhill Creek 
and Reay Creek!
1/3 OFF ALL RETAIL PRODUCTS
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
#7-9843-2ndSt., Sidney
CATCH THE SPIRIT 
OF THE PENINSULA 
PLAY
L
9 up books 




You win & the Peninsula Wins 
Help Support 34 Local Charities
9842-3rd St. Sidney, B.C.




A new man is taking over the 
Sand Hill Creek project.
Geoffrey Faulkner, a resident 
of Sidney, will be moving from 
the area and has turned over the 
shovel to George Coat hup.
Both men have been carefully 
watching Sand Hill Creek after 
they, along with Sicily's School 
students Brad Bell and Colin 
Pctcr.soii, .sj)eul ,se\ eial days Iasi 
fall cleaning silt and moving 
rocks in the lower end of ihe 
sireatn.
Sand Hill Creek empiics inio 
Saanichton Bay afler crossing 
the Pat Bay Highway, Hast 
Saanich Road anti the Keating 
Cro.ss Road.
For Faulkner, the project 
started when he heard about ot­
ters being run over as they 
crossed the highway last year.
Upon investigation he learned 
the culvert carrying the creek 
under the highway was blocked, 
forcing the otters to cross over 
top. Eight otters were killed in 
10 months, Faulkner says.
After he banded people 
together and cleared the culvert, 
Faulkner continued cleaning 
out the creek by removing silt 
from the rock bed^ to allow cut­
throat trout to travel up and 
down.
The cut-throat spawn in 
Bazan Bay, north of Saanichton 
Bay, and come up to the river.p.s 
fingerlings to escape bigger fish 
and grow bigger in a protected 
area, Faulkner said. Eventually 
they return to Bazan Bay to 
start the reproduction process 
again.
“It’s got a real history to it. It 
is really something,’’ Faulkner 
commented. “It is a very impor­
tant stream.’’
Government officials agree 
the creek has, importance. 
Salmon fingerlings will likely be 
introduced to (he lower end of 
the stream by federal fisheries 
personell this spring.
“Our ultimate goal is the co­
habitation of cut throat and 
salmon in the system,” 
Faulkner said.
l-aulknc*r is also concciiicd 
about creek banks built along 
the side of a subdivision 
development. I’hc banks sit at a 
4.S-dcgice angle to the crock and 
he fears it will collapse during a 




DINE & DANCE 
LIVE MUSIC
;i( (hu
Friday & Saturday Night 
January 22 & 23
Enjoy quiet dinner music by 
SBME LALANGErrE 
ON KEYBOARD 
Then dance tlie nito away on 
our new hatdwood dance floor 
MENU FEAUTURES INCLUDE:
Rroaat of Clilckon In
Apricot Rrcnrly ...
0 oz. Alborla Grain Fed ct.4.4on
Prime Rib Steaks ............................. ......... . ""11
Halibut RHicifis
an Polvre.......................................................... ' *4;
RKSEFtVATIONS RECOMMENDED
656*1822 SIDNEY BY THE SEA 9732-lst Street
technician Bruno Blccic has 
been monitoring the situation 
and is satisfied.
“1 don’t think it will come 
down,’’ Blecic said. The banks 
were hydro-seeded with grass 
but because of an unusually dry 
season last year and cold 
weather in November it has not 
taken very well.
“I’hcy were asked to rc-sced 
it as soon as it is feasibly possi­
ble,’’Blccic said.
Doug Fulton, the developer 
of Springview Meadows, just 
north of Keating Cross Road 
and Central Saanich Road, says 
he has spent “an awful lot of 
money correcting problems in 
the creek.
“We cleaned it all up. We 
brought in rock and placed it 
along the creek ... Before it 
was just a channel,’’ Fulton 
said.
“That’s probably the best 
part of the whole creek,” he 
said.
Straw bales have also been 
placed in the creek to protect 
siltation from migrating down 
stream by the developer.
Paths for people from the 
subdivision to walk beside the 
creek have also been built.
^'Tli^e'will be'25 hbmes surroun­
ding two cul-de-sacs just west of 
Central Saanich Road.
So far six lots have been sold 
and Fulton is expecting the 
others to go fast. They are ser­
viced by a new extended sewage 
line, new water lines, 
underground utilities, new 
sidewalks and street lighting, he 
said.
“We wanted to develop 
something that would be first 
class for the people living 
there,’’Fulton said.
He confirmed the banks of 
the creek would be re-seeded in 
spring and .said he was not con­
cerned tha bank would erode 
during a heavy storm.
Currently there is not a great 
amount of water flowing 
through (he creek that far 
upstream. Water is being held in 
resevoirs further up and the 
creek vvill not pick up unless 
there is some continuing heavy 
rain, Blccic commented.
JEWELLERY & GIFTWARE, WATCHES 
KITCHEH CLOCKS, ETC.
GET YOUR “LOOHEY DOLLARS’’
Jan. 23, 88
’S JEWELLERS LTD.
2443 Bsacon Ave. 656-2532
WHERE DO YOU SHOP FOR PERSIAN RUGS?
tf you Used to think of Vancouver or further afield, we-ha’WUw 
good news for you I
PERSEPOLIS ORIENTAL 
CARPETS
Of Vancouver are proud to announce the 
opening of their Victoria Showroom.
We are pleased to offer the following:
• Huge selection of both new & old carpets, 
including many high quality silk & wool pieces and 
collectable tribal rugs.
• A full repair service in our Victoria premises.
• Cleaning & restoration
• Appraisals ® Trade-Ins accepted
• Old rugs purchased
IN VICTORIA 
915A Fort St.
(Across from Lunda Auction)
383-3434
IN VANCOUVER 
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Talk to a banker
who understands your business
An FDDQ noprosqntativo will bo in your aroa on
.liinunry 21«t 
COMMERCIAL LOANS
• Amortization up to 20 years
• Fixod and floating rato9.
• Flaxlbla and ciistomlffOd
ropayrnonl torma .. '
• No appraisal or aijlhorlzallon 
toon,'
• Prompt ar,sessmcfnts by 
oxporltsncod porsonnol Gary Schick
ESlAilAdyancq Apppim Ptojmi
lacking Independent Business Oewiofxnontotiim
Fertorwl Biislnitsi Bartqua fWiiraltj
900 Fort street CamuRt j
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SIDNEY
JANUARY 23rd, 12:30 (approx.)
Torch Ceremony will be hold 
at Beacon £i 4th
This is the only place at which the torch stops 
as It passes through the Saanich l^enlnsula.
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People, Places, Happenings \om
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Charlie fhe seal's life as a person
Charlie started making amorous advances towards Esko 
Kayra, one summer, so the Sidney resident tried to find liis 






Kayra was also hoping for an animal of the same species.
But Charlie “figures she’s a human,’’ Kayra laments. 
Charlie is really a harbor seal, a harbor seal that has nothing 
to do with other harbor seals.
Kayra and wife, Lucy, have known Charlie all the animal’s 
life. The seal was saved after its mother was hunted about 23 
years ago near the north end of the Island. The 21-lb. pup was 
cut from the womb in an on-the-spot caesarian.
Esko Kayra has since learned to accept the extra affection 
Charlie offers every July and August when she goes into heat.
One year he took Charlie out 10 miles to sea to find her a 
mate. No luck. “As far as we know, she’s never had anything 
to do with any other seals.’’
Esko remains Charlie’s favorite friend. So he puts up with 
a few extra summer snuggles from the 250-pound mammal.
It’s a friendship that endures distance. Charlie’s home to­
day is in the waters near Kyuquot, on the northwest coast of 
the Island.
There, the well-fed tourist attraction occasionally harrasses 
fishermen by stealing some of their catch, but is well ac­
cepted. “Everybody knows her,’’ says Lucy.
Her treatment of humans has been friendly. Lucy says, 
“She’s never snapped al or bitten anyone.’’ Charlie par­
ticularly likes children, and the Kayras have family photos of 
grandchilren playing with the seal.
The human world has been a lit tie less kind to Charlie, at 
times. The Kayras suspect she was struck by a plane landing 
on the water, once. And there’s been at least one brush with a 
boat propeller; Esko was at the helm and he thinks the minor 
accident taught Charlie a valuable lesson of survival in 
person-infested waters.
Mysterious tooth marks and scars were found on her back, 
once. The Kayras think Charlie tussled with a bear, that time.
When Charlie was first let free to fend for herself, a wor­
ried Lucy Kayra painted the sea mammal’s head white to pro­
tect her from being hunted.
On the ground, a harbor .seal is almost helpless. Charlie, 
however, once had a personal guard dog which kept less 
friendly dogs at bay.
Charlie isn’t above bothering a dog by attracting its atten­
tion then leaping into the sanctuary of the sea. “She gives 
them a bad time too,’’ Esko says.
But Charlie wasn’t always so able to fend for herself in the 
world of outboard props and angry hounds.
When Charlie was a pup — named, incidently, before the 
Kayras had discovered her sex — it was up to Lucy to train
the animal for survival.
As helpless as a seal is on land, swimming doesn’t come 
naturally. Charlie learned how in the bathtub.
Although there’s a natural inclinination towards hunting, a 
few introductory lessons were needed. “I tied pieces of fish 
on a string and ran up and down the float, making her chase 
them,’’ Lucy recalls.
Those were the days of protecting a playful pup. But 23 
years later, Charlie “just doesn’t play like she used to,’’ Lucy 
says.
The more mature days of adulthood have arrived. But 
Charlie the seal could have a few more fish-stealing escapades 
ahead — seals sometimes live about 40 years, the Kayras have 
heard.
PANELUNG SALE



















rclimaloSl THE CRUISER SUIT
STORM WINDOW KITS






Patches Instantly.lasts for years.
• all-weather application
• conforms to any surface
ONLY S' Each
FANTASY SERIES
PLYWOOD PANELS WITH WALLPAPER 
STYLE FINISH. IT ONLY LOOKS EXPENSIVE!
CRYSTAL CLEAR FILM, EASY TO 
INSTALL WITH DOUBLE-SIDED 
TAPE. ASSORTED SIZES TO FIT 
MOST WINDOWS.
THE ULTIMATE GARMENT 
FOR WINTER BOATING! 
COMFORTABLE, WARM & 
D.O.T. APPROVED. THE 
PERFECT GIFT FOR THE 
BOATER IN YOUR LIFE. 
SMALL TO EXTRA LARGE.
REG. 269.95
SALE ^ 'Vf? TAX EXEMPT
TfiMieiJiM, THE FLOATER COAT PLUS +
AUTUMN TWEED or IMPERIAL 
4'x0’ SHEETS ONLY
"|■S9
THIS PROFESSIONAL DUTY SAW HAS 
ALL THE FEATURES YOU WANT, 
INCLUDING 10 AMP POWER AND 
ALUMINUM BASE.
B O N U S : 60 TOOTH CARBIDE BLADE





IDEAL FOR MOULDINGS AND TRIM, 
PICTURE FRAMING AND HOME SHOP 
PROJECTS.
INCLUDES BLADE BRAKE 
DUST BAG AND
II t'ji c> ^
iL.. r-,.'
35 ONLY AT 
THIS LOW PRICE
CARBIDE BLADE. 
CUTS 5-1/8” al 90“ 




FLOATER COAT OFFERS 
GREATER MOBILITY,
MORE COMFORT THAN 
OTHER COATS, VELCRO 
WAIST AND NECK STRAPS. 
AVAIUBLE IN D.O.T. 
APPROVED GOLD OR 






CARPET SALE ON NOW
W, «•: I4j h.FOAM BACK LEVEL LOOP 
100% NYLON SALE ^I ^SOYD
13/16*’ LUMBER
F.A.S. REDOAK 
0”. 12” WIDE 
8* AND LONGER
*• SIMPLE TO INSTALL
• FULLY EXPANDABLE
• INSTANT AND DELAY CIRCUITS
• TAMPER PROOF DESIGN
• DIGITAL CONTROL BOX
• PROGRAMMABLE CODES
• PROTECTS YOUR HOME AND 









Fl.AT RMOFn RFH r*AK 
GOOD 2 SIDES. LUMBERCORE
I COMPLETE INSTALLATION AVAILABLE 
f CALL TODAY FUH A
FREE ESTIMATE
100% NYLON SAXONY PLUSH 
WITH STAIN .4
Dm rner ' ”









A clinic to improve coaching 
and management within the 
Peninsula Lacrosse Association 
will be held Saturday from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Brentwood 
Community Hall.
Ron Ashley of the association 
said the clinic is really an “input 
session” which will interest all 
lacrosse enthusiasts.
Also, any children interested 
in playing should contact 
Ashley at 652-6177. Experience 
isn’t necessary, “just as long as 
they’re enthusiastic,” the 
association’s head coach said.
Ashley said the association is 
trying to improve the sport in 
the district. “We’re not the big­
gest association, but we’re try­
ing to do the best with what
we ve got.’
Winning may be important, 
but enjoying the game is more 
important, Ashley emphasized.
A coach must “make it en­
joyable for the kids. . .that’s the 
number one priority.”
Keeping lacrosse alive is an 
uphill battle, because the sport 
has a low profile and there’s no 
opportunity after the minor 
teams.
“Let’s face it: the kids have 
other interests, too.”
In addition to Saturday’s 
clinic, there’s a workshop on 
treating and preventing injury 
by Wes Byrnell, a trainer from 
Canada’s Olympic hockey 
team, on Feb. 20 at the com­
munity hall. That goes from 12 
noon to 2 p.m.
And on Feb. 27 and 28 from 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day, 
the assiciation will hold a level 
one certification clinic for all 
coaches requiring the advance­
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Early enquiries/will build to suit
. enquire '
'' ■ 'Slegg,Lurnber ’
or Robert Birley 
479-7908
SIDNEY CENTRE
Prestige office space for rent. Only 
2,000 sq. ft. left. Spacious hallways, 
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New Business 
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t ;t) Capital Glass
(14) Capital Elociric..................
( /) Dayo's Steak AiPrirno Bib.
(ID) J. J. H. Elociric.................
(:)) Maycock Optical ............
(H) IMonk Ottico Supply.......
(If.) Paninaiula TV & Electronics............
(ri) Profotslonai Master Hypnotists...........
',(li ........... ,,
(») Sherwood's Useti Apptlancos .............
(14) SIdnoy Vacuum Sorvico...............
( r, SIncoraly Yours ..............
11) Standard Furnllurw ...................
I n Sirohanrias Jowollory.............................
(.11 Tandy Loathor........ . —................
(,3) Tho Mall Pox .........................
(11) Unique Gifts A Crafts........... .................























LACROSSE SEASON is still a while away, but Gerrit 
Vink of Brentwood Bay shows his form for the camera.
Karate seminar on defence
A self-defence seminar is be­
ing offered by Sidney Wado-Kai 
Karate at Sanscha Hall on Feb. 
3. “It’s for anyone, any age, 
any background,” said instruc­
tor Erich Eichhorn.
He teaches a traditional form 
of karate. “There’s a lot more 
too it than jumping up and 
down,” Eichhorn said. “Wc 
stress flexibility and stronthen-
ing the body.”
The street self-defence 
.seminar will depart from the 
usual discipline of Eichhorn’s 
Monday and Wednesday night 
classes. He will offer specific 
hints for getting out of a dif­
ficult situation as safely as 
possible.
For more information, 




Includes 4 litres 10/30 oil, Oil Filter, FiggMV m V 
Brake Inspection, Plus hi Point Safety












35'’*' 6 MOf ill IG-VVEEKLY PICKUP 
6 MONTHS BI-WEEKLY PICKUP
> 3 CAN LIMIT
THAT THE COMPETITION 
HAS ARRIVED IN SAANICH YOU 
WILL NO LONGER HAVE TO PAY 
INFLATED PRICES FOR 
GARBAGE PICK-UP 







The Olympic Torch will 
be in the Peninsula for its 
noon-iiour stop Saturday. 
Organizers have planned a 
full day of activities, in­
cluding a ceremony at 
Fourth Street and Beacon 
Avenue.
Events begin at 9 a.m. 
with a pancake breakfast at 
Sanscha Hall. Central 
Saanich Lions will cook for 
two hours. School children 
and members of local track 
clubs will stage their own 
torch relay along Lochside 
Drive.
Sidney Lions will bring 
their Lunch Box to the 
ceremony, offering hot 
dogs, hamburgers and 
drinks for sale. They will 
move to Sanscha Hall as the 
day’s activities shift sites.
ceremonies, Jim Hunter, 
travels with the stage. The 
former Olympic athlete has 
hosted torch ceremonies in 
every community along its 
journey.
Peninsula mayors will 
join MP Pat Crofton and 
MLAs Terry Huberts and 
Mel Couvelier on stage. 
Carli Williams, a Grade 7 
student at North Saanich 
Middle School, will make a 
short speech on the Olym­
pic spirit.
The bands will strike up a 
rousing chorus as a runner 
takes the torch on the next 
leg of its journey. The en­
tourage will catch the 3 
p.m. ferry from Swartz Bay 
to Tsawwassen.
The official torch will ar­
rive soon after 12:30 p.m. 
Beacon Avuenue will be 
closed between Fifth and 
Third, with the Peninsula 
Community Concert Band 
and Parkland School Band 
set up at either end of the 
enclosure;
The traveling Olympic 
stage will be set up on 
Fourth Street, so as many 
people as possible will have 
a chance to see the
ceremony.
T h e mas t e r o f
The focus shifts up to 
Sanscha Hall, where 
organizers will hold a 
children’s Olympic party 
with games, entertainment 
and fireworks, from 2 to 5
P-m.
From 5 p.m. to 8:30 
p.m., there will be a com­
munity variety concert at 
Sanscha Hall, including 
Parkland school j .students 
and a bell ringing band 
made up of seniors.
The torch day is capped 
off with a dance until mid­
night, by a Peninsula band 
with a wide repertoire.
Students carry torch
Schools students are get­
ting their chance to run with 
the flame this Saturday as 
the mini-Olympic torch 
relay lakes off from the 
Sanscha Hall at 11 a.m.
About 75 students from 
elementary and secondary 
schools in Central Saanich, 
North Saanich and Sidney 
will run with the torches 
through .Sidney and down 
Lochside Drive, says co­
ordinator Jack Magi.
V.
Five .siuiuialcd lorclies 
will be lit al the Sanscltti 
Hall on Bcitcon Avenue. 
Runners will take turns car­
rying them down Bevim 
/Vvenueto I .ochsicle.
Every one kilometre the 
torches will change hands as 
groups proceed down 
Lochside until they reach 
the Marigold Nursery just 
short of the Mt. Newton 
Cross Road. Runners will 
return on the same route to 
the ceremony site for the 
rest of the festivities.
The total distance is 12 
km and five to seven run­
ners will bo running in each 
section. Senior rimncrs 
working in a buddy system 
will be along lo a,s.si.st the 
younger participants.
Runners are to meet a I 
the Sanscha Hall at 10:30 
a.m. to organize for the 
event,









CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
CHICKEN CHOP SUEY 
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PARKLAND PANTHERS senior girls made their shots 
count during a regular season 43-38 win over the Oak 
Bay girls last Tuesday at home.
The Parkland Panthers senior 
boys basketball team had a 
tough time last week, winning 
just one of three games in a 
Vancouver tournament — after 
suffering a 10-poinl loss to Oak 
Bay at home Jan. 12.
“We had a tough week, but 
we were right in the ball game,” 
commented coach Joe Milligan.
Against the number three 
ranked Oak Bay squad Tues­
day, the Parkland team showed 
they are a top calibre team. 
They played strong against the 
big, powerful team made up 
mostly of Grade 12 players. 
Centre Paul Johnson turned in 
a 21-point performance for the 
Panthers.
Score at the half was tied at 
31-31 but the tables turned as 
Oak Bay tried to protect a lead 
near the end of the fourth 
quarter. In desperation the Pan­
thers tried to get the ball back, 
fouling in the process.
Oak Bay made several free 
throws good to end the game 
with a 10-point lead. Final score 
was 66-56.
The Parkland Panthers senior 
girls, meanwhile, came away 
with a 43-38 win over the Oak 
Bay senior girls in a game 
played prior to the boys match­
up Tuesday evening at home.
At the Brittania Bruins In­
vitational Tournament in Van 
couver last weekend the Pan­
thers started off well with a 
Thursday night game against 
the Mennonite Educational In­
stitute. Centre Paul Johnson 
rallied for 18 points while Sean 
Hern scored 16.
“It was a good game,” 
Milligan said. “We were up by 
10 at the half and let it slip.”
Final score in that match-up 
was 59-55 for MEI.
In their second game of the 
Bruins’ tournament, the Pan­
thers went up against the home
Atoms turn
The Peninsula Eagles Atom 
Rep hockey^club'Nvent on a suc­
cessful road trip recently, 
y The hockey team w-enF'^'to 
Nanaimo for a league game, 
Jan. 10, and came back with a 
5-3 win. This win meant a lot to 
them; it restored confidence.
“We’re really pleased the way
they bounced back, ” com­
mented manager Mike Mat­
thews.
The game was a big dif­
ference from the 12-2 loss the 
Eagles suffered from the last 
time the teams met.
The previous Saturday (Jan. 
2) the Atom Eagles were also on
Cougars help 
Peninsula hockey
the road, this time in Juan De 
Fuca where they won by a 
decisive 8-4.
Last Tuesday was a repeat 
performance at home in the 
Panorama Leisure Centre where 
they defeated Victoria by the 
same score.
After a disappointing finish 
at their host tournament at 
Panorama during the New 
Year’s holiday the Atoms are 
looking for more wins in league 
game action.
; The Victoria Cougars and 
First Pacific Credit Union com­
bined forces Saturday to help 
Peninsula Minor Hockey.
: Prior to each Cougars game, 
the First Pacific Minor Hockey 
Showdown takes place and 
.shooters and goalies from 
various as.sociations try to win a 
cash prize for their association.
In addition. First Pacific pro­
vides a $1(K) c.'ish award to a 
Cougar player ol ilte month 
who in turn donates the awartl
Fisheries
Prawns, ct'on-sti iise shrimp 
and shritnp arc closcil to com- 
merciiil fishermen in Ureal 
waters until ,'\pril 1, accorriing 
to a fisheries notice.
Regulations apply to trap and 
trawl fishermen in waters 
around Saanich Peninsula, Vic­
toria ami Sooke (management 
areas 18, 19 and 201.
“Fishermen me . lemimled 
that tireas 19-7 to 19 12 
(Saanich Inlet) me closcil year 
round to trawl fishing anrl are 
closed until further notice lo 
shrimp and prawn fishing l>j 
means of trap,” said the notice.
to a hockey association of his 
choice in the greater Victoria 
area.
December’s winner is Cougar 
centre Micah .Aivazoff w'ho 
elected to have Peninsula Minor 
Hockey receive the award.
THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH
SNOW CLEARING
In tho event of snowfall, property owners/occupiors are advised 
that the District of Central Saanich By-Law No. 251 requires you to 
clear snovv' and ice from the sidewalk in front of your premises.
The District ol Central Saanich will endeavour to keep major 
arterial and collector slmots free ol snow and ice whore possible.
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BOAT CENTRE'
team. Johnson had 16 points on 
the game while Hern and Dar­
ren Udd each .scored 12 points 
each to bring the team their one 
and only victory of the tourna­
ment. Final score was 59-49 for 
the Panthers.
In their third and final game 
of the tournament the Panthers 
played the Jolin Oliver Jokers, a 
top 10 team from downtown 
Vancouver.
The score was 33-32 for the 
Jokers at the half with some 
fine playing by the Panthers. 
Johnson rallied for 16 points 
during the game while Udd 
scored 14 points.
It was not enough to win as 
the scoreboard read 65-59 at the 
final buzzer.
The Panthers ended up in 
si-Kth place of the cighi-teani 
tournament.
They played again Tuesday 
against Stellys and are schedul­
ed for a match against Mt. 
Douglas at Parkland Thursday 
evening.
It promises to be a good 
game. “Mt. Douglas is one of 
our strong rivals,” Milligan 
said.
Senior girls take to the court 




Stelly’s junior boys Stingers 
defeated Claremont Spartans 
47-44 in exhibition basketball 
play Jan. 14. Shawn Buskowski 
was the high scorer with 18 
points for Stelly’s.
ueiivery on ail brands 
of vacuum bags 
Repair service 
Available for all Brands. 
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Sidney Vacuum Service If it’s Sports Gall the Review
656-1151
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Records were broken by run­
ners in nine categories at the 
Pioneer eight-kilometre road 
race Sunday in Central Saanich.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
Organizer John Bones is ex­
cited about what this race has 
become. Although only one per­
son dressed up in a pioneer 
costume for the run, more than 
500 people entered and 488 peo­
ple actually ran the race.
“There were nine new course 
records set yesterday,” Bones 
said .Monday. Five were set by 
men. and women set four more.
Campbell last year.
The second man to cross the 
finish line was Mike Creery of 
the Harriers. He beat his own 
course record by three seconds 
with a time of 24:58 to win first 
place in the mens 40- to 44-year- 
old masters.
Third man over was Jerry 
Tighe of the Vancouver Olym­
pic Club with a time of 25:12. 
He placed second behind Creery 
in the men’s 40- to 44 year-old 
masters.
On the ladies side Liz Jones 
of the Vikes ran the fastest time 
overall. She went from start to 
finish in 28:39 to finish in first
“I guess the cold weather 
made everyone run faster,” 
Bones quipped.
Members of the Prairie Inn 
Harriers (PIH), who organized 
and operated the annual race, 
established five new records and 
the University of Victoria racing 
team set three.
place in the womens open for
20- to 29-year-olds. She finished 
in 56th place overall.
“It was a great day for runn­
ing,” Bones commenced. “The 
calibre of runners fin the 
Pioneer race) is getting better. 
We’re attracting the top B.C. 
record holders.”
The fastest time of the day 
went to Paul .McCloy, Canada’s 
top-ranked cross country run­
ner and 5,000-metre champion. 
McCloy recently moved to Vic­
toria and is now competing for 
the Victoria Vikes Racing 
Team.
McCloy covered the eight 
kilometres in 23 minutes, 19 
seconds, to win first place 
overall and first in the open 
men’s 20- to 29-years-old 
category. His time was four 
seconds faster than a previous 
record set by Harrier Dave
Karen Rainey of the Tri Den 
finished second overall on the 
womans side and second in the 
womans open category' for com­
petitors aged 20-29 years with a 
28:41 performance.
.A. course record and new 
Canadian record in the mens 50- 
59-year-old category was set by 
Harrier member Maurice Tar­
rant, 58. He ran the course in 27 
minutes 49 seconds.
Records were also set in the 
junior men’s category for run­
ners 19-years-old and under. 
Paddy McClusky of the Vikes 
did the course in 25:49 to set a 
new course record in that 
category.
In the junior women’s Tania 
Jones beat a course record by 
more than five minutes with a 
30.08 performance. The record 
last year was 35:27.
In the men’s 30- to 34-year-
EXHAUSTION mi In for many of tho runnors aftor ox- 
ortlng thomoolvoo to cross Iho firtlsh lino In record 
tlmo.
performance. The previous time 
was 26:31.
Joyce Burghardt set a new 
course record with a 29:46 time 
for women 30- to 34-years-old. 
And Penny Kemshaw placed 
first in the women’s 35- to 39- 
year-olds category with a 32:06 
time.
In competition for women 
over 60, Rasamund Dashwood 
beat her record of last year by 
more than a minute with a time 
of 38:11. She finished in the 
355th position out of 488 com­
petitors. Her time set a record 
for B.C. competitors over 60 in 
an eight-km race.
Other first place winners in 
their age category include Andy 
.Mehl with a 26:45 time in men’s 
35- to 39-year-old pre-master 
competition.
Sylvia Mac.Mahon won the 
master women’s competition 
for those 40- to 49-years-old 
with a 33:50 time.
Jyette Haagensen of the Har­
riers finished in 41 minutes, 29 
seconds, to win first in the 
women’s 50- to 59-year-old
olds category Pierre
Zakarauskas shaved 11 seconds 
off last year’s time with a 26:20
category.
The race drew runners from 
all ages. The youngest was 
eight-years-old and the oldest 
runner was at least 65-years-old.
“Eight kilometres is a fairly 
managable distance,” Bones 
said.
The Harriers commend the 
co-operation of police and 
residents of Brentwood Bay and 
Central Saanich, said Bones.
The next race to be held in 
Central Saanich will be the Basil 
Parker Cross Country Race to 
be held March 5. Prior to that 
race there will be numerous 
other races held in Victoria and 
elsewhere on the Island.
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Local relay events
9:00 a.m. Pancake Breakfast 
(Sanscha)
11 :fK) a.m. .Sturlont Run 
12:30 p,m. Torch Arrival 
(Fourth Slreel)
3:(X) p.m. Torch Ferrv IX'parture 
2:00-5:(K) p.m, Children’s Party 
(Sanscha)
5:()0*8;00 p.m. Variety Conceri 
(Sanscha)
8:30 p.m, Relay Dance 
(San.scha)
Iir ^ J !
PIONEER RACE competitors had energy for a smile as they reached close to the 
halfway mark on Wallace Drive in Central Saanich Sunday.
For 16 days in February 1988, 
the attention of the world will 
be lavished on Calgary.
■ A small piece of that atten­
tion comes to Sidney, Jan. 23, 
as the flame passes through 
town. ..
As the host city for the XV 
Olympic Winter Games, 
Calgary is already preparing for 
an estimated 100,000 visitors as 
well as a staggering number — 
1.5 billion — of television
viewers.
Situated one hour’s drive 
from the Rocky Mountains, 
Calgary has recently undergone 
a dizzying transformation from 
sleepy cowtown to high-rise 
prairie metropolis.
Yet while automobiles and 
office workers rush through 
downtown canyons, the city 
also encourages an unhurried 
appreciation of its frontier 
heritage.
The excitement and spirit of 
the Olympics has been building
since 1981, when it was an­
nounced that the bid for the 
Games, by th Calgary Olyrnpic 
'Development Assocaition 
(CODA) had been successful!
Shortly after the announce­
ment, the XV Olympic Winter 
Games Organizing Committee 
(OCO ’88) was formed and 
given the task of planning and 
staging the Games.
Calgary is constructing some 
of the world’s finest training 
and competitive venues for use 
by athletes. The first of the 
facilites to be completed — the 
19,000-seat Olympic .Sad- 
dledome has already become 
a source of pride to Calgarians 
as the home of the Calgary 
Flames hockey team and as the 
location for large-scale musical 
and cultural events,
In 1988 the Olympic Sad- 
dledome will be the site for 
figure skating and ice hockey 
events.
The Olympic Oval, on the
University of Calgary campus, 
is the world’s finest fully enclos­
ed 400-metre ,speed skating 
oval. OflicialTy ' opened" . in 
September 1987, the oval is big 
enough to hold regulation-sized 
tennis courts and offers a full 
range of facilities for other sum­
mer and winter sports.
Canada Olympic Park, on the 
outskirts of Calgary, is the jewel 
in the crown of Olympic venues. 
Featuring 90-, 70-, 50- and 30- 
metre ski jumps and one of the 
world’s most technologially ad­
vanced combined bobsled and 
luge tracks, the venue will be the 
site of ski jumping, bobsleigh, 
luge and nordic combined (jum­
ping) events as well as 
demonstration events in 
freestyle skiing (aerials and 
ballet) and an exhibition of 
disabled skiing by amputees.
Nakiska, situated less than an 
hour from Calgary on the 
eastern slopes of the Rocky 
.Vluntains, will be the site of
alpine skiing events and one 
demonstration event, freestyle 
skiing (moguls); in'J988: "7; “
, bevelopmerif of the’Carirhore 
Nordic Centre, an hour’s driVe 
west of Calgary near famed 
Banff National Park, began in 
December 1984.
The Nordic Centre will be the 
site of Olympic cross-country 
skiing, nordic combined (skiing) 
and biathlon competitions, as 
well as an exhibition of blind 
cross-country skiing. In addi­
tion to approximately 56 
kilometres of competition and 
recreational trails, the Nordic 
Centre features separate 
stadium facilities for cross­
country and biathlon, as well as 
a 32-target biathlon shooting 
range.
These facilities, although 
deisgned and constructed for 
the XV Olympic Winter Games, 
will leave a legacy of training 
and competitive venues for 
future generations of athletes.
When the Olympic Torch 
passes through .Sidney Jan. 23, 
it won’t be lonely,
It’s crossing Canada with a 
caravan of about 30 vehicles, 
staffed hy a rotating crew 
averaging about 70 individuals.
Seven vehicles normally make 
up the core, moving with the 
torch at an average speed of 8.5 
kilometres an hour. 'These key 
vehicles, with the torch and its 
bearers, make up the parade 
that will be cheered by millions.
The core is kept as .small as 
po.ssible, both to avoid detrac­
ting from the focus on Ihe torch 
and torchbearer and to keep co­
ordination and traffic distur­
bance to a minimutj'|i.
Taking the lead at all times is 
a police cruiser, staffed by local 
or regional police officers, con­
trolling traffic and ensuring 
safety.
Next is a motor home carry­
ing lorchbearers and escort run­
ners, who are dropped off at 
onc-kilomeire intervals as their 
turns come.
Then comes the lead ciir, 
bearing two miners’ lamps with 
the official Glyniiac I’l.uuc, 
kindled in Greece. Should Ihe 
torch happen to go out for any 
rca.suti, it is rdil from one of 
the,sc lamps to jneserve tlic in- 
tegrily of Ihe Flame.
Mrtst of the lime, the media 
vehicle is positioned after the 
lead car and iirmicdialely ahead 
of the torch, though it may
opporiunitie.s and traffic condi­
tions permit.
The trail vehicle following the 
torchbearer is a motor home 
command centre for the relay, 
staffed by relay officiitls and 
carrying a medietti crew posi­
tioned to deal immediately with 
any emergency^,
A shuttle vtm follows the 
cointnand centre, picking up 
torchbearers as they finish their 
leg of the relay.
Bringing up the rear is a trail 
police cruiser, once agtiin pro­
vided by the local police force, 
controlling traffic behind the 
caravan.
A variety of support vehicles 
travel inticpendenily of the
core, .seitiug up iu towns tthcad, 
co-ordinating logistics or roun­
ding up cciuipmcnt ttnd staff 
after the torch has passed.
Two staging vehicles carry 
everything needed to set up a 
sttige - lighting ami sound for
ceremonies .along the tour.
These self-contained facilities 
can be set up in just 30 minutes 
and torn down even faster,
The trucks,with a vtm con- 
tiiining the advance team, leap­
frog ahead of the core to set up 
in advance of the arrival of the 
torcli.
Another vehicle carries the 
torches, the torch fuel and the
technicians whose job it is to 
keep the Fliimc burning iti all 
conditions.
Hidy and Howdy, tlic (Tlym- 
pic mascots, have their (.nvn 
motorhotiie, as docs the relay 
manager. rV2GO, the viiieo 
production contractor hired by 
Petro-Cnmulii. has its mobile 
editing suite with satellite up­
link.
And there are a variety of 
shuttle vehicles, supply trucks 
ami staff Vitus,
Together, the 30 caravan 
vehicles carry everytliing needed 
to make the relay’s progi'css 
across Cntittda a success,
'Mere mortals' now share fhe flame
In Greek legend, fire was the 
guarded clement to be used only 
by the gods. Merc iinort.ils could 
only rlre.'irn of its power and 
light.
Once the fhtme was stolen by 
Fromeihcus, however, the 
cutifsc of Imm.tti Itiguf.v ch.uig- 
ed forever. Although Pr/v 
metheus was a mythical 
character, the ciue.si for fire wiis 
ullimntely irnportaui to the 
development of civiliziition.
Even today, carryinij :i fltimc 
from one place to another, 
hand-fo-haml, is a symbolic iici 
of brotherhood itttd peace.
The Olympic Flamc is iriirin- 
sically important lo the Greeks, 
The Altar of Hera in Olympia is
where the Olympic ITamc catt
lie kindled, nnd Gieeks recard if
a.s their duty to protect it.
The flame which will burn 
Teh. 13 to 28, 1988, at (.aigtrry, 
vv.'is kimlled Nov |S .o rUytn • 
nii!i, Greece. And on Jail. 23, if 
will pass through .Sidney,
To midntaiu the iiilegriiy of 
the nymbolic flame, relay iT 
ficials had to assure the Greeks 
ihtu no other fltimc would Iniru 
in the Torch. The first challenge 
Im Pciro-c amidu ami t)t '88 
(the Calgary Games orgiuii/Jng 
cornmills'e) was to get the Olym- 
tuc ITame to Canada, 
ill would hiivc to be Mown, of 
course, but the airlines 
(liscouraged tm open fitime ;.ts 
carry-on luggage.
T lic answer for the flight, and 
the Relay in genera!,i was the
uuiivi’a l.uup. vut ttw ilrgiii
from Greece, the Maine will be
houu'd in :i btao. nuiicr’s kiutp.
similar in design to a camping 
, Innterri.
(.)nce in Canadti, 11 Itimps 
wi!! hintr.c the Olympic IT.ttnc. 
If the Torch should go out dur­
ing the cour.se of the Rcltiy, it 
can only he rdil by (lie Marne 
from line of the liuii|.i;',.
Offici,fils decided 11 lamps 
would be an adeiiutiie safegiianl 
against anv imihiplc loss of 
flame.
When Ihe relay retires around 
9 p.m. each niglti, ilte miner’s 
lamps are kept in a safe place Irv 
relay security chief Keith Mac­
Millan.
F.iich motniuti; one of the 
lamps will light the T orch anew* 
until its long journey frinvi 
Greece ends at the 198,8 GIvm 
pic Winter (.aames opemng- 
ccrcmionies Feb. 13, 1988, in] 
Caigaiy, . «
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Waiting to don swimsuits In Arizono
, - HELEN LANO '' ■'
' 65&-S918
V
‘Himself” and I are in the midst of a holiday in Arizona. Un­
fortunately we seem to have chosen a record year ... record 
snowfalls, record cold temperatures, following close upon 
record rainfall (which, thankfully, we have missed). Fortunately 
we did bring some heavy clothing. In this deep freeze we arc in 
danger of wearing it out, while we wait to don shorts and ba­
thing suits, presently languishing in dresser drawers.
The plants native to the high desert seem to be able to stand 
this cold weather. All the numerous varieties of cactus and tlie 
yuccas seem to be doing just fine, as is the sage, but things like 
hibiscus, bougainvillea and verbena, plus some small petunias 
and snapdragons put in to impress the tourists, all look pretty 
terrible.
Beautiful shrubs that must be related to our summer jasmine, 
although the flowers here are orange rather than white or yel­
low, have been severely damaged. Some of the large hotels 
make a strange picture in the mornings. Most of their sheets are 
outside draped over plants, making them look like a congrega­
tion of ghostly figures standing shivering along fashionable 
driveways. Oddly enough all this bed-linen doesn’t seem to 
tempt robbers.
The sheets seem to be in fine shape, too, and some of them are 
lovely sunny yellow colour ... mmmm ... no, they are the wrong 
colour for our bedroom ...
It has been an interesting experience trying to identify some of 
the shrubs, trees and plants down here. Some of them look fa­
miliar enough, but somehow their names elude me. I finally 
realized that it is like meeting someone whose face you are sure 
you know, but you just can’t place her. Hours later you realize 
she is the nurse from the dentist’s office. She just doesn’t look 
the same with a hat on sitting beside her husband in church.
Asparagus ferns, which we use as house-plants, are bedding 
plants down here. Nandina bamboo (heavenly bamboo) which is 
a small tree at home, is used here as a well trimmed small shrub.
and has red berries, which I had never seen before. Pyracantha, 
and cotoneaster (die one called “waiercri”) are used extensive­
ly against walls, beautifully espaliered in most cases.
Gardeners down here don’t seem to be able to resist severe 
pruning.
Some of the pyracandia have been clipped so harshly diey arc 
now just small mounds, with their berries half buried in dieir fo­
liage.
Arizonians seem to be crazy about topiary (the oniamcnuil 
clipping of shrubs to represent animals, ornamental trees, balls 
of one size or another, etc.,)
They just can’t seem to leave well-enough alone. I .saw one 
fellow this morning carrying some log handled pruners. Sort of 
abscnunindedly he began to hack at a delightful eucalyptus tree 
just outside our window. He didn’t seem to have anydiing in 
particular in mind, just a need to lop off branches. It wius all 1 
could do not to throw open the window and scream at him, the 
prune!
There is another particularly lovely tree against die front of 
this building. It took me a while to identify it as an omamcnuil 
fig (fiscus benjamina) die same one we grow at home, anxious­
ly, fussing every time it drops a leaf. Here it seems as tough as 
an old boot. Even this unusual cold doesn’t appciir to faze it too 
much. The lop leaves have been frost scorched, but the under 
ones are bctiutifully green, and obviously thriving.
1 also had some trouble identifying bird of paradise plants, 
growing outside to a height of 10 to 12 feet, with immense fan­
like leaves 18 inches in diameter. Ours, at home, in a huge pot is 
a mere four feet. It doesn’t even look like a member of the same 
family.
Laniana I did know immediately, but I had double with ver­
bena which we use in hanging baskets at home. Down here il is 
used as ground-cover! There are, of course, lots of palm trees ... 
the low growing ones, which look like fans, being parUcularly 
beaudful. Some of the tall ones with their straggling dead lower 
foliage look a bit like ancient bag-ladies with tom skirts and 
dragging hose.
I’ve only seen one date palm in this area, but there are lots of 
olive aees still laden with ripe fruit, and tlierc are multitudes of 
citrus trees covered with ripe oranges. These wc are assured arc 
strictly ornamental. The fruit is so bitter, a single bite would 
guarantee your having to get someone to open your mouth with 
a can-opener if you ever want lo eat again!
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
NOTICE
The Council of the Town of Sidney intends to adopt general 
amendments to Zoning Bylaw #750 as specified in Zoning Amend­
ment Bylaw #929. These amendments are considered to be of a 
minor “housekeeping” nature only and the proposed bylaw may 
be inspected at the Town Hall on any regular office days between 
the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. from the date of publication of this 
notice until 4 p.m., Thursday. January 21st, 1988.
G. S. LOGAN, A.C.I.S., P. Adm., C.M.C.
Town Administrator
PRE-INVENTORY
Chinese, Joponese courses fovored
Some Peninsula students 
want to take Japanese or 
Chinese language lessons — 
even if it means extra hours in 
the classroom.
More than 100 are so keen 
they said they’d attend classes 
before or after school.
In a questionnaire circulated 
to students in Grades 8 to 11, 
112 Parkland students, 42 from 
Stelly’s and 123 from Clare­
mont said they were interested 
in learning Japanese.;
Most said they would choose 
ah Asian language as an option 
next year. Because of the strong 
response, administrators will try
to develop Japanese or Chinese 
language lesson for September.
The school board polled 
students after the provincial 
government announced it is 
willing to finance Asian 
language programs as part of its 
Pacific Rim initiative.
The province has given the 
Saanich school board $15,000 
for a feasibility study for a com­
puter link with schools in Asian 
countries. It has also earmarked 
$5,475.80 a student exchange 
program in Saanich.
Plans for a guided tour of 
China were already under way 
for a group Parkland School
students. The board will pass 
along $100 of the exchange fund 
to each of the 22 Saanich 
district students signed up for 
that Easter trip.
The student exchange compo­
nent of the program is a priority 
of the Saanich school board. 
‘‘Pacific Rim contacts with 
Chinese and Japanese schools 
must be made as soon as possi­
ble,” directed the board.
It will keep in trust funds ear­
marked for teacher study tours 
and an electronic exchange. 
Possible electronic links with 
Asian schools will be studied as




UP to 70% OFF
FASHIONS FOR HIM & HER 
‘A NEW CONCEPT FOR SIDNEY
2411 BEACON AVE. MON-SAT 9:30-5:30
WEISm WATCHERS
-ms
111 Peter Harry and two teenage 
boys have pleaded guilty to 
breaking into the Ardmore golf 
course last fall. The 22-year-old 
also pleaded guilty to breaking 
into two Beacon Ave. stores.
Provincial court judge Dar­
rell Collins ordered a
Owner
responsible
Ronald Fedosenko learned 
the hard way that an owner is 
rc.sponsible for his car at all 
times. He was fined $1(X) for hit 
and run, despite his claim he 
was not in the car .at the time of 
the accident.
“The motor vehicle act states 
the owner of a car is responsible 
for it at all times,” said provin­
cial court judge Darrell Collins. 
He gave the tmemployed tuan 
six months to pay his fine.
presentence report on each of 
the three accused. They will be 
sentenced on Feb. 25.
Funeral Chapels 
656-2932 or 388-5155








Services from your church or 
with either of our chapels at







Phil C.M. Holmos, President 
of Pemberton Holmes 
(Sidney) Ltd, is pleased to an­
nounce the appointment of 
Cindy Erickson to the position 
of Insurance Manager. Cindy 
comes lo us with ten years 
experience in Personal Lines 
Insurance and Agency 
Dovloopment.
Pomborfon, Holmes' aim is lo 
achieve sound growth for tho 
mninsiroam of people on tho 
Peninsula through accurate 
knowledge ot the Insurance 
Industry, friendly customer 




We’ll pul a smile on youf face this yetir, with 
a fabulous new weight loss plan that melts 
those pounds away 20% faster than before!
And you’ll stay healthy tts you lose pound 
afler pound. Tliere’s never been a better 
way to lose weiglil faster.
SAVE $12
I^'iy only $10




Tuesday 11:30am Mnrg, V. Birch Hall. 9696-4 Street 
Wednesday 6:30pm
Tuesday 6:30pm Moose Hall 7925 E, Saanich Rd.
Cull 'loll l■Yc■^■ 1-800-W«-;i;i!Vl
'I'l IE] Nl<]W OUIGK SUCCI'SS l^ROGRAM’
'Fwi («ouhBoqmmt vwokii $7.50 v
ownpt r>t the Woifjtii Watt hnni an.
'lyd mill W.isfitrUmn m feplod tit loi tifioi*.;, »oi (iiii(mytiii)ht
‘drid tiurlHm.irii't Wmi|til W-llrtioi’v of I't'JiOi Gotumtito l Irj’ ti-du All tovuvin}
WonFil W.tt(',tii-iij tmmoeii'fnitl Ini . UJtih
MONDAY, JANUARY 25 7:30 P.M.
ROBBjE BURN’S NIGHT
A »ti(l(llom»l Slan#ttou«» «|>»cl*l with !Jli*rflii nnd BUI Bucl<ln(jliiim, 
plpnw und Inn Rothnln. mnnlni' ol coromonlnn. Plun n lull mnnii In* 
cludinfl hnool* lor Jt?.6tl. norotvo now,
Thuredify idchH d.np In nnd pl*v Inlfc. |«j'I or rlnnnloil, A
Qoodnlohllo Inner or pnrileipnio. )
Applicnilon lorm# lor lh« SUrnnhoiinn clrnnn club now nvniinbln.
Cull fin HcmviuloiuoiDitcclioiisejftCldUH
STONEHOVSE PUB
221.5 Ciimre Cove Rond, Sidney, R.C,
Say you saw it
ill the Rcvlcvv
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€&mtry Kitehen dJiunvs
I
NO MATTER HOW YOU LOOK 
AT IT, YOU ALWAYS GET A 





BRENTWOOD BAY SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1192
PIQUED BY PERCY, curious David Balmer looks at Percival Q. Penquin while the stuffed mascot of HMCS Terra 
Nova visits Sidney Elementary School Grade 1 class.
Distinguished career of Percy the Penguin
comes to Sidney classroom
Percy, mascot of HMCS 
Terra Nova, livened lessons on 
penquins for primary students 
when he visited Sidney Elemen­
tary School last week.
The stuffed bird was brought 
aboard when the destoyer was 
commissioned June 6, 1959, the 
anniversary of D-Day. Lt.-Cdr. 
Percival Q. Penguin has a 
medals for longstanding and
Percy has had a varied 
military career, bodyguard 
Sub.-Lieut. Alex Grant told 
students. “He’s qualified to 
operate a submarine in the 
Canadian, Australian and 
Canadian navies,” Grant said.
meritorious service.
The mascot likes to fly, but 
like most penguins, relies on 
mechanical help for flight. “He 
went AWOL with a stewardess 
in the 1960s.” He later redeem­
ed himself in helicopter train­
ing.
The students were enthralled 
by Percy and his souvenirs. Like 
all members of the Canadian 
navy, the penguin has been 
issued a new black uniform. His 
old green one is covered in pins 
and memorabilia from places 
he’s visited.
Children trying on his pint- 
sized uniform hats found the 
headgear too small for their
heads. The lifelike 24-inch doll 
was easy for them to cradle.
“Why isn’t he real?” one stu­
dent asked during the question 
and answer period.
“He’s our mascot,” replied 
Grant. “He’s stuffed so that we 
can take him to more places and 
introduce him to more people.”
Percy has slipped with the 
rest of the crew of HMCS Terra 
Nova. The destroyer is headed 




Put your R.R.S.P. funds to work 
where they do'the most good ~ 
right here at home.
WE'RE FLEXIBLE! Stop in and 
see us today about a Regisc 
tcrcd Retirement Savings 
Plan that suits your needs.
OUR R.R.S.P. BENEFITS
H Local Trustees
B Instant Tax Receipts „ rTC TranrfCT
B Cashable Same Day
B Fully Guaranteed
ta Your Money is put 
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to you
By GEOFF ARMSTRONG j 
Special to the Review i 
How is this for a nighlmarc? j 
Il is the final exam. It will be 
conducted not only in from of 
the entire class but also in from i 
of parents, brotlicrs and sisters, , 
former teachers, even neigh- ■ 
hors. ' ■
Imagine that this exam uikes 
place in a stage with 60 or more 
people looking on. Imagine that 
the stage lights are on yon and 
you alone, and your teacher is 
out there, marking.
Il docs make a wonderful 
nightmare, lioesn’t it? Yet this 
was exactly the way things 
were last week at Parkland 
.Senior Secondary School for 
nearly .50 drama siiulcnts as 
lliey faced ilicir semcsier f inals, 
Wli.'U’s' more, if was llie stii- 
dcnls ilu'm.sclvcs wlu^ invited 
amily members, tcaclicrs and 
riends to watch ilicir per­
forin anccs,
Aect-irding to Parkhind teaelicr
/ director Doug Bambrough, 
“This constituted a final exam 
that was the ultimate end of an 
acting class.”
Among the students and 
members of the audience there 
were few who would disagree.
Grade 9 students who per­
formed Monday evening were 
required to choose a scene, de­
sign or acquire ilicir own 
costumes, develop the proper 
blocking, do tlicir own makeup, 
design their own lighting, and 
put log ether their own .set. They 
were assisted during the eve­
ning by the Technical theatre 
siutlcm.s in the program. Grade 
11 siudcm Rocky Wood was 
stage manager.
For the .senior acting class, 
which pciTormcd Thiirsday eve­
ning,, there was an added aiirac- 
lion: students wrote their own 
scripts,
The students portrayed fic­
tional or liisioriciil characters 
tliai ranged from
through Anne Bolcyn, Ingrid 
Bergman, Eva Braun, Charles 
Manson, Charlie Brown, all the 
way to Bcclliovcn, Romeo, 
Jesus Christ and many more.
The work of Grade 12 stu­
dents Shannon Pearson, who 
played the wildly .schizophrenic 
Sybil, and Chris Collarcl, wlio 
portrayed Sid Vicious, can only 
be dc.scribcd as brilliant.
Oulsiancling pcrformtinccs by 
.senior acting sliidciiLs Ann 
Engsmyre, Sam Reynolds, 
Tammy Devcrcaux, Alta Atlby, 
Kevin Colin, Kim Latia, Alta 
Adhy, and Sonja Rothlisbcrgcr 
helped provide an inspiring eve­
ning for tile audience -- iind a 
rewarding one for icaclicr Doug 
Bamliroiigh.
Among tlic Grade 9 siudcms
llicre were some pleasant sur­
prises. For most of them, this 
was the first time Uicy had been 
on stage.
However, tlic control, ilic 
suigc presence and tlic general 
excellence of many of these 
young pcrfomiers makes the fu­
ture of theatre at Parkland look 
bright.
Most notable among the 
Grade 9 siudcnLs was the work 
of Mike Dujcla, Willow Cas­
sidy, Kevin Smith, Andrea Mar­
shall, Chad Loiiwcr.se, Frances 
Lally.Tini I’crkins, Alisha Dali, 
ami Tara Maiilancl,
There i.s one final element to 
the “nighlmarc.” None of them 
ever expected to read about 




Queen’s University is in­
cluding nine local high sehoed 
classes in it.s nation-wide study 
of youth and .AIDS to be con- 
chicteci tlie week of I cb. ?2,
Witti parental conseni, the 
study will ask students in select 
Crttde 7, 9 and 11 classes a 
series of questions.
Tlie study will obtain a 
nation-wide ineastire of at- 
f i t u d e s, k 11 o w 1 e d g e a n d 
belmviors of Canadian yoiiib 
regarding AII),S, Re.seaicbcrs 
hope to identify children til risk 
of catcliing AIDS and to spread 
aceiirale information mi Ihe 
disease.
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Big Win Savings Bonanza
coupon booklet delivered to your door___-<«
YOU COULD WIN











White or 60% Whole Wheat.
570g Sliced Loaf 
At This LOW PRICE, Limit 3.
Regular or Diet 
Assorted Fruit Flavours 































Canada Grade Af. White. Dozen.




of 12 Roils I '
^ QQ Ea. flV 0 ^ ^ WITH COUPON p
1 1.25 WITHOUT COUPON 4.49 WITHOUT COUPON ||
1 Bel-Air
1 Frozen Peas
$ ■ ■■,,■■■’ ' Fahey. ■g 1 kg Package
1 . QQ Ea.:1 H ^ WITH COUPON
Diet 7-UP or I
PepsiCola i
Diet Orange Crush or Sugar Free Hires | .
Root Beer. 750mL Bottle Plus Deposit. |||
K Q Ea. j
B W WITH COUPON 1
1.99 WITHOUT COUPON .78 WITHOUT COUPON |
1 Imperial
1 Margarine
1 1.36 kg/3 Ib. Package.
1 i SZl# a B Unr WITH COUPON
Nescafe - ‘ ' I
Instant Coffee 1
Reg., Viva or Columbian.1 Min. 170g. Cont. 1
J.Q 1®iP B WITH COUPON :];
it 2.19 WITHOUT COUPON
h. . .1.5..u£,  Iv»f >i kkUii.;r,i“i  '. M J
4.99 WITHOUT COUPON Ji
Rainbow Troy!
liStCountry Kitchen Ham I
7 to 9 ounce average weight. or Pastrami. Sliced or Shaved. ji• ■ 11^1
1 «,88ea. 1 39 r
1 elJ^VIOOg
Cod Fillets
': , : ■ -■;■ ^ .'r
Gouda Gheese
Fresh or previously frozen. '.Roomkaas.. ,V ■ 1
i,»73/l00g' 3 m 2 9 lb. i
Shrimpmeat Turkey Breast
Previously frozen. Sliced or Shaved. Maple Leaf. j
i 1 o7lB/lOOg ^7^ Qi Ib. 1 99 •
I m m Jl
u >f(< < ‘ ii ’ i m ^ ,h / i,i .1',, vf
Peanut Butter
‘ Golden Boy. /I.U; 1.5 kg %i0 m T %# ea.
Fruit Drinks |
Tang. Assorted. m,**C^ I llll 8250mL Container. %# R i la g
Macarotii St Cheese 
Dinner ' 7® 89; Lia. 200g ^ R m %0 W
Assorted Pickles pa
4 dO. iSfeinfeld’s. |1 litre Jar. i ® w w oa. |^ ' ' fill
Fruit Yogourt
! LiJCGriie. Asst'd. Diet C CIl1; or Reg., or Skim Milk. |1 750g Tub. I ffl %f ea.i* • ■ '
BUY ANY 6-PACK OF FEATURED I
COCA-COLA PRODUCTS FOR ONLY f^g^SiS ®AND 2S‘WILL BE ^ k O DONATED To Thow n M DiRSdvAnIngod Childron #MB H w Olympic Fund. ' ifPlusDoposll Il
ABC Detergent
? ^ Od( Powdered. m j ym ymJ 6 Litre Box. m oa.
■.■■■'. vilti
Serviettes ' |
O TO «Generic. #Pkg. of 400. ijr'Bi f ea. |
Tomato Soup
V-2L79fpfl-tmLTIn iii« R III li
Ice Cream „ j















with any purchase in our 
Food Store.
-JANUARY 20th to 24th—
PENINSULA CO-OP
So much more than a Food Store 
A Positive Approach
2132 Keating X Road 652-1188 C©“©P
’s as easy as 1-2-3
Get a Big Bonus Bingo card from any participating merchant. No purchase 
necessary. Limit one card per merchant per day.
Read The Review every Wednesday and check the Big Bonus Bingo numbers 
against your cards. Remember the colour of the card changes each week with 
the start of a new game.
If you have a winning card bring it to The Review before noon the Monday 
following publication of the bingo numbers. YOU QUALIFY FOR THE BONUS IF 




merchandise gift certificates 
if you are a Review subscriber
To start your subscription call 656-1151 today and you’ll be eligible for the subscriber 





AND DISCOVER THE 
BENEFITS & SAVINGS 
OFSHOPPING
FOOD STORE SAANICHTON







20« Kenllno X Rd. 652-11211
CUT FROM CANADA GRADE A BEEF U.S. CELLO PACK |
T-BONE STEAK CAULIFLOWER
$©09
j 6*8*l kg , lb. Ifi’s %PEa. 1
1 SANKA FARM FRESH 1
GROUND COFFEE LARGE EGGS
a„d.>v$-|28
Dozen ^ M 1
1 K^uikctyu ^mmmm 1 Canon ii . |
♦
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THRIFTIf FOODS





THRIFTY FOODS IN THE MARINER MALL
B r ks r.
HHIHiiM




® 1 panel replaces 100 tiles
® 100% waterproof 
® Embossed space-age finish 
® Designer patterns 
® Easy to install
® Easy to clean 
Ceramalite panels - the smart 




A COMPLETE HARDWARE AND BUILDING SUPPLY CENTRE wEMBCnO' TIM B® UAATS LTD
2030 MALAVIEW AVENUE 
SIDNEY — 656-1125
ON THE HIGHWAY NEAR SANDOWN RACE TRACK
MON-SAT. 7:30-5:30 • SUN. 9:30-4:30
I 9
Pick up your FREE Bingo card at 
the merchants on these two 
pages. No purchase necessary!



















































You’re invited to watch numbers being drawn at Saanich 
Peninsula Community Bingo Hall, 3rd Street, Sidney 
every fVfonday at 11:00 a.m.
1 Big Bonus Birigo cards rfiay be obtained from any 
participating merchant listed on these two pages. No 
purchase is necessary and you can play as many cards 
as you wish each week, however, only one Big Bonus 
Bingo card may be requested per day from each mer­
chant.
What happens if there’s no winner?
The Jackpot for the following week will remain at $250.00 in gift certiticates, however, the 
subscriber bonus will increase. Note that the prize for each week’s game will be clearly stated.
Should I do anything if I don’t win?
YES. Put your name, address and phone number on the back of the Big Bonus Bingo card and 
mail it to The Review, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 3S5 or
droD il at The Review office, 9781 - 2nd Street, Sidney, You could be one of the players drawn to 
play off for any unclaimed prizes at the end of the ten weeks, THE TOTAL $10,000.00 IN PRIZES 
WILL BE AWARDED. Watch Tho Review for further details n! special Ringo lo he held at the end
of the program,
2. Big Bonus Bingo card colours change each week, so 
be sure to check The Review to make sure you have the 
correct colour. Each week is a new game.
3. Big Eionus Bingo numbers will be published each 
week In Tho Review on these pages identifying the cur­
rent colour Big Bonus Bingo card they are valid for. The 
numbers will appear from left lo right in the order they 
were drawn.
bn their card. If there is more than ohe winning card,'; 
winners will divide the $250,00 in gift certificates equal­
ly. Subscribers of The Review qualify for the bonus 
$750.00 in gift certificates. Should more than one winn­
ing card be held by a subscriber, the prize will be shared 
equally.
6. To qualify for the subscriber bonus, you must be 
listed as a paid subscriber, either monthly or yearly, as 
of the date that the numbers are published in The 
Review,
4. Check your personal Big Bonus Bingo cards against 
tho numbers published In Tho Review and you could be 
a Big Bonus Bingo winner.
5. To win a Bingo, you must have a full card. (All 
numbers on your card must have been called,) In the 
event of two or more winners declaring a Bingo, tho win­
ner will bo the one who has tho earliest number drawn
7. All winning Big Bonus Bingo cards must be turned in 
at The Review, 9701 - 2nd St., Sidney, by noon Monday 
In order to claim their share of the prize. This Is tho Mon­
day following publication of the bingo numbers,
8. In the event of question of tho Big Bonus Bingo card 
authenticity Ihe ruling of the judges will bo final.
9. Employees of Island Publishers, their immediate 
families, participating Big Bonus Bingo merchants and 
their employees and Immediate (amilles are not eligible.
10. Merchandise gift certificates aro redeemable in 
merchandise only. No cash value.
Game Seven will be played on the Moss Green 
cards, available Saturday, January 23rd
y
A HUGE NEW SELECTION OF L7\'Z-B0Y RECLINEB 
ROCKERS . . . AT A VERY SPECIAL PRICE! 
a-Z>Boy iocIIiku rockors combine luxury versntllity rmd
\/
comfotl In one Qrent occaslonnl chnir Sit ' rack - 
stretch out - the poiloci chair (oi leading, watching IV 







The traditional La*Z>Bov man’s chair fils 




Trndiflonni ologanca lyi yoiii 
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CT. AIR sought in Morfh Saanich
Mothers' March helps Sidney resident
He’s suffered from a 
form of spinal atrophy 
since he was eight, but 
Sidney resident Ted 
Alliston prides himself on 
his independence and he has 
strived to lead a full life.
Alliston has a Kin- 
control, or evironmental 
control system, provided by 
the Kinsmen Rehabilitation 
Foundation of British Col­
umbia, a group supported
by the Kinsmen Mothers’ 
March.
The Kincontrol allows 
Alliston to turn on lights 
and television, and use the 
telephone.
It’s a system that is in­
valuable, because when 
Alliston is on his back, he 
can’t do anything without 
it.
The Kincontrol pager 
provided by Kinsmen
enables Alliston to walk his 
dog beside his electric 
wheelchair.
Alliston even mows his 
lawn from his electric chair 
and his pager enables him 
to call for help if he gets 
stuck.
Mothers’ March dollars 
fund the equipment to give 
Alliston and others like him 
independence.
Marchers are currently 
canvassing area homes.
A three-acre parcel of land on 
Baxendale, near Deep Cove, 
may be taken out of the 
agricultural land reserve. Jona 
Investments has applied for the 
exclusion.
“This property is too rocky 
to be farmed,’’ said spokesman 
M. Welling in her application. 
“I would like to subdivide this 
property into three one-acre lots 
in keeping with this 
neighborhood.’’
If the application fails, “I 
will either put green houses or a 
good number of cows there,’’ 
said Welling. She filed the re­
quest on Jan. 8.
North Saanich council has 
referred the issue to its advisory 
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“in the Marina Court’’, on 2ND ST. ‘
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 ' 656-4443
SATURDAY, JAN 23
’s here! These Sidney merchants
have become 




Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
Russ Hay Sidney Cycles Ltd.
(accessories only)
HOME IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS 
Macleods Hardware 
Sidney Home Hardware 
Magic Colour Decorating Centre 
FURNITURE & HOME ENTERTAINMENT 
PRODUCTS 
Island Furniture Mart Ltd.
Odyssey Computer Services Ltd.




Pier I Restaurant 
Smitty’n Sidney 
Tommy Tucker’s Restaurant 
CLOTHING 
Canterbury Plus Imports 
Alexondor-Oane Stores Ltd.
Spooner’s Ladies Wear 
I The Scottish Croft 
W FOOD PRODUCTS 
Sidney Bakery 
Malba Dell 




$ 11 — 20 
$ 21 — 30 
$ 31 — 40 
$ 41 50
$ 51 — 60 
$ 61 — 70 
$ 71 — 80 
$ 81 — 90 





























Marchandiso only, before sales tax, not 
applicable to lottery tickets & stamps.
BOOKS & STATIONERY 
Ty’s Greeting Cards & Gifts 
Cornish’s Book & Stationery Ltd.
Monk Office Supply 
Tanner’s Books & Gifts 
GIFT SHOPS 
Sidney Gift Shoppe 
Sea ‘N Shore Decor Ltd.
Pauiine’s Hobbies & Crafts
PET SHOPS









Island Clockworks (2-!<s8 aoacon avo.)
PICTURE FRAMES 








AUTOMOBILE PARTS & SUPPLIES
Andy's Auto Parts & Accossorlos
I'i
* ' - \
Vr. <-//




Shop the Listed Merchants on Saturday, January 23 and 
they will pay you back in Loonies. Watch for instore 
Specials. Enter at participating Merchants to Win a Bag of 
Loonies. Entry deadline Saturday, January 23,1988 at noon.
You must be in attendance to Win.
Draw in front of Post Office 1:45 p.m. 
Pick up your Royal Bank Loonie Loot 
Bag at participating merchants to 
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30 Appiiance Services 
103 Autobody Repairs 
100 Automotive
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Beauty Saions 
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
180 Cards of Thanks
31 Carpenters
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services
33 Cleaning Services 










142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce 
19 Help Wanted
200 in Memoriam
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 




120 Miscellaneous For Sale 
99 Miscellaneous Services 
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes 
101 Motorcycles 
63 Moving & Storage 
62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting
67 Paving
60 Personals
68 Pest Control 
144 Pets & Livestock
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale




75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service 
168 Travel 
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. & Stereo 
126 Used Ciothing & Furniture 
95 Watch Repairs 
185 Weddings 
137 Wood Heating 
20 Work Wanted
BABYSITTING
LOVING DAYCARE in my home. Large 
fenced yard. Playroom. Full or part 
time. Mrs. Rourke, 655-1357. 02/04 
WILL GIVE TLC to your child in my 
Sidney home. Any age. 655-4201.
02/03
WANTED: AAATURE BABYSITTER for two 









THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5
656-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT
Full complete and sole copyright 
In any advertisement produced 
by Island Publishers Ltd. Is 
vested In and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright In that 
part and that part only of any 
such advertisornrjnt consisting ol 
Illustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components which is oi 
are, supplied in finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd. operating 
as the Review by the advertiser 
and incorporated In said adver­
tisement shall remain in and 
belong to the advertiser. 
WARNING
No material covered under the 
copyright outlined above may be 
used without the written permis 







DEAN PARK I - 97 PAPERS 




GORE PARK I - 97 PAPERS 
(Benvenuto, Wallace, Amwell, 
Greig, etc.)
ALL ROUTES ONCE A WEEK 






EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
generol gardening. Reasonable rotes. 
Coll 656-5382 ofter 6 p.m. 33/TF
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
o quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $17.00. Outside or inside 
windows.33/TF 
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide opplicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688.33/TF 
HAULING, CLEAN-UPS, Ya"rDS,
basements, eavesiroughs, etc. Hedges 
trimmed, windows cleaned inside or 
out. Painting or any job you don't find 
time to do. 652-0722. 32/TF
PERSONAL INCOME TAX $15. Book­
keeping, payroll, T4's, A/R, A/P. Small 
business returns my specialty. 2489 
Bevon. Sidney. 656-0343. 01/13
FOR YOUR ACCoIjNtTnG "serviTeTcaii 
Lynn's Bookkeeping, 656-6861. 03/03
DRAPERIES
C.K. DRAPERY. We make it fast and 
right, free estimates, custom mode 
drapery alterations, phone 655-1487 




COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES, Poin­
















Classified Rato: 1st Insorlion 
15c a word, minimum charge 
$2.50. 2nd and subsequent in 
serllona — 10c a word por insor 
lion, minimum charge 
Cliargo ottJeis uy pliono * ■ <'^0 
$1,50 por ad. Box number — 
$2,00 par ad,




In local area , : . ........
Canada . ................. .
' Foreign............ ........
Monthly:




A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Cameiion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 478-0701 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. 33/tf
VOLUNTEER HELP WANTED to organize 
and administer new aviation library, 
ond also aviator's shop. Apply 
Manager, Victoria Flying Club. 656- 
2833. '  01 /03
RELIABLE HOUSECLEANERS required 
for part-time work on Peninsula. 
Mothers — earn money while children 
at school. Extra Hands, 656-4425.
^ 02/05
ARE YOU RETIRED with some spare 
time and looking for on interesting 
way to increase your income. Call 
Eloine Francis, 652-6163. 02/05
SHORT ORDER general cook. Ex­
perience preferred. Will be rosp. for 
some menu planning, food prepara­
tion and other related duties. Country 
Kitchen Restouront, Brentwood, M/03
PART TIME RECEPTIONIST/TYPIST 
required for Sidney professional of- 
fico, 101-9837 Seventh Street. 02/03 
PART TIME JOB, Includes cFoaning, 
waiting tobies, some food proparo- 
lion. Prefer quick mature person with 
family cooking and boking experience. 
No night work. Apply Canoe Cove Cof­
fee Shop, 2300 Conoo Cove Road, 
Sidney. 02/04
(XCASIONAL NANNY NEEDED. I am 
looking for someone to come into our 
homo and take core of 3 girls • ages 5,
8, 11 - while either myself or both my 
husband and I are oway. This person 
would be needed for 4-5 doys 3-4 times 
por year. Coll after 4 p.m., 652-3826,
.  03/03
iiVE OUT NANNY required neor Brent­
wood Bay, Mon, thru FrI,, 10:30 o.m. to 
5i30 p.m, Suits N/S married lady with 
cor. References required, Coll 652-
' 3157. .... .................. ................... .....
i^TURE, EXPERilNCED weekend help 
wonted In coffee stiop, Glen Meadows 
Golf « Country Club. Apply in person.
' ......03/04
UiLN05aLnNO"'C Is .looking
for reliable young Individuol with 
aroen thumb, Driver's liconso a must,
655.7W5.„_......      PPFP.1!
WE RCQUIRE « cleoning lady on coll, 
must hove own tronsportatlori, For In­
formation, 655'70iii5^^.......   PP.ilP'!
^fjQg'COvi 'coffVo shop taking ap­
plications from experienced grill cooks 
(permanent port-time), no night 
work). 2300 Canoe Cove Rd Sidney. 
No phono_callii,_ please,............ ...
pusfiici RECjuiRiD for evening 
work, please toll 655-1200 and Iwove 
name ond phone number on answer­
ing rnatHne,____ ________ _____
HIGW’tSh. OFfTce retpilrei port time 
receptionist / secretary, Good fyplrtg 
tkilli end word-protessina experience 
required, Send resumes to CBR Inter, 
notional Crjrp., P.Ct, Box 2010, 101- 
9W5 Wn«t Snnnlcli Rd Slrlney ft C: 
V0L3S8. ............ ■;..... .......,,„M/P3
HOUSECLEANING getting you down? 
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Coll Dirtowoy. 652-0644,42/TF 
TRACTOR WORK. Post hole digger. 
Hydraulic post pounder, fences install­
ed. Plowing. Rototilling. Coll Ed for 
quote. 652-2333; 658-5749. 45/04
WILL DO house and office cleaning in 
Sidney, Saanich Peninsula and areas. 
Have excellent references and ex­
perience. 655-7196.52/03 
QUALITY SEAMSTRESS. Reasonable 
prices. Custom and pattern work, 
alterations. Personal contact only. 10 
a.m. - 6 p.m. apt. 303-9901 Fourth St., 
Sidney. 655-4339.52/03
HUSBAND AND WIFE TEAM ore look­
ing for commercial janitorial employ­
ment. Please coll Rose Ann at 652- 
6063.03/04 
NOT TOO HANDY? Call someone who 
enjoys setting things straight. Fram­
ing, tile work, whatever — we'll work 
it out together. Popeye Construction, 
655-1633. 03/03
MASON FOR HIRE. Stone, brick, 
ceramic tile. Reasonable rates. Call 
Gary, 595-3652.03/06
COMPLETE PRUNING, spraying of fruit 
trees, roses, clean-ups, houling. 
O.A.P. discount. Phone Mike, 656- 
8730. 01/04
DUTCHWAY. Windows/gutters clean­
ed. Insured. Reasonable rates. 655- 
7065. 01/04
MR. C's TRUCKING. Hauling gravel, 
rock, topsoil, etc. 656-4191 or 652- 
2601. 01/13
YOUNG MAN will do gardening, hon- 
dymon work, and other odd jobs. 656- 
1087, phone 6-9 p.m. 02/05
WILL DO RENOVATIONS,L small 
carpentry jobs, drywall, painting, 
ropair or replace fences. References 
gvoil. 652-6063. 02/03
OUT OF WORK DAO specializes in wir­
ing and renovotions, 652-5032,02/03
Westlake Appliance 
Repairs
Repairs to most major 
Appliances & Refrigerators 




Repairs to All Makes 















SUN MOUNTAIN CARPENTRY, Interiors 
ond exteriors, roofing (hot tar and 
shingles), renovations. Skylights, 
soloriums and sundecks. Complete 
home mointenonce. Free estimates 
and guaranteed workmonship. Call 


















25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial 
Commercial
Rewiring, Electric Healing Repairs 
Appliance Connections







SECURE YOUR HOME 
WITH WEISE
JJJ. ILECTI
RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING » EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING 
ALSO COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 








US - 1002s5 Galaran Rd,
655-3535
• Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains 
• Septic Fields • Waterlines 
• Driveways 
LEWIS SEVIGNY 




Excavating & Tractor 
Service Ltd.












Spocialblng In waterproofing 












• QUALITY MILLWORK 
•COMMERCIAL •HESIDENTIAI.
■ ‘CUSTOM KIYCMFWS 
•CLOSET OnOANIZERS 







IF WITH GARDENING you va hod your 
(HI .™ Coll mil 656-277* momlrtg*, 
Mon.-Fii. Wwodmg, gcifdan clfton-up* 
qnd othwi r.horwi, Sldnmy ar«o only,
,02/05
PAINTEK--EXPtftftNCtD."Gfaol work 
r»o»annbl» rat««. 655*7029. 02 ^'03
HOMI REPAIRS, iorgn or imoii. duollly 
workmonirhlp. loti of lacof raforoncoi,
0509. ........W/'W,
TUTORING oil ocodismlc subjocl* 
Senior, Middirt and Elomenlaty Ittvrtli. 
Varying ratos, Somo remedial pro- 
grom», 652-0749. 37/'tf
HOUSiCLEANINti.....FAST,"""elllclonl, ,■
(fiei'diy teomt rbtdlroled to the bo»v 
homo, Dirtowoy — 652-0644, Corn-
phmoniqrytloiwori,_..... ..... ..........
REFLEXOlOdY - rwononoblo tqlOR. 6Wi* 
6792, 46/01/BO
WITH A4ARY K.AY Ccnmotlf.», ikin care 
Isn't juit lomrtihing you buy, li'» 
»omelhing you leotn. For oppolntmonl
coil.tfealhor,, ,659^5036.... ........
WANT TO (AKfc a torotree vuctiltun, 
Pfolonlonol Indy will houfio »li, wolk 
dog. elK. Reforenten ovolloble, 656- 
7637 02 05
EFr?CTiv*l'*»RbGRAM8"ro^^ quHII»Hrj 
imokfng, weight malniononce, onxie- 
ly. Adriodne Srjwyer, TA.A, P»yth, 
Cllnlrol Hypn»i*i»i 656-,3144, m««»onr!.t.
, , ^ ,................... .............
bi t p'"' COV E /LANDS......END" "7m i dont s,
lookiftg for Avan quollty guoronteed 
product*? Pfeoie coif Borboro Cundllf, 











DoorB A Draworis 


















• We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT a am-S pm
2070 KEATING X RD. 
652-2614 662-3604
(yard) (ewee)
RO-iU CONi'inU'aiOM. Hc w ..wuMi w, 
tion, r«novollon«, rrjpoii* and oddI' 
tion*. No |ob loo urnoll, l'rc»« 
iHllmcite*. 656-8911, 46. tf
HOICAN CONSTRUCTION -- Custom 
Hatne* tjnd IritrtniuHi, Complain 
building *wrvlf.e, Rnnovotioni ond 














“Buy direct from a grower”
• FRUIT TREES
(1 yr. whip) ®7®la, 5 or more ®6®m. 
•House Plants •Primulas 
•Perennials •Forget-Me-Nots 
•Heather •Eng. Daisies 
APPLES
304 Walton PL 658-5808
HARDY LAWN CARE














MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
AAAINTENANCE. Lown care. Complete 
Service. Certified Pesticide applicator. 
Free estimotes. 652-4688. 39/'tT
SCREENED TOPSOtL $14.(X} per yard, 
delivered. Minimum load six yards. 
656-3159. 12/TF
•’ PRUNING, spraying, clean-ups, hauL 
, ing. new lawns. Tree^wqrk, grass cut.'
Coritracfs: O.A.P. discount. 656-8730. 
,^ ^ ''>-0T/04'
EARLY BIRD LANDSCAPE 
AAAINTENANCE. Quality residential- 
/commercial service. Professional fruit 
tree pruning, 652-4679. 01/04
BERTUS LANDSCAPING. , Maintenance 
contracts, ne-w or renovations, seed or 
sod, clean-ups/pruning, fruit-ornam., 
sprinkler system, patios - walks - 
sheds. 6SS-706S.  Ql/Q*
FRUIT TREE PRUNING, haulawoys, etc. 
Free estimates. Serving Sidney 10 
years. John Kaiser, 656-6693, 652- 
S320.  03/03
CREATIVE LANDSCAPE DESIGN. Rock 
walls, rock gardens, lawns, shrubs, 
patios. Reasonable rotes. Call Russ, 
655-1104. 03/03
PRUNING. BOOK NOW — free 
estimates. General clean-up, year 







HERBALIFE DISTRIBUTOR - Eloino Fran­
cis (or products or business opportunl- 
fy. Coll 652-6163. 01/04
6 JANITORIALSERVICES
DUTCHWAY. The complete homo and
ofllco cloanlng sorvlco. Insured, licens­
ed, bonded, 655-706S. 01/04
MASONRY
TlllfljtirUi ]&Jatiu*ar B'tons* 
High Quality Masonry Work 
fireplaces, facings exposed aggregate 
brlckpfllios ropoinling




Spoctalizlno in All typos 






• Dsnusr Trae Rnmoval
• Topplnq tor Kslely
• Ptimtnu YttiMU/Siitulit/llixiu**
• Ciwsn Up A Hsullnn
• l.•^8•nnp« n«nov«tjniiis
• Brush Cuttlno * Lot Clewitno.
MALCOLMmCHAnOS
45/TIN f
ROCK V/A115, IUM«>5C/.kpjN&, Speclol 
Prices. Joe, 653-3606, 02/04
^SON...FOR...HIRE.....
ceramic tile. Rentonoblu rotes, Coll
Gary, 595 15W. oj/OO
MUSIC
WOFESSIONAl MUSIC INSTRUCtToiT
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72 AUSTIN AAARINA. 1.8 litre, stan­
dard, radials, radio, 9/10 in and out. 
85,000 miles. 655-1727. 02/04
WINW W i 1 ^ i V gift certificate
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS
1970 AUSTIN AMERICAN, good condi- 
fion, great gas mileage, new paint, 
$450 OBO. 656-9194 or 656-4551, ask 
for Sue. 02/03
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations, 478- 
3023. 15/tf
If you are a Review paid subscriber you wilt be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
1978 FORD PU FI 50. Red, 351 
Cleveland, near new RV radials, dual 
batteries, dual tanks, halogen 
headlights, AM/FM cassette, excep­
tionally low mileage, limited use, best 
offer on $4900. 652-4991 after 4:30 
P-nt- 03/06
NEWPORT FURNITURE (1987) LTD. We 
buy and sell quality estate furniture, 
antiques, and collectibles. 1161 
Newport Ave. (off Oak Bay Ave.) Free 
appraisals in your home. 598-1454.
46/04/88
TWO LIFE JACKETS (new). 40-90 lbs; 
one 90 lb. plus life jacket, $5 each. 
Kodak carousel 140 slide trays, $2. 
Ukelole $5. Two twin continental 
quilts, $8. One heavy-duty carpet 
shampooer, $30. Kenmore upright 
vacuum with fittings, $30. Bauer 
Supreme boys skates, size 6, $10. 656- 
7026. 03/03
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 
that appear in the bold boxes to lind the seven letter theme
1977 DODGE MAXI VAN. Low mileage, 
self-contained, raised top. Good con- 
dition. $6500. 1-539-2203. 03/03
TRACTOR WORK. Post hole digger. 
Hydraulic post pounder, fences install­
ed. Plowing. Rototilling. Call Ed for 
quote. 652-2333: 658-5749.45/04
PAIR OF HEAVY rust drapes, lined, 
beige, each 10' wide. 8' long, $50.00. 
Area rug, blue background, multi­













1977 DODGE MAXI VAN. Low mileoge, 
self-contained, raised top. Good con­
dition. $6500539-2203. 03/03
GLASS FRONT 4-drawer block walnut 
buffet; two 3-foot block speakers, $75 
pr.; obo. Phone 478-1056 evenings and 
weekends. 50/05
LEARN COLOR ANALYSIS. Earn $15 - 
$30 an hour. Call for information, 656- 










«4-680g KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R.#3 VICTORIA B.C. V8X 3X1
WANTED: VAN 
7065.
■ op to $1000.00. 655- 
03/04
1974 - 340 C.l. DODGE MOTOR, runs 
cleon, $550.00. 382-1164. 03/03
CUT HEATING COSTS. Cut down out­
side noises. Keep out the cold. Inside 
storm windows installed. Example, 
4'x4', $80. Free estimotes. Clark Enter- 
prises. 656-6656. 51/03
KENMORE RANGE, good condition, 
gold, $275.00. 656-3653 after 5 p.m.
03/04
WASHING MACHINE for sale, runs 
well, $225. or offer. 655-1430 after 6 
p.m. 03/06





YOU CAN'T LOSE. Lets get together to 
sell your R.V. unit. If we can't sell it 
we'll buy it. Free appraisal and pickup 
anywhere. Lontzville Recreation Cen- 
tre Ltd. Toll Free 1-800-663-4234. 49/08
SIX-PIECE BROWN SECTIONAL chester­
field, very good condition. $550.00; 
equalizer trailer hitch, $50.00; 
bathroom space saver shelves, $15.00; 
200 amp service electric heater 
$250.00; portoble piano with amplifier, 
$300.00 ond misc. items. 656-0328.
02/03
FOR SALE; TWO fibreglass shower 
stalls and fixtures, $375.00 eoch. Crib, 








GOOD QUALITY CHILDRENS clothing 
for sale, newborn to size 2, very 
reasonable prices. Call 655-1617.
03/06
ANSWER:.
Drop your entry off at Tanner’s. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner’s Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate wilt be awarded.
1983 AIRSTREAM SOVEREIGN, opprox. 
5000 miles. Air, furnace, 3 piece bath, 
rear bdrm., stereo, sink, stove, fridge 
- 3 way, lots of cupboard space, load 
lever hitch, 2 - 30 lb. propane tanks, 
wrap around windows, zipper awning, 
rubber like new. Top condition, asking 
$26,950,383-1369 03/05
170 ROSSIGNOL SKIS with 5444 
Salomon binding, $15.00. Assorted 
ladies clothing, size 10-12. 
Reosonoble. 652-1403. 02/05
FOUR EDWARDIAN DINING chairs, 
cone seats, two piece rust chesterfield 
ond choir, size 10 ladies ski suit. 656- 
7698. 03/04
NEARLY NEW SOFA £ CHAIR, coffee 
fable, remote 26" stereo T.V. table 
lamps and shades, birdcage, fireplace 
insert with glass door. Moving 656- 
6218. 02/05
SMALL CHESTERFIELD in good condi­
tion, $50.00. Firescreen and compa­
nion set, $25.00. 656-1680. 03/03
GLASS-LINED 40 GAL. pressure tank, 
Jacuzzi '/i h.p. shallow well pump and 
switch assembly. $150 obo. Windows: 
one 2'6''x5'0" white aluminum. $20; 
one 2'x3' thermal, $25; one 24”x36'' 
brown aluminum sliding bathroom 
thermal, $35, Reasonable offers ac­
cepted.
50/05
WROUGHT IRON SPIRAL staircase, 8 ft. 







□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
,Phone. BOATS
ELECTROLUX VACUUM with 
powerhead $195°°. Sunbeam 
lightweight upright vocuum $30. 
Hoover floor polisher $50. Honda 12" 
snow tires on rims $75. Honda clutch 
plate, Wurlitzer piano and bench 
$2000.656-8859. 02/03
22 FT. TANZER SAILBOAT, moving, 
sacrifice. ‘8700°°. Incl. O.B. 656- 
0048. 02/03
COMPACT STACKING WASHER and 
dryer, $500.00 OBO. Arlene, 656-5584.
03/03
SOLID ROUND PINE TABLE. 38". 
$150.00 firm. Humidifier, drum type, 
$50.00; Mustang floater jacket, 
medium (new), $60.00; Danforth an­
chor and chain, 7 lb., $30.00 firm; flex- 
steel chair, $100.00; custom made 
pleated sheers, two panels, 6' wide. 









FRESH CUT FIR, $100 cord, split and 
delivered. Deliver by honest '/> cord. 
656-5203. 02/03
12 FOOT BOAT, TRAILER, 20 H.P. Volvo 
motor, gos tank and spore wheel for 
trailer. Info, coll: 656-9620. 02/05
PANDORA'S CLOSET SALE continues 
thru January. Great savings on all 
winter garments. Spring consignments 








Jan. 6 winner of a $30 gift 
certificate was M. Croft of 
Henry Ave. in Sidney. 
ANSWERS: FINAL, CAMPUS, 





TOASTER OVEN with rotisserie, work- 
ing order. $20. 656-3291.03/03
MEN'S SKI BOOTS, Kostinger, size 8'A. 




OLD COUNTRY RENTALS 
9773-5thSt. 656-5541
ALUMINUM SHORT BOX CANOPY, 
63"x76". Good condition. First SI 25.00 
takes it. 656-4789. 03/03
WANTED: antique and collectible 
dealer buys; porcelain figurines, 
silver, crystal, furniture, glassware, 
china, dolls, toys, jewellry, Indian ar­
tifacts, paintings or what hove you? 
One article or houseful 652-5040.
 04/03/88
NANCY'S MOBILE HAIRDRESSING wilt 
do your hair in your home at your con­
venience. Mondoy-Friday, 9-5. Coll 
Nancy anytime, 384-6190.03/06
J. WOOD ELECTRIC hot water heater, 
40 gallon, two elements, each 3,000, 
one yeor old, $100. 655-4046. 03/04
WILL PAY $1,100 fi UP for Eaton's '/4 
century rectangular wristwotch. Also 




TEAKWOOD TABLES, 4 chairs and buf- 
fet. Asking $450.00. 383-1369. 03/05
mmic SIGNS
PIANO LESSONS. Register now for spr­
ing. Highly skilled experienced 
teacher has a few openings. .Classical 
qnd/or popular. All methods including , 
R.C.M. or Suzuki: ' Mrs. Doney, 656- 
^060. ■ , 02/05'’'
NEED TO MAKE A STATEMENT? Give 
directions? Advertise? Add artwork to 
your decorating ideas? . . . Itty Bitty 
Sign Shop con help you. All hand let­
tered signs, design, artwork. Luonn, 
''656i8710:ii/'--‘«ft ■ 03/06.''
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MARKET? 
For $129. per week we con place your 
Classified Ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which ore delivered each week to' 
more than one million homes
ULEFOS AIRTIGHT HEATER. Used one 
season. Excel lent condition. 
Economical method of heating. 656- 
2746. 03/03
WANTED — iF YOU HAVE a tea wagon 
or on exercise bike that you ore no 
longer using, our Seniors could use 
them. Pleose phone 655-3475. 02/05
BENCH GRINDER, landscape roke, 
lawn roller, fertilizer broadcaster. 652- 
1969. 03/03
LAZERWORLD COMPACT DISC and 
Nintendo video gome rentals and 
soles. Landmark Bldg., 656-1215. 03/TF
SMALL BMX BIKE. Suit 5-6 year old. 
656-9488. 03/03
PIANO LESSONS from qualified per­
former / teacher for all levels. 
Register now for winter / spring term. 
Introductory session free. Sidney 
studio. Contact Megumi Otani, 655- 
3175. 03/06
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply, 
call qur Classified Department at 656-; 
1151 for details. 11/tf
ACORN FREE-STANDING stove. Trim 
Gym. Reosonoble. 656-5768. 03/03
WANTED: LAWN BOWLING bolls set, 
size 0 and 3, phone 727-6050. 03/03
AMERICAN COCKER SPANIEL puppies, 
registered, excellent temperment. 
652-2645. 02/05




DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. 
Phone 656-6656. 15/tf
INDIAN SWEATERS at wholesale 
prices. Expert workmanship and 
numerous designs to choose from. For 






10% O.A.P. DISCOUNT 
New Construction, Color Changes 
FREE ESTIMATE — RESIDENTIAL 





• Husqvsrna • Pioneer • Toro 
• Shlndalwa • Jocabsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Park Road 
656-7714
HIDE A BED COUCH, $65.00; choir, 
$20.00.656-0527. 02/05
MOVING — GOLD FRIDGE and stove, 
$450.00; green and beige hide-a-bed, 
$200.00; beige and brown sofa. 656- 
5998. 03/03
BASEMENT SALE. Propane cook stove, 
wicker furniture, refrigerator, 20 years 
of collections. Sot and Sun. 9-4 p.m. 













The Engine Professionals' 
Welding and straightening 
of Aluminum Heads, etc.
655-3737
10134 Mcdonald Park Rd.





25 words for $129 will reach 
more than 690,000 homes 
through more than 70 community 
newspapers in B.C, and 
;the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
Buy/Lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call for pro-approved 




EDUCATIONAL GARDENING HELP WANTED
RO-IM PAINTING. 656-8911. 48/ TF
PROFESSIONAL lady" P^^^^
Ing SIdnwy or»d disfricli. No job too big 







• LICENSED MECHANICS •SOAVSTOSEnVEVOO TUNE UPS* BRAKES* LUBRICATION
• TIRES • BATTERIES
• SECURITY MUFFLER
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS 




, CYRIl PruMEAU.OWNC R
$1 Down leases a new car or 
truck. Seven Year warranty. 
Payrnenl.'i Ifom $90/(no • 
$139/mo O.A.C Call lease 
manager at (604)465-0931. 
DL5584
Overweight? Ground Floor 
opportunity all Canadian 
products. Open House sem­
inars in major centres across 
Canada during January. Call 
Calorad Business Opporluni- 
ty 1 (.116)332-5000 (or limes, 
dates and places. ______
w •. • • • o • « «
Pure h a s 0 / L. e a s e / R i) n t • 
Volkswagen, Audi, Cam- 
pots, Ruses. Our Commit­
ment 18 the lowest prices in
B. C.. lor Volkswagon-Audi.
C, U1 1-800.663.9.'J49, CapE 
iano Volkswagen, 1151 Mar­
ino Drive, Nnrtli Vancouver, 
D1..6066
BERTMORR6Y 
PLUMBING A HEATING 
NmConsiniclIon and Repairs 
10410 All Boy Rd., Sidnoy 
Phono 656-1500
l: ROOFING
SUN MOUNTAIN ROOFING, All types 
of r»»ld«ntlal roaflng, Froo oitlmoles. 














2S2(I D«v»n Ave,. Sldntiy
,Co]
LeaspiBuy dlfect from lac- 
lorv fleet broker, Spociali* 
sing ('nrij Ti-ilCks LOW Pav-
numir,, l-asy Terms OAC. 
Cash hack, lor trades, Call 
Doug .Perry Collect 327- 
0431 016665?:
Be your own boss. Earn 
money as lull/parl time dea* 
let of beautiful Eelskin 
goods (wallets, handbags, 
brielcasea), No investment, 
no sales .OKporience toquir* 
ot) Start immediately. For 
kit, tnoil name, address, 
$lfi, chr*qu(*/MO (deduct­
ible from order) to: Charis- 
tna, Dept AA21 205-269 
Midpark Wav S-E,. Calgary, 
Alta, T2X 1 M2.
Cook For A Career, Gradu­
ates of our Professional Cul­
inary Training Program are 
employed In the most presti­
gious osl.iblishments in B.C. 
Full-tirno, six month course 
starts March 7, 1900.
Government assistance
avtPl.nhle, Write or r;tll for 
brochure: Pierre Dubrulle 
Culinary School, 1522 West 
8th Avenue, Vancouver, 
B.C., V6J 4R0. 738-3155. 
Diploma correspondence. 
Free calendar. High School 
upgrading, accounting, man- 
a g 0 m e n I, a d m I n I a 1 r a 11 o n, 
Becrolarial, computers Es- 
tahlishod 1964. National Col­
lege, 444 Robson, Vancou­
ver, 680-4913 toll tree 1-BOO-
Greenhouse & Hydroponic 
equipment, supplies. Every­
thing you need. Best quality, 
super low prices. Groon- 
houso $175., Halides $115, 
Over 3,000 products In 
slock! Send $2 for info pack 
ft Free magarine to Western 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
3N9. 1-604-082-6636.
Lease Operators. Positions 
Available lor Qualified oper­
ators interested in purchas­
ing fully rigged highway 
tractors under a fleet pro­
gram. Financing package 
available, Minimum $10,000 
investment required. Phono 





Trucks, Pickups, Suburbans, 
Hia/ers, Van,s (Almost 
Wholesale), Those are now 
units, Credit approval by 
phone, Call Collect North 
Vaf>coiivf)r 907-5'231, Talk 
only to John Cralne. 
D.L,8164.
Start Today 10 Innovative 
ways to earn monoy at homo 
that anyone can do. S.A.S.E 
to Emerald Ltd, 7200 
Bridge St., Richmond, B.C.
VbY 2$/.
FORSALE^MISC.
Lighting Fixtures. Wosiorn 
Canftdfi'!5 largost display. 
Wholesale and retail, Free 
Catalogues avail,able, Nor- 
burn Cighliog Centre, -1600 
East Hflsllngn Street, Bur­




EDNL Is Seeking a distribu­
tor In your area NOW (or the 
Internationally Acclaimed 
Heal Machine, The Heal 
Machine is 6" square, 1500 
watts, 5200 DTU'S • 110 
elec, outlet, power costs
15 SECRETARIALSERVICES
BtllAlULE TYPING SIRVICE.
•4 hulp for fill kind* of typing, Coll 
Melttn 6136-49)5. 33/if
TYPfMO SERVICIS, Typing, typeioltlfn, 
& word procMiiing, Hoktirnok, luiltiik, 
to manutcripit i booki. fi«Ti»oeobltt 
I'atbii. nig or nmutl. w« da Ihnm till 
6S6-6466. ...........................Ot/TF
COMPLETE 




WiNDAftlE TYPING SrRVlCf. 10 yrs 
•xpvTlonr:*, l«ll«ri, tonlfocl*, nipoiti, 
guorontetHf 24 hour lurir 
nrmmd »lm«. Pkk-wp ;*ed dwlivimry fer 
Sottnkh p*nintyla f#i»d<*nt*. Coll 655- 
))64. 02/13








fS inoio OAt AFIAN
Cash In • Ctisli Out Coke, 
Pepsi, Libby's, Hein/ - 
world larr\ous drinks. You 
will relill m your now. uni­
que cuirj pop/juice vendors 
with sfiparaie price setlmg. 
Mini m 1/ m t e v e s t rn e r* I 
Sn.'jBO r.ccurf.;a as wc sup
ply freight equiprrieni in- 
statlmed in locatloris, pro­
duct fills, Supplies, etc Own 
yrjur own business, your 
(..ru/icc, p-ifi -ijr (uii'umi!, 
Call/Wriie .(24 hotjrs)- for 
broclrure. Solar Du9tnft.ss 
Centres,. 100 East Drive, 
Suije ^200:, ^BromAiee, Ont. 
I„, irf * ii.ij fw'l . I t (-4
701-5705
approx, .05c nrrr hr Never a 
Thermostat con-
OH SIGNS
HRITfSH lUROPfAN MOTORS, Pert* 
ot^d mr^ice for ad ImpoMl. 10174C 
MtDoeold Fork ftd, 655 1151, 49, If
............R«g«,uy
ttrougharm Imrnacutaiw, (i»lly •quip- 
pad, 40,000 krn. Exlandad worronty 
went i-m't. fam. 6«»«,4i»4i,
02.-05
Well esiabliahod retail Bak- 
ery/C(/t!ef.r Shtip In m,'ijor 
nnnt'ipinri mat I in Otbsons 
B,C Yo-ifly S,Hij‘s over 
$i:i0,000. Askmg 180,000.
Fhcmu 666;337a after 1,00
pm
fire ha/ard, 
irciiled, etc, Will hoat-up to 
600 sq.ft of area ea. 100 s of 
uses. Five year guarnrdoo. 
F'hi'>ines«i Is boom'uiQ, Total 
investment covered by pro- 
tiutl, No ottiur foes whatso­
ever. Invest $3,200 or more 
dfipondmq on atTiai.ml of 
Heal Machines you pur­
chase. Full or pari-time,
ftfinfi ter yrjur .-mpiicntlno
tniiay. You won't be sorry, 
This In a long term business 
opportunity. E D N L ; 
1400-1500 West Georgia 
Var^rem/er R C vrec?
2Z(j or call (604]6a2-70r>0.
A Free Hunting, Fishing, 
Camping Catalog ($6,00 
value), Send your expired 
hunting or fishing license 
(Photocopy acceptable) and 
S.I.fi. will mad a free 410 
page (over 6,500 items) An­
nual Sportsman Catalog. 
S.l R. Mail Order, Dept. 
194, 1863 Burrows Avenue, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R2X 
2V6. Offer expires February
....... ■■........ '.....
Great Gifts For Chddroni 
Casey and Finnegan Now On
Live Editor Wanted. Simply 
put, we want let publish an 
aggressive, entorlaining but 
hard hilling newspaper 
IbnI's a must read (nr every­
one In our community. The 
only thing we lack is a 
matching editor; W« odor a 
solid career opportunity, 
good salary, full benefits 
and erlilorial freedom in 
B.C,'3 banana-bolt. Hush 
your rosurno, references and 
salary expectations to; The 
Publisher, Box 220 c/o, 
BCYCNA, 012-207 West 
Hastings St. Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B 1H7.
Seminars at home! Self im­
provement, Chart your fut­
ure. Stfonglhen communica­
tion. Improve confidence 
and bo In control. Program 
listing, Witty Training Con­
sultant Ltd,, C306, 100.
RR1, 100 Mile House. B.C, 
VQK 2E0, (004)791-6456, 
REAL estate"".......
Telephone Answering Ser­
vice Surrey $67,000 R.V. 
Park and rexidencf! Hoprx, 
$13!),000, Motel Penilcton, 
14 units and pool, $2'/5,000 
Ron Masjaros, R,I,A. 534- 
7491, 858-9035, NRS Block 
Bros.
Okanagan iakovlow property
GM Dealer requires Imme- 
diaiely Journoyman Mech­
anic GM experience, elec- 
tflcnl speciatlnt,, an asset, 
Must bo ticketed. Phone 
37B-9255 or write to Murray 
Scollon, Box 1540, Merritt, 
B.C. VOK 2B0,
three adjoining parcels 
1,95 acres. 1-Oldortotalling ... , ___
(our Bedroom, 1-3 bedroom 
and '0 acres building lot, 
$150,000 plus assume small 
rnorigago. Box 402, Surn- 
merland, B.C. VDH 1Z0.
Summer resort employment
sjnyjcEs,._^_^_
ICBC owe you money (or 
personal Injury? Vancouver
opportunity Inlormallon, All
in tr ' •*
lawyer Carey Linde (since 
1972) '
Vider/u, $?4 (iftrea piu*! $4 00 
illpostage and handling. B.C. 
residents add lax. .Visa 
or Mastercard. 1-0OO-6O3- 
7331,
provincofi Free Informa- 
borv Send name, address 
and phone rnimber to: Inter- 
naliunal Employimml Ser­
vice, Box 940, Vernon. n,C 
VII l)Mt5
has Free Information, 
Phono 1-604.7/90. Second 
Opinions GLiidly Given,
I CO C'injury'' "c laims?cil I 
Dale Caff'H:irr:s • 20 years a' 
trial lawyar with live years 
medical school before law. 0- 
669-4922 (Vancouver) Ex-
Clock Mnlofs, Haedx. Nnm- 
hers, Dials, Resm Hangers 
elc, Sale of finished burl 
cibLks lableii. Dry raw burl
slab*, O'Forpuson, 23537-40 
' eimieAve . I m l y 
7HO, 530-42,54,
n A VTA
Autcom Disifibuling iniro- 
SaiBlllio
Custom Picture Framing 
Business; For Sale for Buj 
crealive side of you* WtM 
r.iM lerix rr .xx-tre ri
evenings. Box 1020, Fort 
t4«dspn,J.C.vpCJR0,
Is there an Importfinl AnnI- 
vfimary cnrning up m yniir 
Family or Community? 
V/ouid yOu tike to Record 
lbi*i Once In Your Lifetime 
Occasion with Custom rnada 
Family nr Community CalAh- 
dars?.For T ree Sample and 
information wrilo to. Plus
Box 310, Alrjargrove, B C. 
VOX IPO.
duces MA/COM ...............
ambler fully activalod 
$l?f»(» Rngern Pay TV, 
Gabla OMcramblar $279, 
fully aclivaifid, Fully warran- 
Uifid.,ft52.1547,
A Sales Droiim, Muitl-mll- 
hull dulliir mtotiitiliLinai turn 
seeks two representatives in 
your area that seek incomes 
of up fo $B(K)-160C,) -r week­
ly, No tJIrpcI soiling Involv- 
taJ. .Uimiy llHittrtI bubuittws, 
set your own hours. Training 
nllttl
prjriencod in iiorid injury arid
p(,





Oldtlme Fiddle and Country 
Mutilc • Ttio HlnrJ you hover 
find |ri stores imymore Frse
Mail Order CaialoQuo. The » R,. ^ j w n ^ r$ F$ n 4
Mount Albert. 6bt. LOG 
1M0,
Posdion available, due to 
tnvrtner rebromcnt, m 
lishi'd pr.ii(.tit,',i) in .f>mlthiuH, 
0,G, Applicants mu,«1 be 
C.O A. gradualou with nrrv- 
erai venrs of pubhr; practice 
expofience and proferrabty
nlhf-r m«|rir riaims Perrent. 
a_Qij_ toea ayailjble.
T ravelI
\/ a ri f 0 u V e I G o’ i' - A - Way’ 
Floart of Downtown Abbols- 
tofurui. Hegis HoteiiH. Clean 
comlor table raorns, Color 
TV. direct dial phono, collee 
shop/pub. Close to shop- 
umu/bus. Wrwkly role from 
$175 t'.Hiy horn 135. Call 
tull-free )-0OO-663-17('XJ, 
Bring This Ad, Elfwiive 
ifitoughoul April 3OfB0,
rskidf*! Lake Louise, Can- 
jirla's ravofile, fias six 
nightti/five day ski holidays 
from $102 per peison/quarJ
poflundle*. Apply box feoV, 
Smlthers, B.C, VOJ ~2N0.
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REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
SIAMESE SEALPOINT KITTENS. Trained, 
reody for a loving family. 655-1765. 
' 03/03
Si L0ST&FOUND
LOST: men's bifocal glasses in leather 
case, in Beocon Plaza. (Approx. 2-3 
wks. ogo.) 655-1702. 52/03
FOUND: GRAY, SHORT-HAIRED male 
cat, white bib, belly and paws. Third 
St., Sidney. 655-3664.02/04 
FOUND: A PIECE OF JEWELLE^"^
Centenniol Pork. Coll 652-4338. 02/03
large tabby cat, lost seen evening 
Janury 10 running down Piercey after 
having been hit by truck. Please phone 




GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL 
to the entire province? Through our in­
novative Blanket Classified Advertis­
ing progrom, we can place your 
classified ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
coll our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. We con even arrange 
to have your Classified Ad appear in 
more than 500 community newspapers 
across Canada. Your message will 
reach more than 3.2 million homes.
11 / tf
EARN $10-$20/HR. in your own 
janitorial route. Full or part-time from 
$1800 down O.A.C. Call President at 
385-2555. 02/05
NO RUN NO JUMP Fitness Class, Mon.,
7 p.m., Mt. Newton School; Wed., 7 
p.m., Brentwood School. Also Wed., 
10:00 a.m. with babysitting, 10030 
Third St., Sidney; and Men., 10 a.m. at 
Silver Threads. First class is free, then 
$2.00 drop in or $1.66 with tickets. 652- 
0509.____________________ 02/03
elite DANCE AND GYMNASTIC CLUB 
with enrollment of 200 storts new ses­
sion Jan. 11th. Offers popular com­
bination dance classes for 3-12 year 
olds. Teen and adult tap/jazz classes 
for beginners/advanced. Also gym­
nastics ot Sidney and Keoting Schools 
for 4 year olds advonced. Coll Pom, 
652-0689.  01/01
ANTIQUES AND”cbLLECTABLEs7?l^
market. Cobble Hill Hall, Cobble Hill. 
B.C. Feb. 20th, 9 o.m. to 5 p.m. Ph. 
727-6299 for info. 03/07
PANDORA S CLOSET SALE continues 
thru Jonuory. Great sovings on all 
winter garments. Spring consignments 
in mid-February. 9783 3rd St. 656 6421. 
.. ...,„03i03
NOW FORMING: Personol 
Effective Communication in 
Pro-
GROUPS
Growth, __ _ _________
Relationships, Stress Reduction, 
fessionol guidance; confidentiality 
protected. Jack Thornburgh, M.A. 656- 
3837.  03/06
DANCE AT VICTORIA Singles Happen­
ing, Sot. Jon, 23, Da Vinci Centre, 9 
p.m. to 1 o.m. $5.00 ot Hillside, Har­
bour Square molls, Bob's Boots. No 
tickets ot the door. 384-5789, 384-6196. 
Non-smoking donee, Feb. 27, informa- 
>ion os in above. 03/03
Pitch-in
PERSONALS
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week. 33/tf
COUNSELLING for families and in- 
dividuols of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. 33/tf
‘OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver
'Threads Lounge, 10030 Resthoven Dr., 
-Sidney. Mon.'s - 8 p.m. For further in- 
fo. 656-9549 or 474-4353.45/tf 
SPECIAL, SPECIAL — your individual 
complete horoscope. Planets, ascen­
dant, houses plus your 12 month 
iforecast, 18 computerized pages. In- 
Uteod of $25 - now $15. Send birthdate, 
ttime, place and cheque or moneyorder 
‘to: ASTROCHART, Box 7452, Depot D., 
(Victorra,' B.C. V9B5B8. 01/08
joinys!
ENGAGEMENTS
POMERLEAU/COLLINS: Mr. & Mrs. L.R. 
Pomerleau happily announce the 
engogement of their daughter Lara 
Michelle to Gregory Dana Collins, son 
of Mrs. Sheila Collins. The wedding 









Highest Daily Deposit Rates 
(8.05% this week), full 
brokerage service at our 





747 Fort SI., Suite 510, Victoria
EROTIC VALENTINE CHOCOLATES. 
X-rated designs to order. Send cheque 
/ money order / Visa or M/C for $9.99 
plus $3.00 postage and handling to: 
Erotic Chocolate, P.O. Box 5598, Sta­
tion B, Victoria, B.C, VOR 654, Adults 
only. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery, 
bock gu£rantee^_ _____ 93/^3
THEYUKKIES













See the Piping In of 
the Haggis 
Sponsors-—





We invite your 





P.O. Box 1000, 
Saanichton, B.C. 
VOS 1 MO.
Funds needed to fund costly, 
mixlorn, medical equipment 
not financed by Governments, 
THANK YOU
SAVE yOuR USED SIAMPS
SquGfc» UofKM Aihotialion ”
-ifonnpt. PnKtpfydf to COHCffff 
rurul. D(0(1 thrt(H.oH at the Revi<iw_
50 1*
PENINSULA COMAMJNITY ASSOCtAT- 
ION THBir-'V SHOP. Hew nome * new 
look • »ofoo goo<f nervite. VoHiriteei 
fun rur,d« nnnffrr'tnd »1(H' no ll'O 
Pimlniiulft to ptovido ifttvifes to (otoi 
f«»ld«nl*: Thw shop oppieriolB* V®'-'"' 
donotion* ol 0PP''f"'«**;
lujustthul.j lt.»/ns- Uf'hleyj e»r C®" 
f.V, 3111 *0 OffOnfj* fnfwnrOeilt P'fV 
or dellvnr to 9/bl Jrd SC. '-»klt»ey. 
thonk you for your ♦oppotU A p*®’ 
prom lupportlnq 1h« Pi»nln«wlci 
munily A»«HU-itu>n,.. , ,. ......... .P ■
.FACIAL MASSAGE ... reloxoM).
luveftolino- Avoltabla now «t Maii«»
Salon*.’Pbq»« book in
count prire*. 655-.'Wy»4. 03 w, ,
211
LAND ACT
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY 
FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND 
In Land Recording District of Vic­
toria and sItuated'Canoe Cove, 
North Saanich.
Take notice that F.D. Kartwick, ot 
Victoria, occupation Professor in­
tends to apply for a licence of oc­
cupation of the following described 
lands; Commencing at a post 
plantedt (orshore, lot A. section 21, 
range 3E, North Saanich, Plan 
21846.
The purpose for which the disposi­
tion Is required Is; private moorage 
facilities.
F. David A. Harlwick 
Comments concerning this applica­
tion may be made to the Ministry 
Forests 4 Lands, 851 Yates SI., Vic­







I have a buyeb.

















ARE YOU SELLING YOUR 
HOME?
INSIST ON A SECOND 
OPINION OF VALUE.
CALL GORDON TEWS 
477-5353 DAYS 652-5098 EVES.
ADVANCE PUBLIC NOTICE 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS
Pursuant to Section 26 ol the 
“Highway Act", notice is hereby given 
that load lestrictions may be placed, 
on short notice in the near (uture, on 
all highways on Vancouver Island (and 
Gutt Islarrds). Restrictions will be im­
posed as cortditions warrant.
The restrictions will limit vehicles to 
70% or 50% ot legal axle weights, as 
allowed under the regulations pur­
suant to the Commercial Transport 
Act.
All term overload permits ate invalid for 
the duration ol the restrictions.
The public, and trucking and transpor- 
tatkxi ccxnpanies, should govern 
themselves accordingly.
Your co-c^ration in adhering to the 
above regulations will be appreciated. 
D. P. Doyle, P. Eng.
Regional Director, Highways.
For: Ministry of Transportation 
& Highways 
Dated: January 7,1988 
At; Victoria, B.C.





THINKING OF SELLING? 
LOOKING FOR THAT 
SPECIAL PROPERTY? 
WONDERING WHAT YOUR 






REAL ESTATE SERVICE 




ELITE OCEAN-AREA SPLIT LEVEL CEDAR Contem­
porary. Mrs. Clean care, on 2 acres, in serene seclu­
sion. Cheery hearth, skylights, decorator upgrades, 
formal dining room, study. 3 BR/2.5 baths, shake 
roof, city water. ALSO * Partially finished basement 
'Modern kitchen 'Foyer 'Greenhouse window 'Easy- 
care landscaping 'Family room 'Near bus 'High ceil­
ings 'Hardwood floors 'Quiet street 'Electric heat 
'Wood windows 'Workshop. THIS HOUSE IS A MUST 




This cozy three bedroom home rests on 2.21 acres of 
treed land. Dream kitchen with solid oak cabinets and 
wood stove. Some features include thermopane win­
dows throughout, extra insulation in interior walls, 60 
gallon hot water tank. 1300 sq. ft. deck facing south, 
stream through property, 2x6 construction, oak 
moldings and an 60 acre park behind property. School 
bus for Deep Cove, North Saanich and Parkland is five 
minutes away on Landsend Road. Move up to Land- 
send Estates and enjoy the peace the tranquility of 
country living.
REDUCED T0$106,900
Valley view, 3 BR family home 
with inlaw suite. Close to 
school, shopping & bus. A lot 






A country Ranch-type In secluded setting. Needs 
minor finishing. Cedar/stone exterior, raised Ranch on 
2 acres, just one owner. Quiet street, great family 
area, 2 fireplaces, electric heat, skylight entry, 
carpeting, master suite, sunken living room, formal 
dining room, modern kitchen, 3 bedrooms, 2 balhs, 
most kitchen appliances included, thermal windows, 
main level laundry, Bay window, full length deck, 
shake roof, well wafer. Also 'Open basement. Ground 
level ent ry on bot h main floor and basement,
• ■7- > i
RAISE HORSES OR 
RACE HORSES 
$219,000
Situated close to Sandowne race track on over 17 
fenced acres with corral, riding ring and several out 
buildings including bams, horse stalls, tack room and 
more. 2 story bungalow with country kitchen, wood 
stove In living room and full basement. House is in 
need of some repairs and value is mainly in land and 
excellent location. May be possible to purchase adja­
cent 19 acres for expansion purposes. This is a golden 
opportunity for smart buyer.
DISTINGUISED ESTATE 
$249,000
Country splendor, Stucco/wood English Traditional 
portectly sited on i ,94 acres, with torost greenery. In- 
lorcom sysiorn, 4 fireplaces, wood panelling, maid's 
room, thermal glass, bay windowri, circular drive, 5 
BR/3 5baihs PLUS 'Easy-care landscaping 'Master 
suite 'Eioctrorilc door opener '2-car garage 'Family 
room with woi bar 'Groonhouso 'Amusomant room 




Spill level contemporary (ealurlng convenient master 
suite. Stucco exterior and mountain views. Great (ami­
ty area, 2 fireplaces, electric heal, Casablanca fan, 
carpeting, walk-ln closet In master bedroom, modern 
kitchen, 3 bedrooms, 2V» baths, finished basement, 
tec-room, side drive, easy-caro landscaping, shako 
roof, PLUS ‘Near ovorylhlng GREAT VALUE AND 
GREAT LOCATION IN CENTRAL SAANICH, take over 
Immediately Call now, '
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
Some people take 
months to sell 
Their house , . .
I To sell yours it 
lakes just WEEKS 
callJACK WEEKS 
I MAKE HOUSE CALLSl 
656-2587
iBSil,.,











Vaulted ceilififls accont this inviting Country rambler, 
Codnr split level. Great family area. tMecironIc door 
rxvmer, elecironic heat. Casatstunca Ian. vaulted ceil­
ings, skylights, study, country kitchen: 3 bedrooms, 3 
baths,, ihermal v/indoiws, wood burmrvo stove, woed 
vvindc'v/fi, grer/n hnuse window, city water, ALSO 
'Fruit trees ’R V. pad ’Convenient location ’Garden 
•Dock 'Family '2-ciif garage, l,.fX.:ATED IN 
RHNNV DFFP COVE. Call nowl
CLASSIFIED
in-if* -I r-« ’
Usju- I I a I
TOP-STATUS CALIFORNIA 
RANCHER $154,900
Elegani cedar homo, Skytlghta, 3 Ijodrooms, 2Vg 
baiha, custom Winds, fihako roof, PLUS 'Family room 
•Great lamlly area 'Eiacironic door opener 'Sunken 
IMng roryti ‘^-cor gafage ’’Wear recr#»|ipn 'Wood 
Iximing stove 'One year oW *Eat-iri kitchon, 
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NORTH AMERICA’
GREAT FAMILY HOMES
NO. 1 — Waterviews, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 level. Easy to 
inlaw. Fantastic buy at only $96,9T0.
NO. 2 — Very private bact^ard, office on main, 3 bedrooms, 
2/2 baths, family room, great kitchen with eating area. A 
good buy for the family who needs room and appreciates 
quiet & privacy. ML 22289.
NO. 3 — Split level delight in a nice part of Sidney. 3 








Remember me? I work for 
Free until your house is sold.
5 ACRE HOBBY FARM $184,500 
4 BR family home, spotless condition, new flooring, on 5 
level acres, part treed, barn and workshop, fruit trees, 
garden area. For details phone us now!
REDUCED! BEST BUY IN SIDNEY!
Large, comfortable 3 BR split with family room, fenced yard, 
quiet cul-de-sac in area of newer homes and only one block 
to beach. Try your offer on $119,900.
PAM OR BOB KING 
656-3257
NRS BLOCK BROS. 
REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
;• 11"^ ’ ir'? " .!>; TalfiVi.w' SUVlfTK*
CHILDREN’S DELIGHT 
PARENTS’TOO!
An attractive property In a good family area. Situated on 
quiet cul-de-sac next to a park. Neighbourhood has 
underground services and well maintained properties, 
House has 4 bedrooms, 2 baths and rocreatlpn room. Lois 
of cupboarda and storage, Yard is fenced with tool shed 
altito, enclosed garage. Don't wait in 08! Call lotiay
MARTEN HOLST 
656-7887





The cozy feeling of this 5 bdrm. family home will tickle you to 
your toes and keep your family happy for years. Centrally 
located to all schools and just minutes to town centre this is 
super value. Over 2200 sq. ft. with 3 baths, den. family room 
with woodstove, insert in living room and electronic security 
system. Extra large lot (83x120) is well landscaped and easy 
to care for. View now and make your offer to $102,900.
MAKE YOUR OFFER
Let’s make a deal says the owner. Located in West Sidney, 
neat as a pin, fully finished and ready to enjoy. Features in­
clude 3 bdrms., 2 bathrooms, sunken living room with wood 
stove and brick feature wall, separate laundry, spacious 
family room and fenced rear yard with garden shed. Call me 
now to view.





656-5584 — 655-1495 
Put 18 years of Real Estate 
Experience to work for you.
STAKE YOUR CLAIM. . .
On this super brand new rancher in Sidney. Home is 1350 
sq. ft. with 3 bedrooms, separate dining room, spacious kit­
chen with bright eating area and single garage. Extras in­
clude covered patio, arched brick fireplace, ensuite bath, 
brick planter in tiled entry, second private patio with sliding 
glass doors off mstr. bedroom and roughed in vacu flo. A lot 













WOODED CHARM - 2.21 ACRES 
$129,900
Como out to Landsend and smell Iho country air, This home 
offers throe bcdiooms, 2 baths. lirorrnBl glass, dishwasher/- 
dryor included S wood burning stove, May have protential lor 
subdivision. Call now for personal showing, MLS 22724 
T640
WOOD CREEK LOT 
$59,900
Drive up in the evening and watch Iho sun sol over this one 
acre treed lot. Make an appit. with me today and Irjt's .start 
building! T608
i am in need of starter or rettrernont homes, Should you bo 
confemplntlng a move prlnaRo call for profeesional and per­
sonal serviced
Office 656-5584 656-0349
lOVtlV ONI Mrm, condominium for 
stilu 1m DIuw VV«Im(», UiUiiMy,
VVrlr# p.O. Bo* Morion C, Vie 
♦orlo, B,C. V8P 5U Of toll collutl M- 
.’b’Mfnoogonlt). 0r.m4
OlOSIIOUS UIACH, %m v|*vy«, tuniot*, 
Ardmor*'* boil — dirocrty 
oc««iHbl* wtrot* rhii food (mm fills 
t*rtl»f»|lor*ol (bold tor mtiny ytwuuj .fl/fl 
otf« r*ody>rp-buitd lovoly prnpttrly, 
omooflisl fin* bomos, IflV.OOO (l»rms). 
Act now, eolng up In iwirly tVftlt. Jim
•Hr**-*' l» f* t, mfYi.
IIM.'" ' .........." "'■'"'bi/oa
pONIV TOWNHOUSE (OR SAlf. 3
i.iii lrT,, i V, budiii. vvuik»ltM^i, (tiMiC«,d
yard, tbildron OK, p«n OK. No ogrmts
03/05
OfTN HOUS£. Sun, 2.4 p.m, 1VM.2 1200 
f* 3 fiP rofttbur. Ht-rtliiafor r.P,, 
I Vi bafbi, soufb fating sundaek, fully 
f«»rw»d yard, Gr<i*ingloda fifao, Sidney. 
IMT.Oee 31OT Rfiitbouf Pork Way. AW
212 REAL ESTATE




SMAll, FUnWISHfD OFPICf fr.t t«nl in 
cenffally locnftrd bwiltling in Sidtmy. 
Aniveerlns and word pracon-
ing ofio ovotlttbln, N<» imoking AW, 
4.111 Mun.-f fi, 9-3 p,>n, 02,04
rupNi5Hrp"'‘H'boM...von" "mm in
b^rltaga henna, two block# from 
dawntown Sidnay. .Snimbla for non-
VIV4or656.4551, a»k for Su» 03m,i
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
656-0131
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Saturday
RANCHER 
ON 1.21 ACRES
1. Spacious 3 bedroom ran­
cher under construction. 
Includes a further 1200 sq. 
ft. down with ground level 
entrance. Well treed and 
secluded and close to 
Sidney. $149,000.
2ACRES
2. Square, flat with creek run­
ning through. Water and 
sewer available. Keating 
area. $69,500.
20 ACRES
3. Drained, fenced and 
watered with original but 
updated farm house. Huge 
barn/stable and lots lots 
more. $295.00










Retire in Comfort at 
BRENTWOOD 
TOWER APARTMENTS
2 BDRM. SUITE 
1BEORM. SUITE
RenI Includes heat. T.V., 
parking, sauna, awirtpool. 
blllards, and wtorkahop.
10 min. io Sidney. 20 min. to 
Victoria. 90 suite complex on 4 
acres. Extra parking available.
Mr. & Mrs. Reeves
SIDNEY, FURNISHED ROOM to rent, 
9601 • 7th St. at Ocean St. $135. p/m, 
includes utilities, and is ocross from 
park. 49/08
SIDNEY. NEW 3 BDRM,, 1600 sq, ft. 
house. 5 oppl., 2’/t boths, family rm., 2 
F,P., doobio qorogo. No thru road. N/S 
ond no pets preferred. Avail, Fob. Isf, 
$850,00.656-6523, 03/03
BRENTWOOD TWO BDRM. APT. oblot 
adult oriented bldg. Close to all 
omonifios. No pots. $415, 652-5005, 
652:1884, 03/04
LARGE GROLIND LEVEL 2 bdrm; suite 
with F.P. All utilities included. No 
pots. SS'^Si'mon, Avail. Fob. Ut. iijO
...... ........ ......... ........... ;........ . 01/03
NICE 3 BDRM, up, plus lorn. rm. down. 
Two level homo. Unfurnished. Close fo 
oil transporlotion ortd school. N/S. No 
pen, 656-6091. 03/04
S P A CIO US E X E C U TIV E SIDNEY 
fownhouso, approx. 2,000 sq. ft,, 3 
bedrooms, double attorhed gorogo, 
privala londscapod garden, Stove 
fridge, drape* supplied. Non-smoking, 
no pets $750.00, Availoblo March Ut. 
655 1121. 03/04
IIS REAL ESTATE WANTED
WANTED TO BUY: a 2-3 bdrm. home 
with on assumctble mortgoge, Phone 
655-7065 . 52/03
WANTED TO RENT*'2'bedroom'house' 
for reliable working couple with 
mature son in the Soonlchfon/SIdney 
area, ot reosonoble rent. 652-5663,
02/09
WANfro'fo REisiT;'''For'^
trol Saonlch/Brentwood Boy, 3/4
bedroom house with goroge, 652-1719
02/05
WANTFU fORENT or'ront'topurc'hose; 
family wishes 1, 2 or 3 bdrm. house. 
Must be In North Sor.tnich municipality, 
Hondy with tools. Excellent 
relerenre* MJ.jrtW 02 05
WANTED TO RENT: Onr» bedroom opt, , 
unfurpuhed, by N.'r» lady, Reosonohte, 
655 3/At 02 <03
ilS muiiEHOMES
DELUXE IN LAW SUITE, 2 heriroom 
llrwphite, disitwasher, torporl. 
tforoge areo, $575,, Intludei oil 
utilitiei. Non-smoking Nochilrfren, no 
pats. Avoiloblw fab. Ist, 655-1068,
02/04
SPACIO'US,'" CLEAN..OWl" 'tEORObM
Suite Sooview. w-wiorpels, llfoplore,
MWii UtiUSikllsy ^.♦•♦*1 IkVt* , JtoHT- n»V








2-new ranchers located on cul 
de sac in new subdivision of 
custom homes, Underground 
services. Backs onto park. 
Large lots 57 x 148. Both 3 
br., 2 baths, on crawtspace. 
Double garages, skylites, fully 
landscaped. One 1210 sq. ft. 
at $113,900 & one 1260 sq. ft. 
at $115,900.
SIDNEY
2-new ranchers close to all 
amenities. One 1375 sq. ft. on 
crawlspace, with solid oak 
cabinets, marble fireplace, 
skylites, large windows. Both 




Great 2 br.. 2 bath, 1254 sq. 
ft. on heated crawlspace. 
Large kitchen with family 
room. Double garage. Mt. 
yiew in great area of Sidney. 
$99,900.
Don’t Forget to Phone 
Block Bros. Realty Ltd.





TO RENT: Non-smoking coupio with no 
children or pots require a fownhouse 
or homo by March or April 1, around 
Sidney area. 1-537-5607. 03/08
TOO LATE 
TO CLASSIFY
WILL THE LADY WHO REAR ENDED my 
wine Ford Foirmond, VGC 616 on Wod, ! 
Jon. 13 at app. 8:45 a.m. at Iho stop / 
sign at Sovonth and Beocon please I/- 
phono Mridellno ot 655 3863, 03 03
THE ROYAL CANADIAN^ TO^
Organists invites church music: com- i 
mittow* and musiclons to thtwe dil- '» 
feront electfonic cirissicol instruments 
progromi commemring ol 7; 15 p.m on - j 
Wednesday, Frrbtuory 3rd, For in- 
lormoflon call Carl Little 652.1013. 1
04-04 N
(KINO) ALTO SAXOPHONE in vary > 
good tondltlon, comcro with books, two ' 
lupnt, ond reeds. Also Bundy Clarinet '< 
with book*. $450 lor alto and $200 (or ) 
dorlnof. OBO. 652-9316: 6«i 6733,
^ ............... .......... . .... ........ 03,-'03 U
AVON, EARN $. runilotles and non- i? 
fertiforlol reprosentotlves notrded In 
Sidney, Deep Cover, Brentwood and') 
Soanichton, Invest $10.00. No Inven- 
lories to purchoso 600 excilirrg pro 
ducts Coll 477 1193. 03/03 ;!
Indlon Head spinner, $65; homemade
table loom, $27: manuol fypovvrller,
$12; Atlldos Hoccerr shoes, she 8;







10071 Bi rdth:* 
5t, Sidney, Occuponry Apr. 1, Only ;? 
$1,000 la join Two bedroom.'; 
$fl75/ma.; 3 bdrm $620: 4 bdrm .’r 
1660. Ulllltle* extra Monthly;* 
houstrholtf Inrorni* riupiitod: 2 tulrm , 
12250: 3 bdrm $2400 4 bdrm , $2533
Small pel allowed lot mote Itdotma- > 
tian ond applkallotr, phone Parlllcn 
Hciuslng .Advisory Aisotlollotr, 305-»'
2131/ 03/01
WANTED TO RENT) Furnlihed one 
b»tJrtK,w» apartment or hoosn to tore 
far. Wanted by married f-nuple, nrllve 
sealors. Sidney. Can move In rinyllme. 
656;IHiO_. _ 0,1/03
TO RENT,' physltloft seeks to rent 2-3 
Imdraom rharoctef home In rural sel­
ling, preferably mat KM, Newton 
orea. .1fi4-7942 03/(Wi
WANTib.TO 'rent; "'For..AjtrM "lit"'in
Sidney/North Sannkh. Respanslblw 
uwui iumiiy. net. uvun. UrfU-fra'r,
. .........................   03/05
two dUWM, BASfcMfcNI SOIlfcv 
available Imrcredlaloly, south faring, 'v 
private enlrnncw. flroplarn, oil ulllltlns 'j 
Inrluded washer and dryer fblld • 
welrome. No (lels, Nan-smoker J 
$450.00. OS/r 0265. 03. 0.3 ;
rOIJN'b'o'N''N'd'R'’IM'siDl''ai'Ait'vHy'''br. .J 
an Ebor Terrace a gift-wrapped piirral ■; 
II was' In middle ol rood, 6Mi-ll5l.
03<03 5
CHl'STf REICLD' '' 'and'" " CHAIR.""(ruil); 'I'
$175.00. 652-3796. 03/03 5
BAUBAU HA I tCKllCItON, WJ hot* 
656-9416. 03/01j
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Disaster: How ready is the Peninsula?
: People don’t like to think of 
disasters happening. But if an 
earthquake, tidal wave or major 
disaster hit, the Provincial 
Emergency Program (PEP) is 
ready to spring into action.
Sidney and North Saanich 
area co-ordinator Dick
Reynolds says that if the Penin­
sula suffered a major disaster 
today the community would 
survive the first 72 hours 
without the benefit of outside 
help.
Those participating on the 
emergency committee for PEP
include police and fire chiefs, 
municipal employees and 
volunteers.
They all chip in to provide 
food, clothing and shelter to 
people left homeless in a major 
disaster.
“This is s high earthquake
risk area,” commented Brenda 
Clarke, North Saanich PEP 
secretary.
Reynolds says there are a few 
major incidents which could go 
wrong and would require 
assistance from the emergency 
program.
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THIS PROPERTY IS SUITABLE FOR 
BOATWORKS, TRUCKERS, CAR 
BUFFS or COTTAGE INDUSTRY 
in 2 adjoining super sized garages. Older, spacious bungalow, on 
3/4 acre, has been updated: 5 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, oak floors 
and SUPERB OCEAN views from breakfast area. $119,500
PAT COLLETT
-- ^ —JN'I^lpTORIA-'-' - —
ON NORTFTSHELBOURNE
3 bedrooms, full basement with 2 bedroom in-law. Subdivision ap­
proval of one lot from this beautiful property is now “in the works". 
Take over for $129,000 and thereby reduce your housing cost.
PAT COLLETT
CURTEIS POINT
Privacy, custom built, with delightful dining room, 3 bedrooms plus 




In North Saanich close to Sidney with possible future sulxJivision;
(1) A large rancher on 4,09 acres with stables and track (or horses, 
$365,000
(2) A 5 bedroom, two level imme on 2 if. .acres, with mived farming 
In progress. $261,000
PAT COLLETT
WANTED! FRIENDLY PERSON 
with car parts e.xpoifence to purchrjse a growing business in 
SIdnoy, $54,500 includor. stock, equipmcmt and take-over of,ox- 
lallng, reasonable lease,
PAT COLLETT
IS RELOCATION TO THE 
MAINLAND YOUR GOAL?
Then conlaol mo about this cttaracter cotlogo on 2 lofjal lots in 
Ocean Vlrtw, neat Crescent Peach - only 30 mrns. from Van- 





i5r Walking distance to town 
A 2 bedrooms 
tV Family room 
ft Oftparnlo dining imm 
it Skylights 
itr Double garage 
View exctusivoly witli
»«iowr-'i p wrt* MP«
n iiilose to ixj(iche,«i
n c b,nitifiXMtm 
* Oak kitchon 
w AUriim 
n Ihreplac© 
c- LoL'j of storago
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY 2-4 PM 
2027 WEILER AVE.
“NEAT AS A PIN”
This well cared for home has been continually updated. It's 
established neighbourhood is conveniently located close to the 
REC CENTRE and the GREENGLADE SCHOOL, This 3-level split 
home offers 3 BEDROOMS. 2 BATHROOMS, FAMILY ROOM and a 
4th ROOM which could be a DEN, OFFICE or SEWING ROOM. The, 
PRIVATE YARD is fuily fenced with beautiful mature trees. 
$93,500. For your private viewinq call:
MICHELE HOLMES
.■.,..:Y,,.:,:,,vLIVING.,;QN-Y,0,UR,OWNL^ ......
Then this one bedroom condo is just right for you. Beautiful PAR­
QUET FLOORS, fine wall papers, modern appliances and GLASS­
ED IN SUNDECK add quality and charm to this unit. LARGE 
MASTER bedroom is BRIGHT and CHEERY. Included in this con­
dominium complex are a workshop and lounge area. Conveniently 
located to BUS ROUTES and Marinas. $48,900.
MICHELE HOLMES
HOP INTO THE HOT TUB!
Relax while soaking up the peaceful surroundings; then cool off in 
the IN-GROUND POOL. This ARDMORE locntion otters a LONG 
PRIVATE DRIVEWAY leading to a charming country residence sur­
rounded by an attractively landscaped garden designed for EASY 
MAINTENANCE. Spacious livinn .and riinino room are ideal for 
entertaining. The OAK KITCHEN is a GOURMET'S DELIGHT, Also 




Roliro in stylo In a lovely home in Sumrnotgalo Village. A largo liv­
ing room, galley kitchen and 2 bodrcxsrnfii will provide corntorloble 
living. The “special'’ is the sunrrxirn which has a couih-eastorly 
view for rnaxlrnurn stinsliino ft privacy, investmont - $75,500,
ELAINE FISHER
MOTIVATCD VCNDOn 
MAKE US AN OFFER
This BRENTWCXID homo offers VAULtED CLOAR CEILINGS 
throughout, floor-to ceiirng OLD bt-nCK tTHLPL/fCk. spacious kit­
chen with,largo pantry and L.AIit'A.i .AHEA, rioparatn dining room 
«r»d a SKYLIGHT In the bnthroom, in addition to tfiaae lo.aturoit 
tfwm’S a WORKSHOP lotn of EXTRA I'ARKING room for 
dflvolofXTifmi in the basement ana a f UiT.Y EENCED yard, II 
you'rrji iTOking for a “very special humu" give me a call. 3,;9G,0OO, 
MLS 22155.
MiCMPi (c wni xirci
Residents could expect help in 
the event that major domestic 
problems like a ferry strike, an 
airline crash, large scale storms 
or a major freeze-up occured.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
“Our biggest problem would 
be the loss of power and 
water,” Reynolds said. If only 
the main lines broke there 
would be at least a three day 
supply of water.
The provincial emergency 
program is not mandatory for 
municipalities to have in place 
but Reynolds says it may be 
legislated to be in the near 
future.
“Our idea is to have a plan in 
place in the event of a disaster,” 
Reynolds said. He is the 
emergency program c o - 
ordinator for North Saanich 
and Sidney.
In Central Saanich, area 
coordinator Karl Rudhardi is in 
the process of developing an 
emergency program after taking 
over the job in March, 1987.
The police department, fire 
department and public works 
department all have plans in 
place but volunteer co­
ordination does not exist at the 
moment, Rudhardt said.
“We are in need of just about 
any kind of talent available 
because of the many kinds of 
emergencies that can occur,” he 
said.
Rudhardt finds organizing a 
plan is not an easy task because 
it relies on volunteers who have 
many other things going.
“We need organization to ef­
ficiently organize volunteers 
and categorize them in their 
proper place,” he said. “We 
must have leaders available, to 
jump in the right places at the 
right time.”
Central Saanich is about to 
create an emergency welfare 
department and see a need for a 
transportation department, an 
emergency communications 
system using ham radio 
operators and an urban rescue 
organization that would res­
pond with searches for lost peo- 
.. pie. ■
“The, biggest emergency we 
foresee is an earthquake,” 
Rudhardt said.
“We have to look at prolong­
ed power outages . . . severe 
weather conditions,” he said.
An organization to back up 
police and fire departments 
would also have to be on the 
ready.
The emergency program in 
Central Saanich has an obliga­
tion to co-operate with the pro­
grams in place in Sidney and 
North Saanich.
PEP planners in Sidney and 
North Saanich are in better 
shape than Central Saanich.
They have been holding 
regular meetings and have a 
team of about 50 volunteers on 
a call list. Planners estimate on­
ly one third of all volunteers will 
turn out and are encouraging 
more people to volunteer to 
become a part of the plan.
The volunteers are trained to 
run a communications centre, a 
food preperation centre and a 
resource centre for people in 
trouble.
The program’s current goal is 
to increase the generating 
capacity and to raise money for 
stand-by power units so wells in 
North Saanich can be used.
“Our aim for the next two or 
three years is to bring the pro­
gram to proper emergency 
measures guidelines,” Reynolds- 
said.
“We have all the backing we 
need,” he said. Both municipal 
councils and provincial 
emergency program officials 
have given them full support, 
Reynolds said.
“We feel confident we could 
handle any major disaster for 
the first 72 hours before needing 
help,” he said.
His organization would love 
new members, not necessarily 
with experience or training. 
“We can put them into night 
school,” Reynolds said. First 
aid and land rescue courses 
would benefit volunteers with' 
the emergency plan.
Those in Sidney and North :, 
Saanich who want to become in­
volved can call Dick Reynolds 
through the Town of Sidney or 
Brenda Clarke through the 
North Saanich municipal hall.
In Central Saanich, inquiries 
can be made by dropping a note 
into Karl Rudhardt’s mail slot ’ 
at lhe municiDal hall. i ra
THE EASY route homo Is dlscoworod by Orontwood tiny 
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DROP IN SATURDAY, JANUARY 23rd AND HAVE A PIECE OF BIRTHDAY CAKE AND HELP US CELEBRATE
................... ... .. . ..V. ..V
: — b' ' EVftE ,E^ ■
CONGRATULATIONS TO
B D. JONES Moss St., Victoria
ft! Winner of a trip for 2 anywhere in the world Air 
ft Canada Fiys. Complements of Fletcher’s, 
ft> Quaker, Grey Beverage, Island Farms, Colgate, 
Upton, Western Bakeries, Scott Paper, Air 
Canada S Thrifty’s!
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“JET FRESH” NEW ZEALAND
FRESH 
LAMB LEG
Whole Short Cut or Butt Portion
WONDER White or 
100% Whole 
Wheal........ 675g
OAYSPRING, GREEN LABEL CALCIUM
TOFU............ ....«.s
i NEW! SPRINT TETRA
88'^ i FRUIT DRINKS 5tr“
































FRcSH FSOM NEW ZEALAND
UMB LOIN
Avsnatn.1 - _
! Wednesday ... 9.77 kgCHOPS
r J a ? NESTLEffASTERb UMUI
CHEESE DINNER .......................... ..t27g54 j INSTANT COFFEE
jen i NESTLE QUIK INSTANT
rftGHOCOLATE
20i
Hit \ ORANGE JUICE
i






FRESH FROM NEW ZEALAND 







^ ^ i NESCAFE BULK Ji OQ I ISLAND FARMS FAMILY PACK ^ a ©
















































PORK LEG. ..3.92 kg 1 78lb.
SPECIAL.




C H E D DA R.. . . . . . . 2.39 ih.
fuRKEY'^smi’^^ ......... - ........ ...
HAM......... ..... ....2-S9R>
PARTY TRAY HOTLINE M8-1612Ideucious
KAMIMI
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CHUNK LIGHT TUNA ..1B4g
Is'kg 390Ib. Cello Sag....___6’S
OO0?ROY-ALL



































c pft; BOUILLON CUBES
SQUIRREL
Beef or
Chicken.............. 18’s
PEANUT BUTTER .......1kg
i ^
!§■
g-
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